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          Water sports have 
always been my favourites  
to shoot as they’re so 
unpredictable
Adam Pretty – sports photographer
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Peter Travers
Editor

10th anniversary issue!

e’re celebrating our 10th anniversary 
on PhotoPlus: The Canon Magazine 
this month! I’ve had the pleasure of 

working on every issue, from the launch back 
in September 2007 of issue no. 1 up to this 
latest issue in September 2017. It’s been a 
fantastic and fun-packed ten years, as we’ve 
endeavoured to provide you with priceless Canon DSLR tips, tutorials 
and tests. You’ll find ten of our favourite camera and photo techniques 
on page 28 – we hope they help you improve your photography.

It’s also been a decade of amazing and progressive Canon EOS DSLRs, 
and we’re celebrating the ten most iconic cameras from 2007-2017 in this 
special 10th birthday edition – plus we’ve teamed up with Canon to give 
away a new Canon EOS 77D and EF-S 18-135mm lens. See page 92 now!

Also inside are the usual great new Canon tips, new photo projects and 
image-editing tutorials (from page 43). We interview sports photography 
ace Adam Pretty (page 62); in our informative Canon School section 
(from page 77), there’s EOS SOS where we answering your tricky queries; 
and in Gear (page 97), we test eight wide-angle zooms, plus reveal a host 
of all-new Canon kit including four lenses, a macro flash, and an EOS M.

If you haven’t already, please take five minutes to fill out our reader 
survey and tell us a little about yourself, your kit and photography, and 
feedback on the magazine – all of which will help us keep improving to suit 

your needs. See page 124. 
Thanks for all your support over the last decade. 

Here’s to another ten years of Canon DSLR 
photography fun...

Welcome
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•  We’re the only photo magazine in the 
newsagent that’s 100% dedicated 
to canon eoS dSLR owneRS so 
we’re 100% relevant to your needs.

•  we’Re 100% independent which 
means we’re free to publish what we 
feel is best for eveRy canon dSLR 
photogRapheR, from beginners 
to enthusiasts to professionals. 

•  We’re canon enthuSiaStS and, 
with our contributors, we can offer 
years of expeRt photogRaphy 
expeRience. We’re always excited 
to pass on what we’ve learned. 

•  We’re more than just a print mag; 
you can buy photopLuS foR 
any digitaL device woRLdwide 
via Apple iTunes, Google Play, Zinio, 
Magzter, Amazon Kindle, B&N Nook, 
PocketMags or PressReader.

•  Our Video Disc has the veRy beSt 
dSLR technique & photoShop 
video guideS, which can also be 
viewed via our digital editions.

•  We’re proud to use the woRLd’S 
top canon photogRapheRS  
and experts. Meet them on page 6. 

Our Guarantee 

2017
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rEaD thE tUtOrials… thEn watCh OUr EXpErt ViDEOs

project 4 Take an in-your-
face approach to wildlife 
photography

tutorial 2 Smooth out 
undesirable image noise 
while preserving detail

tutorial 3 Make your photo 
prints match what you see 
on the screen

project 2 Shoot from the 
front of a moving car with 
slow shutter speeds

project 1 Grab some flowing 
fabric and make your 
subjects disappear

tutorial 1 Enhance outdoor 
shots with toning and 
exposure blending

7 ways tO imprOVE yOUr phOtOgraphy tODay

4844

56 60 

 phOtOshOp CC  lightrOOm 

 phOtOshOp ElEmEnts 

54

58

62

08

project 3 Create dramatic 
flash effects with a 
honeycomb grid

50

win!CanOn EOs 77D  + 18-135mm lEns wOrth £1200see page 92
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THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THESE VIDEO TUTORIALS ARE 100% INDEPENDENT 
AND NOT ENDORSED OR SPONSORED BY CANON OR ADOBE SYSTEMS INCORPORATED

To view our ‘pop-out’ videos, tap these 
badges that appear alongside the tutorials 
inside the magazine, or type the link that 
appears alongside into your web browser.

LOOK OUT FOR THIS ICON!
ViEw thE ViDEO
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Matthew Richards 
Technical writer • 760D
photoplus@futurenet.com

“You can let your creative side 
run riot with a really wide-angle 
lens – and there’s a certain Canon 
contender that’s astonishing value 
for money this issue.” Page 106

Martin Parfitt 
Art editor • 600D
martin.parfitt@futurenet.com

“Talk about being in the right place 
at the right time! Check out the 
amazing sports images of Adam 
Pretty from the Olympics, 
Wimbledon and more...” Page 62

James Paterson 
Technique writer • 5D Mk IV
james.paterson@futurenet.com

“Shooting on a windswept 
beach, I was glad the 5D Mk IV’s 
weather-sealed. Our model had 

to make do with slightly flimsier 
and floatier protection!” Page 44

Peter Travers 
Editor • 5D Mark III
peter.travers@futurenet.com

“It’s our 10th anniversary issue and 
there’s lots to enjoy, including 
our 10 favourite Canon 

techniques and the 10 best EOS 
DSLRs of the decade.” Page 28

Lauren Scott 
Staff writer • 7D Mark II
lauren.scott@futurenet.com

“I’m feeling really motivated to 
hone my macro skills after seeing 
the Macro Art category winners 

in the International Garden 
Photographer of the Year.” Page 8

Rod Lawton 
Head of testing • 6D
rod.lawton@futurenet.com

“Canon’s unveiled its latest 
mirrorless camera, the EOS 

M100 – and the touchscreen 
controls are really beginner-

friendly.” Page 100

This issue’s contributors…

Marcus 
Hawkins
Marcus tells 
you all you 

need to know to set up your 
Canon DSLR and kit for top 
landscape shots. Page 82

Brian 
Worley
Brian is here to 
solve even the 

trickiest and most technical 
of Canon queries. See all his 
answers on Page 87

Ben  
Andrews
Testing ace 
Ben tries six 

flashgun diffusers to see 
which improves your photos 
the best. Page 102

Premjith 
Narayanan 
Bahrain-based 
Premjith 

reveals the top six pieces of 
Canon kit he uses to shoot 
Formula 1 racing. Page 74

Morag 
Paterson
Canon pro 
Morag teaches 

our Apprentice to take great 
landscape and abstract 
shots in Scotland. Page 8

Adam 
Pretty
Australian 
Adam is one  

of Getty’s best professional 
sports photographers. We 
talk to him on Page 62

David 
Noton
He’s got ants in 
his pants, this 

bloke! This time he’s hopped 
over to Argentina’s Valles 
Calchaquíes. Page 40

Russ 
Tierney
As part of our 
Photo Stories, 

Russ shares his secrets 
behind his cool pop-up 
studio portraits. Page 70
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theApprentice

Morag, 43, has collaborated 
with her husband Ted Leeming as a 
professional photographer for over 
ten years, selling prints, running 
group and private workshops, 
mentoring and taking on a small 
number of commissions. Their 
work varies from traditional 
landscape capture to abstract and 
impressionist photography, 
exploring the natural world from 
the smallest crevices to majestic 
panoramas. As keen 
environmentalists they have also 
created portfolios addressing 
climate change, and live on a ten- 
acre wind-powered smallholding in 
Dumfries and Galloway which they 
are gradually replanting with native 
trees. More info and galleries at  
www.leemingpaterson.com

 nAme: 

Morag Paterson
 cAmerA: 

Canon eos 5D Mk IV

cAnon pro

Apprentice

Janet is 49 and a keen amateur 
Canon photographer living in 
Falkirk, Scotland. She works with 
her husband in the transport 
business and first picked up 
a DSLR camera five years when 
she bought a Canon EOS 550D, 
then last year upgraded to a 
5D Mark III. She regularly reads 
PhotoPlus, and likes to photograph 
landscapes, seascapes and 
waterfalls – but asked for our help 
in taking her skills further.

 nAme: 

Janet Hoggan
 cAmerA: 

Canon eos 5D Mk III
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SHOOT WITH A PRO

FActFiLe
 photogrAphy workshops 
morag and Ted lead dynamic 
and friendly workshops for groups 
and individuals throughout the 
year in Iceland, Italy, the Faroe 
Islands and Ireland, as well as 
from their base in the Southern 
Uplands of Scotland, a UNESCO-
designated Biosphere Reserve 
and Dark Sky Park. Teaching 
photographers of all abilities, they 
cover everything from traditional 
to abstract image capture, and 
also help aspiring photographers 
explore their individual vision and 
style – with guidance on 
progressing from amateur to 
professional, particularly with 
respect to selling work. 
www.leemingpaterson.com

The ScoTTiSh 
lowlandS

Our Apprentice spends a day with pro Morag Paterson, 
learning how to capture great shots of the countryside
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theApprentice

techniQUe 
Assessment
Morag helped PhotoPlus 
apprentice Janet to set up her 
DLsr for nature photography

 white bALAnce & metering 
“Your Canon DSLR’s Auto White 
Balance (AWB) setting will usually 
help you achieve decent results. 
However, it’s worth experimenting 
with different WB presets to 
accentuate colours – for our shoot 
we used the Cloudy setting to make 
colours warmer,” says Morag. “I also 
got Janet to set metering to 
Evaluative Metering mode to ensure 
a good general exposure reading 
across scenes.”

 mAnUAL mode 
“Janet was used to shooting in Av 
mode, but to take full control of 
exposures I got her to shoot in 
Manual mode, which allows you to 
set precisely the aperture and shutter 
speed combination you want, in 
conjunction with your ISO setting. 
I told Janet to use her camera’s 
exposure level indicator in the 
viewfinder (or on the top LCD, or the 
rear LCD when using Live View) to set 
good exposure,” says Morag.

Lens Canon eF 100mm f/2.8L Macro Is UsM

exposure 1/200 sec, f/2.8, Iso3200
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top geAr #1
Midge repellent

Scotland’S mountains, 
lochs and forests are beautiful, 
but between June and 
September in any damp and 
humid conditions, midges are a 
real problem. “In New Galloway 
Forest Park, midge repellent is 
essential, not optional, unless 
you want to be eaten alive while 
trying to take photos,” says 
Morag. “The best stuff is Avon 
Skin So Soft moisturizer, which 
the army use, and once any 
exposed skin is covered you’ll be 
protected. There was a breeze 
when we were shooting which 
helps deter the little blighters, 
but we still lathered ourselves in 
the stuff and managed to avoid 
being bitten.”

hot 
shot

#1

VIewFInDer CLarIty
“Janet was 
struggling to 
focus, and 
when looking 
through her 
camera’s 
viewfinder, 
I realized her 
dioptric dial  
must’ve been 
nudged as 

everything was blurry! I got her to look 
through the viewfinder, focus on the 
waterfall, and then turn the dioptric dial 
– next to the viewfinder – until everything 
was sharp in the scene.”

 eXpert insight 
the right 
shUtter 
speed?
“it’S tempting to use as slow 
a  shutter speed as possible 
when photographing moving 
water in scenes. For example, shooting at your narrowest aperture 
of f/22 and ISO100 to obtain the longest possible exposure. But 
sometimes one second can be too long if a waterfall is gushing fast, 
as the water ends up looking unreal. Instead, increase your ISO to 200 
or 400, and/or open your aperture to around f/11, to get a slightly 
faster shutter speed of maybe 1/4 sec. This will still capture the water 
as a silky blur, but will look more realistic to the eye,” says Morag.

JAnet’s comment
 We started off with 
some close-up 

abstract shots at a waterfall 
near Loch Ken. Morag advised 
to get down low into a 

comfortable pose as we’d be there for a while, 
tinkering with close-up compositions focusing 
on the textures and flow of the water. Using 
a macro lens, we tried a lower shutter speed of 
1/60 sec – this froze the bubbles but kept the 
flow of water blurred. In this shot I used a wide 
aperture of f/2.8, which has blurred the 
foreground and background elements, so 
the eye is drawn to the sharp centre.
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theApprentice

top geAr #2
Macro lens

“For mY abstract work I like to use 
a Canon EF 100mm f/2.8L Macro IS 
USM lens. It enables me to focus 
closer and thanks to the Hybrid IS, 
I can shoot handheld for sharp 
close-up shots,” says Morag. “Some 
budget zooms have the word ‘macro’ in their title, but beware they will 
not give the same results as a true macro lens; it simply means they 
can focus a little closer. Janet switched her Canon EF 24-70mm f/4L 
IS USM to its macro setting, which worked well, though.”

enabLe HIgHLIgHt aLert
“When photographing waterfalls, it can be easy to blow the 
highlights of white water in your scenes – these areas can 
end up very over-exposed and contain no detail,” warns 
Morag, “To avoid blown highlights, I suggested Janet enable 
the Highlight Alert in the blue menu on her Canon DSLR. Any 
areas blown start to blink, so we increased our shutter speed 
so our exposure would capture detail in the water. When 
processing your images, you can always selectively brighten 
the shadows, leaving detail in the highlights in white water.”

top ten tips For 
creAtiVe AbstrActs
1 icM abstract images

 For ICM (intentional camera movement) shots, 
take your time, observe and really engage with 
your surroundings to capture great images.

2 Patterns and textures
 Look for patterns, textures, reflections and 
interplay between different subjects. walk around 
and see how the light catches subjects differently.

3 different surfaces
Look for surface tension and bubbles in water, 
watch how the light plays on the surface. need an 
nD filter to create a slow-shutter blur, or do you 
want to capture energy with a continuous burst?

4 Shutter speeds
 Use shutter Priority (tv mode) unless you’re very 
comfortable with Manual, and start with a shutter 
speed of around 0.3 sec and work from there.

5 More or less blur?
 If you need more blur, either increase the speed 
of your movement or use a longer shutter speed – 
and vice versa you want less blur.

6 lens setup
 turn off any image stabilization on your lenses 
and use manual focus – you’re in control.

7 Be very open-minded
 with the right technique, bubbles in water or 
a bunch of old sticks can make just as great 
a picture as a beautiful vista.

8 Types of movement
 Follow similar lines to the subject when moving 
your camera for blur – for example, vertical for 
trees or side to side for horizons.

9 Soft and flowing, or abrupt and choppy
 bear in mind that your shutter speed depends 
on the speed of the water and how much you will 
need to move to create intentional blur.

10  Patience leads to perfect
 It can easily take 20-30 attempts at doing 
essentially the same thing to really nail the shot.
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Lens Canon eF 24-70mm f/4L Is UsM

exposure 0.3 sec, f/9, Iso160

JAnet’s comment
 For this wide waterfall 
shot we went for a 

vertical, to include the full height 
of this picturesque scene. Using 
a wide-angle focal length of 

24mm, I focused on the most interesting parts of 
the waterfall rather than getting the whole scene. 
Shooting from a high vantage point and aiming the 
camera down, I was able to capture the swirls at 
the bottom, where the water crashes over the 
rocks, for some interesting shapes. It was dark 
inside the forest so a long exposure captured the 
movement. We found 0.3 sec was the optimum 
shutter speed for water blur, but with rocks still 
visible – any slower and they disappeared.

hot 
shot

#2
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theApprentice

raw IMage qUaLIty
“i alWaYS shoot 
in Raw. It creates 
the best image 
quality and gives 
me the best 
control over 
processing, from 

changing the exposure to white balance, 
highlights and shadows – all tweaked in 
Photoshop or Lightroom without any loss in 
image quality,” says Morag. “In Photoshop 
I also sharpen, boost the contrast and 
saturation of my abstract images.”

hot 
shot
#3

Lens Canon eF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L Is II UsM

exposure 0.5 sec, f/10, Iso160

JAnet’s comment

 Morag took us to 
a part of the forest 

with tall trees and showed me 
how to use a telephoto zoom 
lens and a slow shutter speed 

of 0.5 sec to take motion blur shots of the tree 
trunks. We focused on a pocket of trees to 
capture brown trunks and green leaves, moving 
the camera up and down smoothly and slowly. 
With a little practice I was able to get some 
decent results. A focal length of 200mm 
condenses perspective to draw the trees closer 
for a denser result. We shot away from bright 
sky to avoid blown highlights.
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top geAr #3
get kitted out

“the Weather around 
Dumfries and in the New 
Galloway Forest is unpredictable 
at best, and is certainly colder 
compared to down south, even 
during summer,” smiles Morag. 
“So always be prepared for the 
worst. Bring warm clothes – long 
sleeves, fleeces – so you can 
layer-up when the temperature 
drops. I wear my Paramo 
waterproof jacket and trousers 
all year round, and love my 
Scarpa walking boots that keep 
my feet dry. I use a F-stop AJNA 
backpack to keep all my camera 
gear in, which is comfy to carry.”

hot 
shot
#4

Lens Canon eF 24-70mm f/4L Is UsM

exposure 1/50 sec, f/60, Iso100JAnet’s comment
 For this wider 
shot of 

Clatteringshaws Loch, 
we used a focal length 
of 50mm and focused 

on a rock a third into the scene. With a 
narrow aperture of f/16, this ensured 
everything from the foreground rocks 
to the mountains were sharp. It was a 
flat-light kind of day, so we exposed for 
brighter sky to retain some darkness 
and detail there, leaving the foreground 
underexposed. In ACR we used the Grad 
filter tool to brighten the foreground, 
and another to darken the sky.
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top geAr #4
two-legged 
companion

“mY FaithFul dog, Zed 
Boy – yes, Zed Boy 
– comes everywhere with 
me,” smiles Morag, “He’s 
not only there for some 
company when I’m out 
in the wilds on my own, 
he also offers protection 
should I need it. It also 
means I can combine 
his daily walks with 
photography exploration 
to find interesting new 
spots to shoot.”

theApprentice

hot 
shot
#5

Lens Canon eF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L Is II UsM

exposure 0.3 sec, f/5.6, Iso200
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top geAr #5
telephoto lenses

landScape photography 
isn’t all about using wide-
angle lenses. There are lots 
of massive views available in 
this area of Scotland, from 
huge lochs to faraway 
mountain vistas. But 
sometimes it’s hard to 
capture an interesting 
composition when trying to 
include everything your eye can see. Morag suggests using 
a telephoto zoom lens instead: “I like to use my Canon EF 70-200mm 
or EF 100-400mm lenses and zoom in to the most captivating parts 
of a scene. Always use a tripod with longer lenses when shooting 
traditional landscapes, because at narrower apertures – and 
therefore slower shutter speeds – camera shake will be an issue.”

JAnet’s comment
 This is what Morag 
liked to call a nice 

ICM (intentional camera 
movement) shot! I was 
comfortable being creative 

with my abstract shots by now, so for this 
image I used a focal length of 150mm and 
focused on an area of swirling water at the 
foot of a fast-flowing waterfall. The slow shutter 
speed combined with intentionally moving the 
lens has turned those swirls into pretty 
patterns. The green area on the left is the 
reflection of trees overhead.

AmAzing AbstrAct nAtUre shots
three gorgeous and colourful abstract images by Morag Paterson and ted Leeming

 the gArroch 
“Shot in early autumn – we wanted to 
catch the leaves changing colour. I used 
the strong dark branch to ground the 
image, and added gentle camera motion 
combined with a slow shutter speed 
to capture the image.”

 sUnLight throUgh AUtUmn beech 
“Shooting into the sun, colour 
temperature dances from cool blues to 
warm yellows and browns. With a slow 
shutter and gentle camera shake, 
underexposure has thrown the branches 
and trunk of the tree into deep shadow.”

 cinQUe terre, itALy 
“i became fascinated by the diverse 
colours of the houses and their 
relationship with the harbour water. 
I wanted to capture this in an abstract 
image so focused on the reflections, 
with a shutter speed of 1/250 sec.”
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theApprentice

shot
oF the
dAy!

Lens Canon eF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L Is II UsM

exposure 1/50 sec, f/16, Iso100
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NexT mONTH MACRO WITH FLASH

Do you need some help to take your 
Canon photography to the next level? Let 
us know what you’d like help with and we 

could pair you up with a top pro for the day! 
Email photoplus@futurenet.com with 

‘PhotoPlus Apprentice’ as the subject, and 
include your phone number and address.

be oUr neXt Apprentice

morAg’s Verdict
 Janet was a keen 
Apprentice and had 

a great eye for a photograph. 
She only really needed my help 
setting up her Canon 5D Mk III 

properly so she could capture better exposures, 
and with a little encouragement on focusing and 
composition she was able to improve her results. 
She’s put it all into practice here for a well-framed 
landscape shot. We only had a matter of minutes 
where the sun popped out, but Janet was 
confident enough with her camera settings by 
now that she was able to capture a winning shot 
before the sunlight disappeared.

JAnet’s comment
 For this shot we finally 
saw the sun appear –  

but through a valley between the 
mountains miles away on the other 
side of Clatteringshaws Loch. No 

bother! We got out the 100-400mm telephoto lens 
to zoom in to 300mm and focus on the lit-up scene 
across the loch. A narrow aperture of f/16, even at 
this long focal length, has captured the entire scene 
sharply. I had my camera strapped on the tripod to 
make sure any camera movement at 1/50 sec didn’t 
blur the shot. A little selective Photoshop has further 
boosted the light and colour in the valley, and 
accentuated the moody clouds in the sky.
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01 Blue eyed Beauty By Gillian Plummer
“The centre of this Osteospermum 
‘Serenity Blue Eyed Beauty’ plant contains 
concentric circles of deep blue, stencil-like 
stars, which provide a textured contrast to 
the smooth purple-tipped petals.” Gillian’s 
gorgeous floral portrait was highly 
commended in the Macro Art category
of this year’s International Garden 
Photographer of the Year. By using a tripod 
and cable release, she has rendered the 
centre of the flower pin-sharp, even at the 
extended shutter speed.

Lens Canon EF 100mm f/2.8 Macro USM

Exposure 0.4 sec, f/8, ISO100

Stunning imagery from the world of Canon photography
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INSPIRATIONS

02     AstrAntiA by MAndy disher
“Before photographing the Astrantia, 
I pressed them for a crisp two-dimensional 
feel in order to reveal their remarkably 
intricate patterns.” Mandy then lay these 
charming perennials on top of a lightbox in 
order to backlight their repeating shapes, 
textures and colours. The result 
is wonderfully delicate.

Lens Canon ef 100mm f/2.8 macro uSm

Exposure 1 sec, f/22, iSo50

03     AquilegiA by JAne dibnAh
“The falling stamens and graceful lines of 
the petals created a wonderful sense of 
movement.” For this peaceful shot, Jane 
used a tripod and reflector, bouncing 
light back onto her subject to create the 
balanced lighting you see here.

Lens Canon ef 180mm f/3.5l macro uSm

Exposure 1/640 sec, f/5, iSo400

04     lAce collocAtion by Minghui yuAn
“The dried petals of Hydrangea 
macrophylla respond very well to light, 
which merges different elements of the 
plant while highlighting beautifully fine 
details," Minghui says. He shot this highly 
commended image in Wuhan City, China, 
which has many lakes and parks making 
it ideal for photography.

Lens tamron 90mm macro lens

Exposure 1/160 sec, f/13, iSo320

02

03

All the images in this 
gallery were Canon entrants 
to the Macro Art category of 
the International Garden 
Photographer of the Year  
2017, the world’s premier 
competition and exhibition 
specializing in garden, plant, 
flower and botanical 
photography. It’s run in 
association with the Royal 
Botanic Gardens, Kew. For 
more and to enter next year, 
see www.igpoty.com
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great garden photography

05     the creAtion by Peter PullAn
The bark of this eucalyptus tree is redolent 
of Australian Aboriginal art in its simplicity, 
colour and abstraction. Peter was awarded 
second place for his entry, which invites 
the viewer to look more closely and work 
out what the image is showing.

Lens Canon ef 100mm f/2.8l macro iS uSm

Exposure 1/100 sec, f/11, iSo400

06     A sPring treAt by noortJe russel
The changing seasons provide a wealth of 
inspiration for any outdoor photography 
or keen gardener. “I wanted to capture the 
essence of spring and knew a crocus would 
make the ideal subject,” Noortje says. He 
decreased the highlights and contrast in 
post-processing for this soft image.

Lens tamron 90mm macro lens

Exposure 1/200 sec, f/2.8, iSo400

07     WAiting by bob luiJks
“I found this spider just after sunrise with 
its web glistening in the morning light. 
I used a cooler-looking white balance to 
create a more dramatic scene,” Bob says. 
We love the abstract nature of this finalist, 
and that Bob has deliberately changed the 
colour temperature for added atmosphere.

Lens lensbaby 56mm lens

Exposure 1/5000 sec, f/2, iSo100

06

07

All the images in this 
gallery were Canon entrants 
to the Macro Art category of 
the International Garden 
Photographer of the Year  
2017, the world’s premier 
competition and exhibition 
specializing in garden, plant, 
flower and botanical 
photography. It’s run in 
association with the Royal 
Botanic Gardens, Kew. For 
more and to enter next year, 
see www.igpoty.com
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INSPIRATIONS

08     MArbled White by Judith borreMAns
“This marbled white butterfly had just 
opened to its wings to catch the first 
warming rays of the morning sun.” Judith’s 
symmetrical shot is a quintessential 
butterfly portrait; the soft light and lovely 
out-of-focus background ensures our eyes 
are instantly drawn to the subject.

Lens Canon ef 100mm f/2.8 macro uSm

Exposure 1/320 sec, f/2.8, iSo250

08 
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best-ever 
canon dslr 
techniques10

To celebrate our 10th anniversary, we’ve compiled 10 of our favourite Canon DSLR 
techniques and photography tips to help you take your best-ever photos
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control Depth of 
fielD with av moDe
Understand how changing the aperture affects 
which parts of your image are sharpest

Use Av mode on your Canon 
DSLR to set the aperture and 
control depth of field. The aperture 
determines how much light reaches 
your camera’s sensor. Measured in 
f/stops, values range from f/1.2 to 
f/32 and above, depending on your 
lens. The lower the number (eg 
f/2.8), the wider the aperture, 
which means more light is allowed 
into the camera lens, making 

images brighter. Conversely, the 
higher the number (such as f/22), 
the narrower the aperture, 
therefore less light reaches the 
camera sensor, causing images 
to be darker.

Aperture also affects an 
image’s depth of field (DoF). Wide 
apertures capture a shallow DoF, 
so whatever is in front and 
beyond your focal point will be 

blurry – ideal for portraits and 
wildlife, for instance. Narrow 
apertures capture more DoF, 
meanwhile, allowing a larger area 
of the shot to be sharp – ideal for 
landscapes when you went the 
whole scene in focus.

As your lens’s focal length 
increases, DoF decreases, even 
at the same apertures. So a wide 
focal length (eg 18mm) will 
capture more depth of field at 
f/5.6, compared with a longer 
focal length (eg 200mm) at f/5.6.

Control how much 
of a scene you 
want to be in focus 
when you take 
charge of aperture 
in Av mode1

topcanontips

The aperture determines 
how much light reaches your 
Canon camera’s sensor
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the right 
shutter 
speeD

Find out why adjusting the shutter speed on longer lenses means sharper images
YoUr lens’s focal length 
directly affects your exposure 
triangle. By this, we mean you 
need to consider your shutter speed 
depending on your focal length to 
ensure camera-shake doesn’t equal 
blurry shots. This is more apparent 
if you have a longer lens, such as a 
super-telephoto 500mm prime lens, 

as the any movement of the 
camera (and therefore the lens) 
is more noticeable. In this case, 
you’ll have to speed up your 
shutter time unless you’re on 
a tripod or monopod. 

The general rule if you’re using 
a full-frame camera (eg 6D or 5D 
series) is to match your shutter 

speed to your focal length to 
override camera shake – so at 
500mm, set a speed of 1/500 
sec or higher. If you’re using a 
crop-sensor camera (eg 800D 
or 80D) then multiply by 1.6 – 
500mm becomes effectively 
800mm, so your shutter speed 
needs to be 1/800 sec or higher.

Align your shutter speed 
with your lens’ focal length 
if you want sharp shots

Ge
tty

Ge
tty2
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Back-Button 
focusing setup metering 

& focusing
Make it easier to focus your camera  
with this simple customization trick

Pick the right metering 
mode for the job

This Tip is a real game-changer 
for controlling your camera and 
improving your focusing. By 
accessing your Canon DSLR menu, 
you can deactivate focusing from 
the shutter button, and instead 
control focusing with the AF-ON 
back button. Isolating focusing in 
this way means the shutter button 
is left to only handle metering and 
picture taking, rather than 
constantly half-pressing the shutter 

button to focus. Back-button 
focusing changes the way you can 
photographs by letting you use 
the ‘focus and recompose’ method 
– especially useful for portrait 
photography when you need 
pin-sharp eyes. It’s also very 
useful when you want to 
pre-focus on part of a scene, such 
as a branch for bird photos or a 
track corner for motorsports, 
ready for the subject to show up.

For shooTing landscapes 
and general scenes in One Shot 
autofocus mode, switch from 
evaluative to centre-weighted 
metering. This avoids the iFCL 
metering system of recent Canon 
cameras biasing the exposure to 
the point in the scene that 

Changing how you 
focus your camera 
can really pay 
dividends with 
sharpness in 
your portraits

topcanontips
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Become a real 
photographer
Move beyond mere button-pressing and start thinking

happens to correspond with the 
active focus point. If you 
autofocus on a point in a scene 
then swivel the camera to 
recompose the shot, the exposure 
value will update automatically 
before you release the shutter.

The new EOS 6D Mark II has 
a custom function, C.fn 1-8, that 
allows you to select the metering 
patterns that will auto exposure 
lock when AF is achieved using 
One Shot focus mode.

Study how the great 
painters used light in 
their artwork

Knowledge of art history 
can enhance your 

modern-day photos

Don’T jUsT be a camera user: become a 
photographer. Look at as much work by as 
many artists and photographers as possible, 
go to exhibitions, look at books and study 
the greats. Don’t limit yourself to studying 
the visual arts: be curious about philosophy, 
culture, art history, current affairs and the 
world around you too. Then switch your 

Canon camera to Manual mode and learn to 
set the exposure you want and simplify by 
using one autofocus point, with one prime 
lens (like a 50mm) for at least a year. It will 
stop you getting distracted by camera setup, 
and help you focus on the photography. All 
this will make you become a much better 
overall photographer.

5
Ge

tty
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Once you know 
what you’re 
shooting, seek 
out the most 
relevant AF mode
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7 the right af moDe 
for the suBject
Knowing which autofocus option to  
use will help you take better photos

For generAl shooting, select 
the right autofocus (AF) mode for 
your subject or scene. For static 
subjects and scenes, use One-Shot 
AF. For moving subjects, use AI 
Servo AF, which allows you to 
focus-track moving targets by 
continuously adjusting the focusing 
when you have an AF point over 

your subject and the shutter  
(or back) button half-pressed. 
Canon’s ‘smart’ AI Focus AF mode 
is less intelligent than many 
photographers expect – it’s meant 
to switch automatically between 
One-Shot AF and AI Servo AF, but 
often selects the wrong choice at 
the most inappropriate moment.

finD the Best 
lens for the joB
Take advantage of your DSLR’s ability to use 
many different lens designs and lengths6

The big benefit of owning a 
Canon DSLR is that you’re able 
to switch lenses to suit specific 
subjects and scenes. Choose 
between ultra-wide zooms (see 
Super Test on page 106) like 
10-22mm or 16-35mm lenses for 
landscapes and interior shooting; 
clever tilt-shift lenses for 

architectural images; fast 50mm 
prime lenses for street shots; 
70-200mm telephoto zooms for 
flattering portraits; or long 
300mm and 400mm telephoto 
primes for faraway sports and 
wildlife. Choose the best lenses 
for the job and your shots will 
radically improve.

Ge
tty
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compensate 
your exposure
Understand how to retain tone and detail 
in the important parts of your shot

AlwAYs Think about whether 
you need EV compensation. White 
flowers and snow needs to look 
white; black cats in coal cellars 
need to look dark. It’s not about 
metering patterns or exposure lock 
or anything else the camera can 
do – the camera can’t interpret 

your subject’s intrinsic brightness, 
only you can. If you’re shooting 
in Av, Tv or Manual modes, apply 
positive (brighter) or negative 
(darker) exposure compensation 
using the top dial on cameras like 
the 77D, 7D Mk II, and 6D Mk II; 
or, on cameras like the 200D and 

800D, press the Av +/- button and 
then use the top dial.

Note that if you’re shooting in 
Av mode, exposure compensation 
will adjust the shutter speed to 
make your images brighter or 
dark; if you’re in Tv mode, it will 
adjust your aperture to make 
your images brighter or darker.

BEST-EVER dslr sKIlls

Without exposure 
compensation, 
the whites in this 
delicate shot 
could have been 
bleached out or 
appeared too grey8

It’s not about metering 
patterns or exposure lock – 
the camera can’t interpret your 
subject’s intrinsic brightness 
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composition 
is crucial
Learn the different ways you 
can arrange your scene

You can push ISO higher than you thinkFAr Too many beginners fall into the trap of 
quickly composing their shots, which results in 
boring shots with subjects or main focal points bang 
in the middle of the frame. Composition is the area 
many of our Apprentices (see page 8) need to work 
on – but by applying some simple techniques, you can 
instantly improve your images. Start off with the rule 
of thirds: use Live View with a grid display and place 
your subjects or key parts of your scene on the 
intersecting lines for a more balanced composition.

Next, consider using leading lines or foreground 
interest in your landscapes, and make sure your 
backgrounds aren’t distracting in portraits and 
wildlife images. Change position (go low, get high) 
to get more interesting compositions. Using colour 
to lead the eye into your shot can work well too.

Don’T be scared of pushing your Canon DSLR’s 
ISO to its limits to get a better shot. Use it to obtain 
a faster shutter speed by increasing your sensor’s 
sensitivity, avoiding camera-shake ruining your 
photos. This is especially true if you’re photographing 
people in low light indoors: shooting at ISO3200 will 
capture a decent shot with only a little noise – which 
is preferable than a blurry shot with no noise!

Alternatively, increase your ISO to get a narrower 
aperture. If you’re shooting with a telephoto zoom 
lens using an exposure of 1/1000 sec at f/8 on a dull 
day, increasing ISO will mean a good exposure at f/8, 
whereas switching to f/4 or f/2.8 won’t get all of your 
animal or sporty subject in focus. 

topcanontips

Controlled colour 
splashes and 
leading lines guide 
the eye through 
this image9 10 iso is 

your 
frienD

Ge
tty
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Boosting the ISO means 
you have more options 

when it comes to aperture 
and shutter speeds –  

ideal for low-light photos
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Great reasons to 
subscribe now!

    Get a Lastolite Direct-to-
Flashgun Strobo Kit

    Get 13 issues a year delivered  
directly to your door

   Free video disc every issue

Subscribe & save up to 62% + get a free gift!



HOw TO USE yOUR 
LASTOLITE STROBO KIT

1. the honeycomb effect
Control the spread of light 
from your flash using one of 
the grids, to create a more 
theatrical spotlit effect.

2. COLOUR IT WITH GELS
Use the gels to match the 
colour of your flashgun to 
ambient light, or for artistic 
effect for portraits.

3. COMBINE AND CREATE
Use your kit to get creative 
with flash. Mix and match 
grids and gels for all sorts of 
strobist effects!

About your gift 
1 FLASHGun BRAcKET 
Attaches to your hotshoe flash  
securely with a Velcro strap

12 cOLOuR GELS 
Colour correction and effects 
filters – including Full CTO, 1/2 
CTO, 1/4 CTO, Full CTB, 1/2 
CTB, 1/4 CTB, red, green, 
yellow, blue, ND and heavy frost

2 GEL HOLdERS +  
2 HOnEycOmB GRIdS 
There are two different-
sized honeycombs, and a  
pair of gel holders, each 
with their own carry pouch

subscribe toDaY!
OR CALL 0344 848 2852 and quote PHPP01

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: UK only. Prices and savings quoted are compared to buying full-priced UK print and digital issues. You will receive 13 issues in a year.  You can write to us or call us to cancel your subscription within 14 days  
of purchase. Your subscription is for the minimum term specified and will expire at the end of the current term. Payment is non-refundable after the 14-day cancellation period unless exceptional circumstances apply. Your statutory rights are not 

affected. Prices correct at point of print and subject to change. Gift is subject to availability. Please allow up to 60 days for the delivery of your gift. In the event of stocks becoming exhausted we reserve the right to replace with items of a similar value. 
For full terms and conditions please visit: http://bit.ly/magterms. Offer ends 30 October 2017.

FIND OUT MORE www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/PHPP01

UK sUbs offer

gIFT 
wORTH 
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DAVIDNOTONONlOcATION

DAVID NOTON
Pro travel & landscape photographer

DaviD is an awarD-winning Canon 
photographer with more than 30 years’ 
professional experience. During his career 
David has travelled to just about every 
corner of the globe. In 2012, Canon invited 
him into its Ambassador Program by 
designating him an Official Canon Explorer. 
Info and photos at www.davidnoton.com

eading south out of Salta we pass through 
a range of hills into a gorge of arid red 
rock. I could swear I’m in Utah, but this is the 
Quebrada de la Conches in the Valles Calchaquíes. 
It’s stunning; I never knew northern Argentina had 
such epic landscapes. Yes, the Rough Guide hints 
at this region’s majesty, but I always take glowing 

travel-guide descriptions with a pinch of salt. As we drive down 
the valley, stopping to check out likely locations under the hot 
vertical sun, it becomes increasingly apparent we’ll not be short 
of photographic options here. In fact it’s all slightly 
overwhelming – it’ll be difficult to decide where to start.

We’ve stayed in some truly grim hovels on our travels but as 
we drive down the long, tree-lined entrance road to our next 
abode, it’s clear the Bodega la Enteco is 
not going to be one of them. This is no 
hostel; in fact, it’s a nobby sun-drenched 
wine estate in a stunning location 
beneath the mountains. I booked it in 
a rush just a few days ago, chiefly for its 
location, but it looks like we’ve fallen on 
our feet. Llamas are grazing in the 
garden, fountains gush in shaded 
courtyards and the sound of chirping 
birds is everywhere. What’s more, it turns 
out this is the very vineyard that produces 
Don David, my favourite Malbec. 
Sometimes, things are just meant to be.

As the afternoon slides into evening we 
head back into the Quebrada for a dusk 
shoot. I’ve forced myself to choose an 
option from the day’s recce. I have to start 
somewhere but as I drive I’m wondering if 
I’ve chosen the best. Just get on with it, 
Noton – prevarication is never productive.

On the road again in late afternoon – 
or rather in the road, stood clutching my 
camera, working on positioning the 
strong diagonals of the verge and the 
yellow line dead-central in my 

composition while my wife Wendy watches for oncoming traffic. 
Road shots are useful, they can suggest so much: journeys, 
adventures, destinations, departures, moving on, you get the 
picture. In my stock photographer days I shot a fair few around 
the world. Those days have gone, but I still can’t resist shooting 
this wonderful road passing through this dramatic landscape. 

I’m set up, waiting for the last light on the receding planes of 
mountains in good time. We’re too early, the light is still harsh, 
but here just south of the Tropic of Capricorn it’s sinking 
virtually perpendicularly – prime time will not be long. A strong 
breeze is blowing and visibly buffeting my long lens; I’m not at 
all confident of capturing a sharp image with a slowish shutter 
speed. Returning from this shoot only to discover none of the 
images are quite sharp doesn’t bear thinking about. There’s 

nothing for it – a higher ISO of 400 to 
create a 1/160 sec shutter speed, and 
the whirr of image stabilization will 
make for an easier mind.

With a sky devoid of cloud as is 
usual here, I keep my composition 
tight, utilizing the long 175mm focal 
length and compression of the receding 
ridges which are now starting to glow 
in the evening light. The illumination 
of the landscape is from a sun shining 
directly behind me. Such frontlighting 
is my least favourite – I normally avoid 
it like the plague – but here it just 
seems to work. Wendy and I debate 
whether I shoot with or without a car 
on the road. She says with; I like the 
empty road, but we do both anyway. 
The light is gorgeous, the shoot works, 
life is good. Tomorrow, it’s back to 
Salta for a flight to Mendoza, then 
south to the vineyards of the Uco 
Valley nestled beneath the high 
Andean peaks. We’re on a roll. 

On the road again 
Travelling through Argentina, David Noton spies the 
chance for a classic road shot – but the golden hour is 
more like minutes here, and there’s wind to contend with…

Quebrada de la Conches, Valles Calchaquíes, Salta Province, Argentina. 18:57 local time. 29 January 2017

Next moNth oNtario



With a sky devoid 
of cloud as is usual here 
in Argentina, I keep my 
composition tight

the road through the Quebrada de la 
Conches, Valles Calchaquíes

lens Canon EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS II USM

Exposure 1/160 sec, f/8, ISO400
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Welcome...
hello! In this issue we’re 
bringing you our usual 
menagerie of photo ideas 
and tutorials. There’s 
something mystical about 
the first shooting project – 
but you’ll only need a few 
Photoshop steps to create 
a floating figure effect. Next 
up is a car project that’ll get 
your engine going.

If you’ve got a penchant 
for portraits, discover how 
to modify your flashgun 
with a honeycomb grid for 
dramatic results. Last but 
not least is a wildlife idea 
with a twist. We’re used to 
seeing animals through a 
telelphoto lens, so next time 
you’re capturing furry 
friends, why not try a 
wide-angle view instead?

In the digital darkroom, 
you’ll find a refresher on 
some of the more basic 
(but still vital) elements 
of editing. Enhance your 
landscape exposures with 
a few simple tricks; remove 
noise without removing 
detail in Photoshop; and 
get your photos ready for 
printing in Lightroom. 
Enjoy the issue!

Sharpen up your photography skills with 
our all-new photo projects and expert guides 

Lauren Scott
Staff Writer
lauren.scott@futurenet.com

New projects with video guides
Follow our Canon DSLR walkthrough guides and Photoshop editing videos 

50 Hard-lit portraits
Attach a honeycomb grid to 

your Speedlite to create dramatic 
and professional flash effects

44 Shoot the breeze
Grab some flowing fabric and 

make your subjects disappear into 
thin air for a ghostly portrait effect

48 Chasing cars
Shoot from the front of a 

moving car with slow shutter speeds 
for magnificent motion-blur results

54 Wide-angle wildlife
Take an in-your-face 

approach to wildlife photography 
by getting your camera up close

60 Soft-proof photos 
Identify and correct any 

unprintable colours so your prints 
match what you see on the screen

56 Dodge and burn
Enhance outdoor shots – use 

Photoshop Elements for selective 
toning and exposure blending

58 Against the grain
Smooth out undesirable 

image noise while preserving detail 
with the Reduce Noise Filter

WHeNever you see 
this icon you’ll find 
an accompanying 
video – tap the 
link and the video 
will ‘pop-out’ of 
the page (as long 
as you have an 
internet connection). 
You can also download 
project files to your computer. 

vieW tHe viDeoS

vieW tHe viDeo

canon skills
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 After 



Project 1

 Before 
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flowing fabric

Shoot a person 
covered in fabric, 
then remove  
their legs
 
Time needed
One hour
 
Skill level
Intermediate
 
Kit needed
Tripod • Light, 
colourful material

the Mission shoot the breeze
James Paterson explains how to make your subjects  
disappear into thin air for a ghostly portrait effect

omething as simple as 
a piece of lightweight 
fabric can add an 
incredible burst of 

colour and shape to your 
portraits – especially if you can 
find a windswept location and a 
willing subject who doesn’t mind 
being buffeted by the breeze. Not 
only is the fabric fantastic for 
conventional photos, it can also be 
used to create beautiful effects, like 
our ghostly figure. In this project, 
we’ll explain how it’s done using a 
cunning combination of shooting 
skills and simple Photoshop 

techniques. The fabric in question 
here is a shiny dress-lining material 
– light enough to get picked up by 
the wind and thin enough to define 
the shape of the figure underneath, 
but also not so transparent that it 
gives the game away by showing 
the person in too much detail. 
After draping the fabric over our 
subject, we’ll use Photoshop skills 
to remove the legs and replace the 
area with a portion of the empty 
scene taken from another frame. 
Even for Photoshop beginners it’s 
a very simple job that takes just 
a few minutes... 

s

View the Video
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Video Also online 
http://bit.ly/pp_131_1

01 Wait for Wind
For this project you’ll need a willing model and a windy 
spot to shoot. The space should be wide enough for 
the fabric to flow, and with enough of a breeze for it to 
catch in the wind. Hilltops, open fields, high buildings 
or beaches all work. An uncluttered backdrop is best.

03 Use a triPod
A tripod keeps the camera position fixed. As for 
exposure settings, a wide aperture, like f/2.8, gives a 
nice shallow depth of field and blurs the backdrop. 
We had our Canon in Aperture Priority mode at f/2.8, 
ISO100, resulting in a shutter speed of 1/1600 sec.

02 shaPe the fabric
The fabric needs to be light but not too transparent. 
We used dress-lining material, as fabric shops sell it 
cheaply in various colours (our 5x1-metre piece was 
less than £20). Once covered, ask the subject to pose 
so the fabric shows the shape of the face and body. 

04 Work the Poses
After shooting your subject in various poses (we tried 
straight-on and side-on), ask them to move out of shot 
so you can capture an empty frame. Switch to manual 
focus to stop the focus hunting, and fire another shot, 
making sure the exposure matches the other frames.

Overcast

View the Video

Project ????Project 1Project 1

wind movement  
It’s impossible to capture 
this flowing fabric effect 
without help from the wind. 
Check the weather forecast 
before you go to check the 
speed and direction (25–31 
mph is considered a strong 
breeze). Wide open spaces 
like this beach are inherently 
more likely to be blustery.

Aim for 
overcAst 
Lighting can make or 
break any outdoor shoot. 
While you could get away 
with shooting in bright 
sunlight, the overcast 
clouds produced a 
moodier result and also 
made the bright hue of 
the red fabric pop.

quick tips planning your shoot
this outdoor shoot requires the cooperation of the weather

step By step Blowin’ in the wind
enjoy peace of mind when using your camera in and around the sea

coMposition 
think about how to use 
negative space when 
composing your frame. 
we chose to leave plenty 
of empty beach to the 
right of the model, so that 
when the fabric blew in 
the wind it wouldn’t be 
cropped and cut off. in 
this instance, a pared- 
down composition really 
enhances the ghostly 
nature of the image.

NexT moNTh: 
SmaShed 
mirror 
effecT
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flowing fabric

finAl inspirAtion to lift your spirits
try out different poses and approaches to your windy portraits
As well as our 
ghostly effect here,  
it’s also worth 
experimenting with 
other kinds of 
portraits. The fabric 
can look fantastic if 
you have a subject who 
knows how to jump or 
dance gracefully. Our 
model Helen worked 
wonders, despite 
taking a battering from 
wind at blustery Brean 
on Somerset’s west 
coast. A side-on view 
shows off the shape of 
the fabric, especially if 
you get down on the 
ground and shoot from 
a low angle to blur 
the foreground and 
frame the fabric 
against the sky.

edit the effect in photoshop
Making your model look like they’re floating is a breeze

01 hide the legs
Open your main image and empty frame in Photoshop. 
Grab the Rectangular Marquee tool and make a rough 
selection of the empty area that corresponds to the 
subject’s legs. Next, you’ll need to hit Cmd/Ctrl+C to 
copy, then go to the other image and hit Cmd/
Ctrl+Shift+V to paste it in place over the top.

02 Paint a mask
Go to the Layers panel (Window>Layers), hold Alt and 
click the ‘Add Layer Mask’ icon to hide the layer 
behind a full black mask. Grab the Brush tool and set 
the colour to white, then paint over the legs to reveal 
the empty space. If necessary, you can tidy up any 
messy patches by using the Clone tool.

Dodge and burn 
the highlights and 

shadows in the 
folds of the fabric 
to accentuate the 

shape of the figure 
underneath

Quick tip!
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Project 2

Video also online  
http://bit.ly/pp_131_2

The Mission
How to capture 
motion-blur shots 
from inside 
a moving car
 
Time needed
45 minutes
 
Skill level
Intermediate
 
Kit needed
Wide-angle lens  
• Monopod

Warp-speed motion
Peter Travers shoots from a moving car for creative motion-blur images

01 i like driving in my car
We’ve hired a convertible BMW car for 
this shoot so we can position our Canon 
camera above the windscreen for the best 
composition. But you can capture similar 
shots from any car by shooting through 
the windscreen instead.

04 no blur can look sTaTic
We shoot in Tv mode to control the shutter 
speed, so our DSLR will set the aperture 
for a good exposure. Driving at 40mph 
and using a fast shutter speed of 1/500 
sec makes the hedges seem static, as if 
the car wasn’t moving at all.

02 dslr and lens
We’re using a Canon EOS 5D Mk III, with 
an ultra wide-angle 16-35mm lens, as we 
want the full-frame sensor and wide 16mm 
focal length to capture as wide a view as 
possible of the passing scenery from the 
passenger seat of the car.

05 Too much blur geTs messy
To add a sense of speed, use a slow 
shutter speed to turn the passing scenery 
into a creative blur. We experimented with 
a car speed of 20mph and slower shutter 
speed of 0.5 sec, but now the hedges and 
car bonnet are shaky rather than blurred.

03 monoPod for sTabiliTy
We’re using a monopod inside the car, with 
the leg positioned carefully down the side 
of the seat, and held firmly against the 
windscreen. With the camera in position, 
we pre-focused on the bonnet of the car 
use back-button focusing.

06 ideal car and shuTTer sPeed
We found the optimum combination was 
a car speed of 30mph and shutter speed 
of 1/10 sec (see main image, right). Bear 
in mind your ideal settings will depend on 
your lighting conditions, the smoothness 
of the road, and your car’s suspension.

sTep by sTep get set for motion blur in your motor
Discover the key Canon camera settings and lens set-up, plus the best car speed and shutter speed

ith a combination 
of shutter speed and 
clever camera setup 
– and with a willing 

driver and nice country road 
– you can get some great 
motion-blur shots from the 
passenger seat of any car. All 
without breaking the speed limit! 
We’ll demonstrate how a slower 

speed will help turn the passing 
surroundings into a blur to 
capture a sense of speed, rather 
than using a fast shutter speed 
to freeze it and make everything 
look static.

We found quiet and smooth 
country roads with high hedges 
and overhanging trees either side 
worked best, as these all looked 

good when blurred. The trick 
with these shots is to get the 
camera as stable as possible inside 
the car to take advantage of the 
car’s suspension – that way the 
camera will sharply capture the 
front or inside of the car, but the 
outside surroundings will be 
blurred nicely as we drive past. 
Read on for DSLR set-up tips. 

W

 1/500 sec: Too fasT  1/2 sec: Too sloW 

VieW The Video
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Brighter macro shotsCreative motion blur

 round The bend  reach for The sky 

Consider investing  
in a specialist rig that 
has a mount for your 
camera, and suction 

cups to attach it to 
your car’s bodywork 

or windscreen

QuiCk tip!
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Project 3

Video also online  
http://bit.ly/pp_131_3

Get dramatic 
portraits with the 
Lastolite Strobo 
Honeycomb Set
 
Time needed
30 minutes
 
Skill level
Intermediate
 
Kit needed
Lastolite Strobo Kit 
• Flashgun

The Mission dramatic portraits
Lauren Scott adds honeycomb grids for professional flash effects

01 get equipped
Start by clipping the Strobo Honeycomb 
Grids directly onto the flashgun bracket. 
Then fasten this to your Speedlite with the 
Velcro straps. You can set up two (to light 
the model and background separately) but 
to keep things simple we started with one. 

04 fLaSh SettingS
We used a Canon 600EX II-RT Speedlite 
and set it to E-TTL metering mode. The 
camera then set the flash power for us 
automatically according to the scene. Set 
the flash zoom closest to your lens’ focal 
length – for us, this was 105mm.

02 poSition the Light 
Attach the flashgun to your hotshoe or on 
a stand in front of your model, out of shot. 
Angle it directly towards the model’s face. 
If you want to use a second flash to light 
the background, mount this on a stand 
positioned to the side of the model.

05 camera SettingS
In Manual exposure mode, we started off 
with an ISO of 100 and aperture of f/8. You 
may need to tweak your settings after a few 
test shots. The grids stop a small amount of 
light from the flashgun, so bear this in mind. 
You can play around with the flash zoom too.

03 the environment
We were using a studio for our shoot, but 
you can set up anywhere. Just find an area 
with enough space and a desirable 
background. Plain walls work for minimalist 
portraits, whereas rougher surfaces like 
brick walls produce an edgier look.

06 direct the modeL
Think about the position and pose you’d like 
your model to adopt; we started with a 
profile shot, but then tried out some wider 
angles. A 24-105mm lens made it easy to 
try out compositions. Create a relaxed 
atmosphere to get natural results.

shooTing skills using the honeycomb set 
Attach the Lastolite strobo Kit to your flashgun and get ready to take your portraits

lash might not seem 
very versatile when it 
comes to shooting 
portraits, but used in 

the right way it can create 
dramatic hard-lit results. 
Modifying your flash needn’t be 
a complex task, either. The trick 
is in using honeycomb grids to 
create a narrow beam of light, 

which stop it from spilling 
everywhere. These grids are ideal 
for dramatic lighting setups when 
you need a contrasty photo.

In this project, we’ll show you 
how to use Lastolite’s Strobo kit 
with a honeycomb attachment. It’s 
a compact, creative, yet simple to 
use light-modifying system for 
flashguns. Even better, you get 

this flash kit for free when you 
subscribe to PhotoPlus (page 38).

For this shoot we used the 
Lastolite honeycomb grids on a 
Speedlite to highlight the facial 
features of the model and separate 
her from a dark background. The 
method is simple, but the results 
are stunning. Follow along, and 
find out how to do it yourself…  

F

View The Video
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dramatic portraits

Give your model  
clear directions. 

Reassure them that 
they’re doing a good 

job to keep morale 
and confidence  

levels high

QuicK tip!

geT a Free 
lasToliTe 
sTrobo kiT 
wiTh gels
When you subscribe to 
photoplus (see page 38) 
you’ll get the Lastolite 
strobo Kit for free. Worth 
£98, the kit includes a 
flashgun bracket, which 
attaches to your hotshoe 
flash with a Velcro strap. 
there are also two 
different-sized 
honeycombs, and a pair 
of gel holders each with 
their own carry pouch. 
We’ll be looking at the 
gels next issue, so don’t 
miss that project!

 Flash + honeycoMb 

 Flash 
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Project 3

01 Spot heaL
Open your image in Adobe Camera Raw. 
Start by using the Spot Removal tool to 
erase any small blemishes, stray hairs or 
distractions on the background – all these 
elements will be accentuated by the bright 
flash. You can then drag the brush around 
to find a similar area to sample.

02 generaL adjuStmentS
To make the honeycomb effect more 
dramatic, increase the Contrast level, 
and take Blacks and Shadows down. If 
you want to darken the edges of the frame 
even more, head to the Lens Correction 
panel and reduce Vignette too. The 
histogram should be skewed to the left.

03 go bLack and white
Once you’ve made a few basic tweaks to 
the exposure, you might want to convert 
your image to black and white. If you do,  
go to the HSL/Greyscale panel, tick 
Convert to Greyscale and then edit the 
different channels separately. This gives 
you more control over the final result.

Take iT FurTher With A QuicK b&W edit
All you need to turn up the drama and go black and white is Adobe camera Raw 

Final inspiraTion foR fLAshy edits
get sweet, sweet results from your honeycomb flash attachments

make it 
monochrome
Stripping the colour 
out of your portrait 
really emphasizes 
the darker edges 
of the frame and 
the effect of the 
honeycomb grid. 

NexT moNTh 
capTuriNg 
carS 
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The Mission

Get your camera  
up close to wildlife 
and trigger the 
shutter remotely
 
Time needed
2-4 hours
 
Skill level
Intermediate
 
Kit needed
Canon DSLR •  
Tripod • Wireless 
shutter release • 
Animal food

Project 4

View The Video
Video also online  

http://bit.ly/pp_131_4

wide-angle wildlife
Take the in-your-face approach to wildlife photography by getting 
your camera up close with a wide lens, explains James Paterson

e’re used to seeing 
wildlife through the 
barrel of a telephoto 
lens, so why not 

take a different approach 
and try capturing animals 
with a wide angle? The altered 
field of view you get with a wide 
angle will give your photos an 
entirely different feel, as well as 
showing off more of the animal’s 
surroundings. By contrast, the 
narrow angle of a long zoom 
results in blurred backgrounds 
and compresses the perspective. 
So with a wide angle you can 

simultaneously create greater 
intimacy with the subject and 
make wildlife photos that are 
unlike anyone else’s. It’s also a fun 
challenge, both for your camera 
skills and patience.

Whether you’re shooting exotic 
animals around the world or 
ducks at the local pond, the 
technique for this remains the 
same. The main problem we have 
to overcome here is that the 
animal needs to be rather close to 
the lens. At focal lengths of 18mm 
or 24mm, subjects will look tiny in 
the frame even at one metre away, 

particularly the smaller critters. 
So, we need to be able to entice 
the animals up to the camera 
– ideally nose-to-lens. 

Unless they’re comfortable 
around humans, this means we 
need to hide away and fire the 
shutter remotely with a wireless 
release. If you’re fortunate enough 
to get an interested creature, 
there’s an extra element of luck 
involved in getting an in-focus, 
well-composed photo. So it’s 
certainly a challenge – but that 
only makes it more rewarding 
when a shot comes off. 

w
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Up-close wildlife

NexT moNTh 
flaSh gelS

01 Get PrePared
Use a wide-angle lens with a focal length of around 
18mm or 24mm. Compose with your camera low to 
ground level. If your tripod doesn’t allow for this, try 
propping the camera up on a rock or clump of grass.

03 attach your triGGers
The best way to trigger the camera remotely is with a 
wireless release. You can pick up a set like the Hähnel 
triggers here fairly cheaply. Set the camera to 
continuous high drive mode for rapid-fire shots.

05 Guess the focus Point
Auto-focus won’t work here, and it may scare the 
animal away. Instead we need to guess at the focus 
point using manual focus. Focus on the spot where 
the animal will most likely be – such as the pile of food.

02 adJust your exPosure
Aperture Priority is best for this as we can set an 
aperture around f/8. As for ISO, we need it to be high 
enough to allow for a shutter speed that will freeze the 
action – at least 1/100 sec. Here we’re at ISO1600.

04 Place the food
Observe where the animals like to sit or perch, then 
scatter food around the area and place a pile in the 
spot where they’re likely to appear. Be sure to use 
healthy food that’s been approved for your subject.

06 the waitinG Game
Now we move away, preferably downwind of the 
camera, and wait. Animals will be more likely to 
approach if they’re used to the camera; try to wait 
until they’re settled, then fire off a burst.

sTep by sTep Get set up for remote shootinG 
Learn how to set up your camera with a wireless trigger and lure animals up to the lens

shuTTer 
sounds
Animals will usually be 
wary of the camera, 
and often it’ll take a 
few hours – or even a 
succession of days – for 
them to get used to it. 
What’s more, the sound 
of the shutter might 
scare them off. it helps 
if they can get used to 
the sound, so fire it a 
few times when they’re 
nearby. hopefully they’ll 
feel more comfortable 
hearing the sound when 
they come up close to the 
camera. Alternatively, 
you can dull down the 
sound of the shutter by 
turning on Live View,  
but it’ll slow down your 
rate of shots.
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The Mission
Dodge and burn  
to improve your 
landscape photos
 
Time needed
20 minutes
 
Skill level
Easy
 
Kit needed
Photoshop 
Elements
 

Dodging & burning
Discover how to enhance your outdoor photography with simple tricks  
for selective toning and exposure blending in Photoshop Elements

hese days landscape 
photography isn’t just 
about the great 
outdoors, and the shoot 

is only half the process. If 
you want your landscapes to truly 
shine, you need to know how to 
bring out the best of them in 
post-processing.

Aside from the usual essential 
edits, when it comes to landscapes 
the fine art of dodging and 
burning plays a major role. In the 
traditional sense, ‘dodging’ and 
‘burning’ a print would refer to 
the darkroom process of holding 

back light from certain areas of a 
print, while allowing more light to 
reach other areas of the light-
sensitive paper. These days we use 
the terms more loosely to 
encompass various editing 
techniques for lightening and 
darkening parts of an image.

As a viewer, when we look at  
a photo our eyes are naturally 
drawn to the lighter areas first.  
So with subtle lightening and 
darkening we can take the eye  
on a journey around the frame. 
We can also pull out forms and 
textures, add drama to skies and 

de-emphasize distracting details. 
Photoshop Elements has all the 
tools we need – not only can we 
use the Dodge and Burn tools,  
we can also blend exposures,  
add selective contrast and more.

We’ll begin here by blending 
two exposures of our scene – one 
exposed for the foreground, the 
other for the sky. After this, we’ll 
make two distinct dodge and burn 
layers – one for general lightening 
and darkening, the other to pull 
out the textures of the rocks. 
Finally, we’ll boost contrast 
selectively across the frame. 

T

DownloaD projecT fileS 
To your compuTer from:  
http://downloads.
photoplusmag.com/pp131.zip

 AfTer         

 Before 

 Before 
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DoDge & burn landscapes

PhotoshoP elements

ViDeo Also online  
http://bit.ly/pp_131_5

When using either 
the Dodge or Burn 
tool in Photoshop 

you can hold Alt to 
temporarily switch 

over to the 
other tool

Quick Tip!

01 Select the Sky
Open dodge_burn01 and 02 in Photoshop Elements 
and click Expert Mode. Grab the Move tool. Drag the 
02 image up to the tab of the other image, then down 
and in to copy over. Grab the Quick Selection tool and 
paint over the sky to select it, then click Refine Edge.

03 Darken the eDgeS
A newly created grey layer will appear in the Layers 
panel. We can paint or dodge and burn on this layer. 
Grab the Burn tool then go to the tool options and set 
Range: Midtones, Exposure 20%. Paint to gradually 
darken the rocks on the left side of the frame.

05 Pick out DetailS
Zoom in closer and use the Dodge and Burn tools to 
pick out fine details by lightening the ridges and 
darkening crevices in the rocks. Set the Dodge tool to 
Highlights and the Burn tool to Shadows, lower the 
Exposure to about 10% and use a small brush tip.

02 Make a grey layer
Increase the Radius to about 2 pixels, then paint over 
any unselected parts of the edge with the Refine 
Radius tool. Set Output: Layer Mask and hit OK. Next 
go to Layer>New Layer. In the New Layer dialog set 
Mode: Overlay, check the ‘Fill with...’ box and click OK.

04 DoDge the rockS
Switch to the Dodge tool (again with Range: Midtones, 
Exposure 20%) and paint to lift the central rocks and 
any other details. Press Cmd/Ctrl+Shift+Alt+E to 
merge a new layer. Go to the Layers panel and change 
the blend mode to Luminosity.

06 Selective contraSt booSt
Click the Create Adjustment Layer icon in the Layers 
panel and choose Levels, then squeeze in the black 
and white points to boost contrast. Hit Cmd/Ctrl+I to 
invert the layer’s mask to black, then paint white to 
reveal the contrast boost selectively over the rocks.

sTep By sTep DoDge & burn like a pro
enhance your landscapes with powerful lightening and darkening tricks in pSe

nexT monTh 
fireworKS

exposure 
BlenDing
at dawn and dusk we 
often shoot towards 
the sun as this is the 
most vibrant part of 
the sky. However, the 
sky will often be much 
brighter than the land 
so a balanced exposure 
can be a struggle. one 
solution is to take two 
shots (using a tripod) 
and blend them together 
later. either shoot 
manually and vary the 
shutter speed for this, 
or alternatively use 
aperture priority mode 
and dial in exposure 
compensation. Here 
our sky exposure was 2 
seconds long, the land 
exposure was 10 seconds 
– a difference of 2 and 
1/3 stops.

View The ViDeo
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photoshop cc

 After 
 Before 

hen shooting with a 
traditional film 
camera, you could 
use film with 

different ISO speeds to
capture more detail in 
low-light conditions. The 
faster (higher) the film’s ISO 
speed, the more sensitive it was to 
available light. A fast film enabled 
you to avoid using slow shutter 
speeds in low light, so you could
capture detail without the need 
for a tripod. You could also shoot 
handheld in locations where flash 

was prohibited, such as in a 
museum or church. Today’s digital 
cameras can reach blistering ISOs 
compared to the film cameras of 
yore, but bumping up the 
sensitivity of the sensor isn’t 
without any noise at all. You’ll 
know that the higher you push 
your ISO, the grainier your images 
become, but did you know that 
there are two types of digital 
noise – luminance (greyscale) and 
chroma (colour)? Luminance 
noise appears throughout the 
tonal range of the image as tiny 

dots. It can be compared to grain 
in analogue film, so it isn’t as 
undesirable as chroma noise, 
which manifests itself as multi-
coloured speckles. However, you 
may still want to smooth out high 
ISO-induced luminance noise to 
get a more pristine digital photo. 
When reducing the presence of 
luminance noise, you have
to be careful not to blur important 
details, or end up with an image 
that looks soft and muddy. Follow 
these quick steps for an idea on 
how to get started. 

remove noise 
from your photos
Lauren Scott shows you how to smooth out undesirable image  
noise while preserving detail using the Reduce Noise filter

W

Video Also online  
http://bit.ly/pp_131_6

the Mission

To reduce unwanted 
image noise with 
Photoshop’s 
Reduce Noise filter
 
Time needed
10 minutes
 
Skill level
Easy
 
Kit needed
Photoshop CC

VieW the Video
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Master PhotoshoP CC

AgAinst the grAin come on feel the noise 
open up your image in Photoshop and get going with this easy photo adjustment

01 anaLySe the noiSe
Open your image up in Photoshop. To see the ISO 
setting used to capture it, go to File>Info and click the 
Camera Data tab. Here you can see that the ISO 
speed is 1000, so there will be noise present. Click OK. 
Click the Zoom tool to display the image at 100%.

03 reduce the coLour noiSe
Colour noise is easy to remove because there’s no risk
of smoothing out important detail. Zoom in to 200%
to see the noise more clearly. Drag the Reduce Color 
Noise slider to 70% to remove the coloured speckles. 
This leaves the luminance noise for us to deal with.

05 before and after
The Sharpen Details slider restores features that may 
have blurred. Drag it to 17%. Now that you’ve restored 
detail to the image, you can increase the Strength to 7. 
Click Preview to see the noisy ‘before’ version. Release 
the mouse to see a reduced-noise version.

02 open the reduce noiSe fiLter
Grab the Hand tool and drag it to examine parts of the
magnified image. Noise is especially noticeable in
darker, smoother areas such as the light reflections. 
Go to Filter>Noise>Reduce Noise. To see how the 
sliders work their magic, start with them at 0.

04 bLurred verSuS Sharp
Drag the Strength slider to 6 to start smoothing the 
luminance noise. This blurs noise, but also blurs our 
subject’s important architectural details. Drag the 
Preserve Details slider until you get a balance between 
detail and noise. Here, 16% is a good compromise.

06 advanced optionS
Click the Advanced button. Here you can toggle 
through the red, green and blue channels that make 
up the colour image. Traditionally, the blue channel is 
more prone to displaying noise, so drag Strength to 3. 
Click OK to remove the image noise.

View your image 
at at least 100% 

magnification while 
you edit, and  

toggle to a wider 
view to see the  

final effect

Quick tiP!

finding A 
BAlAnce
the Reduce noise
filter’s sliders enable you 
to get a balance between 
removing noise while 
preserving detail. We’ve 
provided values for our 
specific image, but don’t 
be afraid to play with 
the sliders and values 
until you get a result that 
you’re happy with.

NexT moNTh 
eSSeNTial cc 
TechNiqueS
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lightroom

The Mission

To ensure that  
the printed colours 
of your images  
are accurate
 
Time needed
15 minutes
 
Skill level
Easy
 
Kit needed
Lightroom

 AfTer 
 Before 

view The video

rocessing a landscape 
photograph is the best 
way to reveal more 
detail in the image 

and create attractive, 
vibrant-looking colours. Even 
after you’ve processed a photo to 
look good on-screen, it can be 
frustrating to end up with a print 
that looks less bright and vibrant 
than the digital version of the 
photo. Your printer may struggle 
to reproduce the processed 
picture’s colour accurately. This is 
because computer displays 

produce millions of colours by 
mixing reds, greens and blues 
(RGB) together, while most 
domestic printers combine cyan, 
magenta, black and yellow 
(CMYK) to create a narrower 
range of colours. Colours that 
can’t be printed are referred to as 
‘out of gamut’ colours. The image 
on your monitor is also brightly 
illuminated, leading to vibrant 
colours that can look drab on 
paper in comparison. Fortunately, 
Lightroom’s Develop module has a 
handy Soft Proofing mode that’ll 

help you identify the out-of-gamut 
colours a printer can’t reproduce, 
so that you can adjust them to  
fall within the printable range. 
Lightroom uses an sRGB colour 
space that’s designed to display 
colours on-screen. After adjusting 
problematic colours in an  
sRGB colour space, we’ll switch  
to a narrower, more printer-
friendly colour space – Adobe RGB 
(1998). We’ll talk you through 
setting up Lightroom’s Print Job 
panel to get your prints looking 
their best! 

soft proof images 
to manage colour
Identify and correct unprintable colours so that the printed version 
looks similar to what you see on-screen. Lauren Scott shows you how

P

DownloaD projecT fileS 
To your compuTer from:  
http://downloads.
photoplusmag.com/pp131.zip

video Also online  
http://bit.ly/pp_131_7
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proofing images

sTeP By sTeP preserve tones
open up your image in Lightroom and start with this common photo fix

01 ExaminE thE coLour mix
Load the processed image into the Develop module. 
As you move the cursor around the image you’ll see 
that the RGB values below the histogram change. The 
sampled dark-blue sky here is a mix of 28.2% Red, 
34.7% Green and 50.4% Blue, for example.

03 activatE thE gamut warning
To discover which colours won’t print correctly, click 
the Destination Gamut Warning icon at the top right of 
the histogram window. Any unprintable colours will 
turn red. Here you can see that the darker blue pixels 
and some of the greens and yellows are out of gamut.

05 SELEctivE Saturation adjuStmEnt
Click the Saturation section of the HSL panel. Select 
the Targeted Adjustment tool icon, click the sky’s red 
patch and drag downwards to desaturate the colour. 
The Blue slider will slide left and the patches will 
vanish. Sample and desaturate patches in the grass.

02 SEE a Proof PrEviEw
To get an idea of how the photo will look when printed, 
click the Soft Proofing button. The white backdrop is 
the paper border around the print. The area below the 
histogram shows specific numerical values for each 
RGB colour channel, rather than a percentage.

04 crEatE a Proof coPy
You may want an online version of the image, as well 
as a version that’s suitable for print. Click Create Proof 
Copy. You’ll now have two versions of the photo in the 
Filmstrip. To desaturate the copy’s unprintable blues 
without changing the other colours, go to the HSL tab.

06 changE thE coLour ProfiLE
Alternatively, change the photo’s colour profile menu 
from the default sRGB to the print-friendly colour 
space of Adobe RGB (1998). This forces the Proof 
Preview’s colours to conform to a printable range 
without the need to make selective adjustments.

nexT monTh 
waTermarKS

Use the options in 
the Soft Proofing 

panel to see if 
your colours are in 

gamut, or range, 
for your display or 

output device

Quick tip!

BudgeT 
PAPer no-no
Money isn’t everything... 
and yet cheaper photo 
paper tends to absorb 
and spread ink, leading 
to muddy-looking prints 
with washed-out colour. 
If you can, choose a 
heavyweight photo gloss 
or matte inkjet paper 
that’s designed for 
high-resolution
prints – you’ll have much 
more pleasing results.
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01     michael phelps
American Michael Phelps leads 
South Africa’s Chad le Clos in the 
Men’s 200m Butterfly Final, Rio 2016.

Lens Canon EF 200-400mm f/4L IS USM

exposure 1/2000 sec, f/4, ISO3200 

dam Pretty shoots hundreds of 
sporting events around the 
world every year, and the only 
way to fit an interview for 
PhotoPlus in his busy summer 
schedule was to do it while he 
was at an event. So I spoke to 
him by phone while he sat 
poolside in a quiet period at 
the 2017 World Swimming 

Championships in Budapest.
The 40-year old Australian pro 

photographer has specialised in sport for 
two decades and broadened his work to 
include sports advertising ten years ago. 
Here he talks about how he got into 
sports photography, the changes he’s seen 
in the profession over the years, his 
favourite Canon kit and what advice he 
would give aspiring sports photographers.

What were your earliest 
experiences of photography?
When I was in primary school in Sydney 
in Australia, around eight 
or nine years old, I made a pinhole 
camera with my dad, using an empty 
Milo [chocolate drink powder] tin. 
I developed the pictures in the school 
darkroom. As I got older, I was more 
interested in drawing, illustration and 
painting. I also loved doing all kinds of 
sport, especially swimming and surfing. 
My school had a good rugby team, and 
I started taking pictures of them with an 

After 20 years in sports 
photography, Getty 
Images photographer 
Adam Pretty is still 
passionate about 
finding fresh and 
exciting pictures. 
He talks to David 
Clark about his work

AdAm
preTTy

adam pretty

A
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old Olympus I bought for $10. I managed 
to start selling some of those pictures, so 
it became a bit of an income earner.

When did you decide you wanted 
to be a pro sports photographer?
Around the age of 15, I went to an 
exhibition of sports photography at the 
Sydney Opera House. The pictures were 
by Tim Clayton and Craig Golding, who 
were both working for the Sydney 
Morning Herald at that point. They were 
at the exhibition and I managed to meet 
both of them and have a chat. I took some 
prints to show them and they gave me 
some advice. From then on I really went 
after sports photography.

Did you study it at college?
No, I finished high school and wanted 
to take a year off, but I couldn’t get a job 
anywhere. So I started university in 1995 
and about two months into it I was 
offered a job at the Sydney Morning 
Herald, so I dropped out of university. 
I worked in the Mac room, scanning 
analogue film and optimizing pictures for 
print. There was no opening in the sports 
photography world at that time and the 
editor didn’t like me, so instead I took 
a job shooting news while taking pictures 
of sport in my free time.

What was that like?
There were a couple of bad news jobs 
I had to do, which were a bit traumatic. 
In one of them, two schoolgirls had been 
murdered and we had to do an interview 
with the parents. The news organization 
which interviewed them before us had 
actually stolen pictures from their house. 
This wasn’t the dream job I wanted to do. 

In sport, the athletes are performing and 
want to be photographed, so you can just 
go and watch, have a good time and be 
creative. It was maybe a bit of a cop-out, 
but I didn’t want to get too emotionally 
involved. I met other guys who had shot 
wars for a newspaper and I thought, that’s 
not really my thing. So for me, sport was 
a good way to go.

How did you become a sports 
photographer for Getty?
I became a photographer on the paper 
in 1997 and then I took a job at the 
Allsport agency in 1998. Getty Images 
bought Allsport soon after that. I covered 
the Summer Olympics in Sydney in 2000, 
which was probably one of the best I’ve 

done and the experience was amazing. 
Since then I’ve covered seven more 
Olympic Games – every summer games 
since Sydney and three winter Olympics 
– and many more major sporting events. 
I’ve lived around the world but have been 
in Munich, Germany for about four years.

When did you start incorporating 
advertising into your work?
I did my first job for Nike while I was 
still living in Sydney around 2001. 
I was offered it because I could shoot 
underwater. But I didn’t really go after 
advertising work until I moved to Beijing 
in 2007. That’s when I started being more 
focused on it and doing a 50-50 split 
between sport action and advertising.

02     butterfly effect
Polish swimmer Jan Switkowski competing 
in the Men’s 200m Butterfly Semi-Finals at 
the FINA World Championships in Kazan,
Russia, 2015.

Lens 50mm f/1.4

exposure 1/1600 sec, f/4.5, ISO3200 

03     synchronized swimming
The French synchronized swimming team 
in front of Vajdahunyad Castle in Budapest.

Lens Canon EF 16-35mm f/2.8L III USM

exposure 1/500 sec, f/11, ISO400

04     off the blocks
Swimmers dive into the pool at the start 
of the Men’s 4x100m Freestyle relay during 
the 2013 FINA World Championships.

Lens Canon EF 400mm f/2.8L IS II USM

exposure 1/2000 sec, f/3.2, ISO2500 
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 Is your advertising work mostly 
done in the studio?
It is a lot more studio work, just because 
you often need to have full control over 
everything. It would make sense if I was 
doing more action stuff as that’s my 
background, but I think that’s just the 
nature of commercial work. You’ve got 
a celebrity for one day, so you’ve got to 
get it done on that day, and the studio 
gives you more control.

Do you like the combination of 
sports action and advertising?
Yeah, definitely. I think I was getting a 
little bit jaded shooting only sports action. 
You just get too comfortable and that’s 
dangerous because you relax and you lose 
a bit of edge. You’re not thinking, not 
using your brain so much. I’m really 
grateful I’m in photography because it 
has so many totally different areas. It just 
keeps you fresh, you learn all the time.  

What was your first SLR camera?
The first one I bought was a Canon EOS 
630, with the money I got from doing 
rugby pictures at school. When I joined 
the Sydney Morning Herald, the Canon 
EOS 1N had recently come out and it was 
a game changer, so I bought one of those 
and used the pool kit for lenses I didn’t 
have. All the sports guys at the paper 
were shooting Canon. When I went 

to Getty and could buy my own gear, 
I moved to a full Canon kit.

Which bodies do you use now?
The Canon EOS-1D X Mark II is my main 
camera body and I use the EOS 5DS R  
for some sports action and a lot of my 
commercial stuff. I like the 5DS R because 
it’s quicker than medium format (5fps) 
and it has the 50-megapixel sensor.  
It produces great quality files.

What are your main Canon lenses 
and do you use zooms or primes?
For sport, I always have a Canon EF 
400mm f/2.8 lens. I had a 200mm f/1.8 
for a long time but the lens motor broke 
and Canon stopped making them, so I 
couldn’t get it repaired. So now I use the 
200mm f/2, which came out a couple of 
years ago and is one of my favourites.  
I also have 16-35mm, 24-70mm and 
70-200mm zooms. I prefer the primes but 
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if I’m doing sport and travelling and can’t 
take much gear I’ll take the zooms to keep 
it lighter.

Why do you prefer the primes  
over zoom lenses for sports?
With experience you know (or hope you 
know!) where certain things are going 
to happen, so you can frame it up and 
go for one shot, rather than trying to 
get everything. The zoom gives you the 
opportunity to get everything, but then 
you probably get nothing great. I tried 
using the 200-400mm f/4 for a while, 

but I didn’t like it. I was always zooming 
when I should have just been framing. 
I think it’s better to pick and frame a shot 
and then know which lens to be on. 
If I can, I’ll shoot with a prime anytime. 

So you visualize the final image?
Yeah, I try to, but it doesn’t always 
happen. I try to find the background first, 
before I do anything, then I wait for the 
subject to come into the background. 
That’s why I like using the primes, 
because I know exactly what I’m trying 
to do, and I can set myself up that way. 

getty’s got a strong 
set of editorial integrity 
guidelines, so we only 
use basic darkroom 
techniques

05     ski spectacular
Japanese ski jumper Ryoyu Kobayashi 
competing in the Four Hills Tournament 
in Obertsdorf, Germany, 2016.

Lens Canon EF 400mm f/2.8L IS II USM

exposure 1/2000 sec, f/3.2, ISO2500 

06     Janda’s Jump
Jakub Janda during his qualifying jump in 
the 2016 Four Hills Tournament in Austria.

Lens Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS II USM

exposure 1/20 sec, f/8, ISO1250 

07     carrying the torch
16-year-old Darren Choy carries the Youth 
Olympic torch at the Opening Ceremony of 
the 2010 Youth Olympics in Singapore.

Lens Canon EF 400mm f/2.8L IS II USM

exposure 1/1000 sec, f/2.8, ISO800 

06

05
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What gadgets do you use?
I’ll use PocketWizard wireless triggers for 
remote shots and I’ve had an underwater 
robotic camera for over a year, bought for 
me by Getty Images, which is a game-
changer. It’s linked to a computer so I can 
sit by the side of the pool with the laptop 
and control it underwater. I can zoom or 
move it around; it’s really precise and 
I can change the camera angle by half 
a degree if I want. I can also alter the 
exposure, which is useful because the 
light can change on cloudy days. With 
sport, you need to have a good handle 
on remotes because they give you a lot 
of pictures you wouldn’t get ordinarily.

How has digital technology 
affected the way you shoot?
With film you had 36 exposures on a roll, 
so you had to be really precise. Now you 
can shoot a lot more and that’s pushed 
photography forward. I think it’s also 
made a lot of guys more lazy too, myself 
included. Now you can see when you’ve 
got something in the bag, so you take 
your foot off the gas a bit, whereas with 
film I liked the fact that you were on edge 
the whole time. That was one of the 
things I loved, because it kept the 
adrenaline up, even if you became 
a bit of a nervous wreck.
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right place, right time
Adam Pretty reveals how he took this unusual shot of Novak Djokovic

“In 2016 I shot 
Wimbledon for the 
first time and was at 
the match between 
Novak Djokovic and 
Sam Querrey. There 
was one part of the 
court where the 
background was 
dark, so I put myself 
in a position where 
I could use it. I 
missed a lot of other 
stuff that happened 
outside that area, 
but then if the 
background is ugly 
you haven’t really 
got a picture anyway. 

“I was fortunate that Djokovic was having a bad day and at one point slipped over and threw 
his racket. I was lucky that everything stayed in the frame. With this approach, you need things to 
happen in a very specific area but the pay-off is much higher. Other photographers said things 
like ‘I’ve been shooting Wimbledon for 20 years and have never got anything like that.”

STory Behind The ShoT



Do you do much post-processing?
I use Photoshop but we’re pretty restricted 
in what we can do. Getty’s got a strong  
set of editorial integrity guidelines, so we 
only use basic darkroom techniques 
– contrast, dodging and burning and so 
on. We can’t use cloning or anything like 
that. Sticking to that approach has 
probably got me quite a lot of work, just 
because people know it’s real. It’s good 
that things have come back around. 

What’s your favourite sport 
to photograph?
That’s a tough question, but water sports 

have always been my favourites. I like 
them because they’re so unpredictable. 
There are still pictures I haven’t been able 
to get after 20 years in the business. The 
water, and the light mixed with water, 
is just amazing – you get something 
different every time. 

What would you say is the most 
challenging sport to shoot?
I think football’s pretty hard. It’s not so 
hard to shoot reasonably well, but to get 
good stuff is a bit of a nightmare. I think 
there’s more frustration than difficulty 
about it. You really need to be in the right 

08     yamilÉ aldama
The Team GB athlete after her last jump 
in the Women’s Triple Jump final at the 
London 2012 Olympics.

Lens Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS II USM

exposure 1/1300 sec, f/3.5, ISO3200

09    100m final 2012
Men’s 100m Final at the London 2012 
Olympics as Usain Bolt, second from right, 
heads for the gold medal.

Lens Canon EF 400mm f/2.8L IS II USM

exposure 1/1300 sec, f/4, ISO3200 

10     pool plunge
A diver plunging into the pool during 
warm-ups for the 16th Asian Games 
in Guangzhou, China, 2010.

Lens Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS II USM

exposure 1/1300 sec, f/3.5, ISO3200

water sports  
have always been my 
favourites to shoot – the 
light mixed with water  
is just amazing
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place at the right time. If you’re in the 
wrong place you can get nothing, no 
matter how experienced you are. I find 
that a bit frustrating because you have 
zero control. 

How do you keep your 
photography fresh?
It helps to do a bit of commercial work for 
a while then come back to sport, because 
it’s a competitive industry and you have 
to keep changing or you’ll get left behind. 
Sports photography is my job, but I still 
have a passion for it. That gives me 
motivation to try to keep coming up 
with fresh ideas. 
Do you feel competitive with 
other sports photographers?
If I see someone get a great picture, 
it makes me inspired, gets me fired up. 
I won’t try to do that same picture, I’ll 
want to do something else and beat them 
some other way. The problem with the 
digital world today is that everyone 
can see everything instantly. If I shoot 
something from a unique angle, it can 
be copied almost straight away. I know 
imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, 
but I sometimes wish others would have 
a bit more self-confidence and find 
something different.

What would you say makes 
a great sports photograph, 
in your opinion?
It’s a combination of things. It doesn’t 
need to be taken at an Olympics, but that 
increases the news value of a picture.  

It definitely helps if you’ve got amazing 
light, great graphics, shapes, and the 
action’s good. You need to have a number 
of different elements. A great sports 
picture is not a one-dimensional shot you 
can digest in one second; it’s deeper, with 
much more going on. 

It’s tempting to think that luck 
plays a big part – do you agree?
Things happen and you can put it down 
to luck, but it’s often the same guys who 
are lucky a lot. So it comes down to 
preparing and predicting and thinking 
where that picture is going to happen. 
When you’ve put yourself in a particular 
spot and you get a great picture, whether 
it’s through experience or whatever, that’s 
not luck. As the saying goes, luck is where 
preparation meets opportunity.

What’s the best advice you could 
offer someone who wants to be 
a sports photographer?
I’d say it’s a great career, and I’d highly 
recommend being a photographer. It’s 
competitive – you’ve got to work at it and 
it can be tough – but the rewards are 
pretty amazing. So if someone wants to 
shoot sport, I’d say they need to look at as 
many pictures as they can, and not just 
sports pictures. That’s one danger: if you 
look at sports pictures, you end up 
making carbon copies of those pictures.  
It would definitely help a lot more if they 
looked at paintings, different artworks, 
news photography, documentary 
photography and so on. It also stops that 

temptation of just reproducing good work 
you’ve seen. Creating fresh work is going 
to be tougher because you’re not standing 
on everyone else’s shoulders and doing 
things that you already know will work 
when shooting certain sports. But at the 
end of the day, if you’ve got your own 
style and vision you’ll get recognized.  
It’s harder, but it pays off. 

Adam pretty
Sports and Advertising 
Photographer

Born and brought up in Sydney, Australia, 
Adam started his photographic career on 
the Sydney Morning Herald. He joined the 
staff of Getty Images in 1998 and remains 
a Getty Images photographer today. He 
has specialized in shooting sports action 
for 20 years, but has also shot advertising 
since 2007.

Adam has photographed eight Olympic 
Games (five Summer and three Winter 
Olympics) and many other major sporting 
events. He’s also shot editorial 
assignments for magazines including 
Time, Sports Illustrated and Harper’s 
Bazaar, while his advertising clients 
include Adidas, Nike and L’Oreal.

He has won numerous international 
sports photography awards including 
six World Press Photo Awards from 
2000-2012, and a Sony World 
Photography Award in 2013. He is 
currently based in Munich, Germany.
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next issue: Jem Cresswell, the incredible 
underwater whale photographer
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Photo essays from PhotoPlus readers  
and professional photographers alike
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Join in 
the fun!

One of the great things 
about photography is 
being able to share your 
view of the world. This 
issue we see how glam 
portraits can be created in 
the smallest of spaces, and 
how birdwatching can lead 
to serious photography. 
 
We want your photos 
and stories! For your 
chance to show off your 
images in PhotoPlus, send 
three to five high-resolution 
JPEGs, along with a brief 
synopsis – explain why you 
took the shots, the location, 
whether they’re part of an 
ongoing project or a one-off 
shoot, and anything else 
unusual or interesting. Also 
include Canon DSLR, lens 
and exposure details. 
 
Email  
photoplus@futurenet.com
 
Online 
www.facebook.com/photoplusmag 
www.twitter.com/photoplusmag
 
Post  
PhotoPlus: The Canon Mag 
Future, The Ambury 
Bath BA1 1UA, UK

Name: Russ Tierney

LocaTioN: Birmingham

missioN: To create strong 
images in a versatile pop-up 
studio using the strengths of
the available space and creative 
use of lighting

KiT: Canon EOS 5D Mk III, Canon 
EF 24-70mm f/2.8L USM, Canon 
EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS USM

www.fightthelight.co.uk

  PROJECT INFO  

Small spaces
Working with restrictions, identifying 
problems and experimenting with light

aving your own 
space means that 
what you save in 
studio fees, you 
can invest in 

equipment and enjoy 
experimentation.

While the gear I’ve acquired 
doesn’t age as well as major 
brands, I love lighting theory 
and enjoy the resulting 
challenges. I find it focuses 
my understanding of problem- 
solving with real restrictions, 
and I don’t think I’ve ever 
done a shoot yet that doesn’t 

require that. While I’m lucky 
that my current space could 
be considered a larger home 
studio, it’s still a pop-up and 
is inconvenienced with a low 
white ceiling and a less than 
ideal width and length.

Controlling light in small 
spaces is essential, and it’s 
second only to refining your 
eye to know what you want 
from the light to achieve it. 
I use modifiers with grids a 
lot, but I tend to side towards 
moodier light anyway, so that 
suits my style. For instance, in 

H



It’s amazing to see the results Russ was able to get just by using 

the space in his home. His portraits are proof that you don’t need 

expensive gear or a large studio. If you want to shoot at home, make 

sure you set up against plain walls or invest in a backdrop. It’s 

important to experiment with your lighting kit and camera settings 

before you bring in a model. In addition, ensure you know how to 

change the intensity and spread from your lights – perhaps using 

modifiers in the same way as Russ.

Feedback

01     LEIgH HuTcHInSOn
A simple fake window adds atmosphere to this monochrome shot

Lens Canon ef 70-200mm f/2.8L iS uSM Exposure 1/125 sec, f/7.1, iSo50

02     ImmOgEn cLaIRE
A strobe aimed at a white wall acted as a fill light here

Lens Canon ef 24-70mm f/2.8L uSM Exposure 1/125 sec, f/13, iSo100

03     ELOISE
Russ was going for the ‘ice queen’ look with this image

Lens Canon ef 24-70mm f/2.8L uSM Exposure 1/125 sec, f/13, iSo100

04     nadInE SmITH
A close-up composition, with hair and make-up by Katrina Grey

Lens Canon ef 24-70mm f/2.8L uSM Exposure 1/125 sec, f/13, iSo200
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controlling light in small spaces is 
essential. I love lighting theory and enjoy 
the resulting challenges

my pin-up shot with Immogen 
I shot away from the white 
wall, enabling me to point a 
strobe at it to create a big fill 
light. Another example, and 
a thing that’s easy to overlook, 
is how surfaces will colour-
cast subjects. My ‘studio’ is 
blue apart from a plastered 
wall and ceiling, and with so 
much of it in close proximity, 
if you don’t choose to flag it off 
or lay a neutral floor colour, 
you could get caught out in 
the final imagery.

In the shot with Eloise 
you’ll notice the shadows and 
wall have a ‘bluey’ cool feel 
which with a background light 
helps avoid a tonal merger 

with the lit coat. She was 
about 4ft away from the wall 
so I could have shot this in a 
lounge, and with clever 
placement used just the one 
light, but maybe risked 
changing the mood. In the 
end I think the blue cast works 
well with this image. Nadine’s 
shot was quite close to the 
backdrop too, which kept the 
footprint small. With Leigh 
I used light fall-off to my 
advantage and more floor 
space than I needed. It’s 
a simple piece of Perspex 
clamped in place acting as 
a window and then I used 
a background and hair light 
to create tonal separation. 
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Name: erhard Kruger

LocatioN: Pretoria, South Africa

missioN: To capture the 
beauty of birds, their interesting 
behaviour and graceful flight 
through photography inspired
by birdwatching

Kit: Canon EOS 7D Mark II and 
EOS 70D, Canon EF 500mm f/4L 
IS II USM with a 1.4x Extender 
III, Canon EF 400mm f/4 DO IS II 
USM with 1.4x Extender III

www.hgk.co.za

  PROJECT INFO  

Flights of fancy
One man describes how a fascination for winged creatures 
and birdwatching sparked an interest in photography

y interest in 
birds started 
in 1980 when 
friends invited 
me on a long 

weekend to the Kruger 
National Park. It’s a large 
nature reserve on the eastern 
border of South Africa.

 My birdwatching hobby 
sparked an interest in 
photography, and I bought 
a Pentax ME Super camera, 
with a Vivitar 70-270mm 
lens. Much later, I joined an 
amateur photography club in 
Pretoria, and was amazed at 

the beautiful slides of birds 
taken by club members shown 
during club meetings.

About eight years ago, 
I bought a Canon EOS 450D 
and a Sigma 150-500mm lens. 
Later, after meeting some 
serious photographers on 
a boat trip to the Falklands, 
South Georgia and Antarctica 
in 2013 and 2014, I bought 
a Canon EOS 70D as 
recommended by a fellow 
passenger – and after having 
read a review in PhotoPlus 
which he showed me! At this 
point I really put some effort 

into taking decent photos 
again. I soon bought a Canon 
EF 500mm f/4L IS II USM 
with a 1.4x Extender III, since 
my Sigma lens did not provide 
the reach that I required.

I am fascinated by the 
wonderful structure of 
feathers, the absolute grace 
of flight and the beautiful 
colours and peculiar 
behaviour of birds. Take, for 
example, the display call of 
the rufous-naped lark. After 
every three to five phrases, the 
bird suddenly raises its body 
on straight legs and quickly 

M



 Erhard clearly has a passion for watching birds, and this shows in 

the quality of his imagery. You need to understand the behaviour of 

wildlife in order to photograph it effectively. It’s best to p
lan a shoot 

early in the morning or late in the afternoon when birds are generally 

more active. Using a 500mm telephoto lens and a converter has 

achieved a combined focal length of 700mm. Erhard has also done well 

to focus accurately, and by using shutter speeds of 1/8
00 sec or 

faster it’s helped to freeze the birds in motion. 

Feedback

01     RufOuS-naPEd LaRk
I was lucky enough to witness this display on the top of an anthill

Lens
Canon ef 500mm f/4L iS ii uSM  
+ 1.4x extender iii

Exposure 1/800 sec, f/7.1, iSo400

02     SPIkE-HEELEd LaRk
The bird had just taken off from its perch on a thorny shrub

Lens
Canon ef 500mm f/4L iS ii uSM  
+ 1.4x extender iii

Exposure 1/800 sec, f/5,6, iSo125

03     LITTLE BEE-EaTER wITH BuTTERfLy
An early-morning encounter in the Kruger National Park.

Lens
Canon ef 500mm f/4L iS ii uSM  
+ 1.4x extender iii

Exposure 1/800 sec, f/7.1, iSo100

04     yELLOw-BILLEd duck
A duck reveals the lovely texture of its underwing feathers

Lens
Canon ef 500mm f/4L iS ii uSM  
+ 1.4x extender iii

Exposure 1/1600 sec, f/5.6, iSo1600

04

03

02
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rattles its wings, causing 
a ‘phrrrp’ sound lasting only 
about 0.2 seconds. My photo 
of the lark was taken during 
that period.

The little bee-eater has 
exquisite colours, complete 
with blue ‘mascara’ above 
the eyes. The little grebe, 
meanwhile, is very adept 
at diving. It can remain 
submerged for up to 50 
seconds, and can travel up to 
30m underwater. This might 
not seem anything special, 
until you realize that’s 150 
times the bird’s body length! 
Its chicks often ride on its 
back, remaining there even 
when it dives.

I have now seen most 
of the bird species in South 
Africa, so my birdwatching 
and photography doesn’t clash 
any more. I’ve since upgraded 
to the Canon 7D Mk II, and 
also acquired a Canon EF 
400mm f/4 DO IS II USM  
with 1.4x Extender III.

The Kruger National Park 
still remains my favourite 
holiday destination, since it 
offers very good opportunities 
for bird photography. 
Unfortunately I’m only able to 
go there twice a year, though, 
since I’m still a full time, 
self-employed structural 
engineer with clients and 
projects to attend to. 

I am fascinated by the absolute  
grace of flight, the beautiful colours and 
peculiar behaviour of birds
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My Kit
Professional photographers reveal their top six 
tools of the trade they couldn’t shoot without

Premjith Narayanan
have always loved 
photography, and my 
interests are not 
confined to one any 
genre. I enjoy 

astrophotography with the 
same sense of awe as I do 
landscapes, wildlife and sport. 

Formula 1 is an extremely 
thrilling event and the biggest 
challenge for the photographer 
is to be able to capture a sense 
of speed in a still frame when 
the cars zoom past on the 
racetrack in excess of 300kph. 
Photographing F1 requires 
special skills, but also a sound 
knowledge of the sport. 

I use all of the lenses in 
my collection, depending on 
where I’m positioned and the 
effect I want to create. The 
Canon EF 200-400mm f/4L 
IS USM with built-in Extender 
1.4x is a particularly versatile 
combination. I use this to 
cover the action right from the 
starting grid to the first turn, 
which is less than a kilometre 
stretch, where I’m positioned 
to face the cars head on. 

Most of my F1 photos are 
panning shots, and I depend 
heavily on the EF 400mm 
f/2.8 IS II USM and EF 
300mm f/2.8 IS II USM. The 

F1 at Bahrain International 
Circuit is a night race, so fast 
lenses here are mandatory.  
 Wide angles also create 
dramatic frames, and my 
favourites in this category 
are the super-sharp 24-70mm 
f/2.8L II USM and the EF 
11-24mm f/4L USM, coupled 
to either my EOS 5D Mk IV 
or EOS-1D X Mk II.

My engineering 
background has helped me 
to better understand my 
equipment. I try to blend 
technical knowledge with 
artistic perception, creating 
unique results every time. 

Premjith 
Narayanan
Though an engineer by 
profession, I take photography 
seriously. My interests are varied 
and I have travelled far and wide 
to capture natural wonders and 
beautiful landscapes. I’ve had 
my images featured in many 
magazines, published articles on 
photography and travel, and like 
to impart to the world the unique 
things that I have witnessed 
through my lenses. I also provide 
guidance to many amateur 
photographers globally, and love 
to see them succeed in contests. 
www.premjithnarayanan.com

 What do i do? 

i
Premjith loves shooting all genres of photography, but here he shares his top 
kit picks for dynamic coverage of the thrills and spills of Formula 1 racing

My engineering 
background has helped 
me to better understand 
my equipment
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IN PreMjIth’s BAG

Manfrotto 
XPro 680B 
monopod
WeB: www.manfrotto.co.uk 
This monopod has 
travelled to places that 
tripods could not; I’ve 
used it to cover the Ski 
World Championship 
in the Swiss Alps, 
the World Polo 
Championship at St. 
Moritz and, of course, 
Formula 1 tracks. It 
provides support for 
my heavy 300mm 
f/2.8 and 400mm f/2.8 
lenses, and weighing 
just 1.65lb, with a 
minimum height of 22 
inches, I find it to be 
compact and strong.

Canon eoS-1d 
X Mark ii
WeB: www.canon.co.uk

This camera has an 
ultrafast and intelligent 
autofocus system. 
The buffer capacity 
is amazing, and the 
incredible 14fps burst 
performance means 
I get what I need 
‘faster’, with excellent 
image quality. It also 
has a powerful battery 
that lasts for thousands 
of shots. I find it very 
comfortable and easy 
to shoot using AI Servo 
focusing mode for 
panning shots with 
a long 400mm or 
300mm lens. 

Canon eF 70- 
200mm f/2.8L 
iS ii USM
WeB: www.canon.co.uk

As i get closer to the 
race tracks, I need to 
have a varying focal 
length lens to control 
my panned frames. 
This versatile zoom 
lens is the solution, 
and matches any prime 
lens for quality. The 
ultrasonic autofocus 
motor provides fast, 
smooth and silent 
autofocus without 
vibration, and things 
seem to magically pop 
into focus.

Canon eF 
400mm f/2.8L 
iS ii USM
WeB: www.canon.co.uk

i mosTly use this 
lens with a 1D X Mark II 
to cover major portion 
of the racetracks. 
F1 tracks often have 
distracting backdrops, 
and this lens features 
superb image quality, 
even at wide-open 
apertures, causing the 
distractions to melt into 
a colourful background 
blur. I find the Image 
Stabilization to be a 
hugely valuable feature 
and use Mode 2 for 
panning the cars.

BlackRapid 
RSd-2BB
Sling strap 
WeB: www.blackrapid.com

This twin camera 
harness enables me to 
carry my Canon 1D X 
Mk II and 5D Mk IV on 
each shoulder. The 
weight is dampened by 
shoulder pads built 
from nylon mono mesh, 
which provides a 
perfect cushion. The 
length of each camera 
strap can be adjusted, 
and I like the compact 
stainless steel CR-3 
connectors, which 
screw into the tripod 
mounts on the 
underside of each 
camera. 

Sanho  
hyperdrive 
Colorspace 
UdMa 250GB
WeB: www.hypershop.com

When you are 
shooting for hours, 
memory cards get 
consumed fast. This 
HyperDrive Colorspace 
UDMA 250GB is the 
perfect place to dump 
my images. Once you 
insert a memory card it 
gets uploaded by itself. 
The 3.2-inch colour LCD 
is good for browsing 
images. I find it very 
useful because it saves 
time and effort, 
avoiding frequent trips 
to transfer the images 
to my laptop.
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Canon pros & their kit
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Learn how to get started in the 
wonderful world of professional 
wedding photography

BRIAN WORLEY

Camera expert

Brian has unrivalled EOS 
DSLR knowledge after 
working for Canon for over 
15 years. He now works as a 
freelance photographer 
and photo tutor 
in Oxfordshire. 

WITH

Find out what you need to know to  
capture better shots of landscapes

Your ultimate photographic reference guide  
to the complete Canon EOS DSLR system

CASH WITH YOUR CANON  PAGE 78 

EOS S.O.S  PAGE 87

DIGITAL SLR ESSENTIALS   PAGE 82

Peter travers

Canon expert

Peter’s been a passionate 
photographer for well over 
20 years. He’s worked on 
PhotoPlus since the very 
first issue, back in 2007, 
and has been the magazine’s 
editor for the past six years.

WITH

There’s no stopping our Brian as he 
brings you another set of solutions to 
your technical photography problems

Marcus Hawkins

Photo exPert

Marcus has been passionate 
about photography for 30 years. 
A former editor of our sister 
publication Digital Camera, 
he has written about 
photography for Canon 
and Jessops, and uses 
a Canon EOS 5D Mk III. 

WITH
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PETER TRAVERS

CANON EXPERT

Peter ’s b p  
photographer for well over 
20 years. He’s worked on 
PhotoPlus
fi rst issue, back in 2007, 
and has been the magazine’s 
editor for the past six years. 

edding 
photography has 
long been a great 
way to make 

money as a photographer, 
but it can also be 
stressful, time-consuming 
and expensive to get 
started. So, it’s a good idea to 
start off slowly, shooting 
weddings for family members 
or friends. In this section we’ll 
look at the things you can start 
doing right now to gain some 
valuable experience, while also 

making a bit of extra income 
on the side. Only when you’ve 
shot a few weddings will you 
know if it really is for you. 
Along with the necessary 
photographic talent – because 
the photos you take will be a 
couple’s greatest reminder of 
their day – you will need to be 
authoritative, to take charge of 
proceedings when it’s time to 
get your images, but also be 
friendly, approachable and 
great with people. You will also 
need to be good at promoting 

your business and yourself, as 
it’s a competitive market out 
there, and business skills are 
almost as important as taking 
great images.

Get some experience
No-one is going to hire you 
without any experience, so it’s 
worth shooting as many 
weddings as possible before you 
take the leap into the world of 
professional wedding 
photography. You can start by 
shooting candids and other 

less-formal images as a guest 
for friends and family. When 
doing this it’s important that 
you do not try to ‘compete’ with 
the main photographer, so don’t 
try to take over the formal shots 
– but pay close attention to how 
they work and how you might 
approach similar shots. 

Another way to hone your 
skills before you go all-out as a 
wedding photographer is to get 
some training. There are many 
specialist wedding photography 
workshops and courses run by 
reputable companies such as 
Aspire (www.aspire 
photographytraining.co.uk). 
These courses will give you an 
insight into how to shoot 
important occasions like 
weddings without the pressure 
of shooting at a real event. 

Second shooter
Once you have shot some 
weddings for friends and family, 
you could also consider 
assisting a wedding 
photographer to get experience 
of professional wedding 
photography. To begin with, 
contacting some local 
photographers to see if they 
need an assistant is a good idea. 
Wedding photographers tend to 
be extremely busy during the 
spring and summer, though, so 
it’s better to approach them 

Get started with weddings
Shoot for friends and assist other pros to gain experience while earning extra income

MAKE CASH WITH
YOUR CANON

In Part 1 of our guide to making money from your 
wedding photography, learn how to get started

W

Word-of-mouth is 
extremely valuable for a 
wedding photographer – 
excellent work will build 
up your reputation
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during the quieter months of 
late autumn or spring. Don’t 
expect to get rich from this, as 
it’s rare for an assistant to get 
paid any more than basic 
expenses for the day, but it’s a 
great way to get some 
experience of the business.

If you already have some 
experience shooting weddings 
but don’t have the confi dence to 
start out on your own, you 
could also try contacting local 
wedding photographers offering 
to work as a second shooter. 

This involves working alongside 
the main photographer, 
capturing images that 
complement their shots. Even 
though you won’t be the main 
photographer, you still need to 
be able to prove that you are 
able to take good images before 
any photographer will employ 
you, as your shots will be part of 
the package supplied to the 
couple. This type of opportunity 
doesn’t come along very often, 
so along with contacting them, 
it’s also worth following plenty 

of local wedding photographers 
on social media to keep an eye 
out for any opportunities to get 
work as a second shooter. 

At this stage it’s tempting to 
shoot weddings as the main 
photographer for free, but if you 
are serious about making 
money from your wedding 
photography this isn’t the best 
approach, as it’s often hard to 
make the transition to charging 
a market rate for your 
photography after shooting for 
free. It’s better to get as much 
experience as possible by 
shooting as a second shooter or 
guest, then take the leap to 
charging for your time and 
work when you are ready to 
take the responsibility as the 
main photographer, even if it’s 
for friends or family members. 

Get some help
Once you’re sure that wedding 
photography really is the career 

for you, it’s worth considering 
joining a professional body such 
as the Society of Wedding and 
Portrait Photographers 
(www.swpp.co.uk). These 
can help you with many 
aspects of starting out, from 
recommending courses and 
tuition, to enabling you to build 
contacts and even get suitable 
insurance. Don’t overlook that 
last point: when you are 
shooting weddings you will 
need insurance cover for both 
your gear and public liability. 
Normal household insurance 
won’t cover you when shooting 
professionally, and won’t offer 
public liability or professional 
indemnity if the worst happens. 
This type of cover costs around 
£200 per year in the UK, 
although the amount will vary 
according to the value of your 
kit, the amount of liability/
indemnity cover, and where you 
are working. 

CASH WITH YOUR CANON

Understand your own strengths and style, as couples will choose a 
photographer whose approach suits the vision they have of their big day

Start by shooting candids and other 
less-formal images as a guest for friends and 
family, but it’s important that you do not try to 
‘compete’ with the main photographer
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Know your gear
Even working as a second 
shooter or assistant, shooting a 
couple’s big day can be stressful 
enough without having to fi nd 
your way around a new camera 
or fl ash. So, make sure that you 
are completely familiar with 
how all your gear works, and be 
very wary of using a new piece 
of kit for the fi rst time on a 
shoot. This is another area 
where shooting some weddings 
without the pressure of getting 
paid can help, as it will give you 
time to experiment with 
different settings and gear. 

While you need to know your 
equipment inside-out, buying 
everything before you start can 
be expensive, so it’s worth 
considering hiring some items 
for individual weddings, such as 
a 70-200mm f/2.8, or an 85mm 
f/1.4 lens to shoot portraits in 
low light. When hiring kit, 
make sure you give yourself 

enough time to familiarise 
yourself with how it works, so 
try to have it delivered at least a 
few days before the wedding. 

After the shoot
Your work as a wedding 
photographer isn’t fi nished at 
the end of the wedding day. 
When you start shooting 
professionally you’ll also need 
to set aside time to go through 
your images, process the best 
ones and then present them to 
the couple. Even if you have 
only shot a wedding as a guest, 
try to approach processing your 
images as though you had shot 
the wedding for the couple. 

This means that you will 
have to sort through your 
images to pick out the best ones, 
and then process them. Even at 
this stage of your wedding 
photography it’s worth trying to 
fi nd a processing style that suits 
your images, as it will give them 

a more consistent appearance 
and also allow you to batch-
process many images, making 
only minor adjustments to 
individual shots. 

How much time will it take?
Even if you are an experienced 
photographer, gaining the 
expertise to shoot weddings 
professionally won’t happen 
overnight. It could take six 
months, or even a year, before 
you have built up the skills and 
experience that you will need to 

shoot a wedding as the 
main photographer. 

Once you feel confi dent that 
you have the basic skills it will 
take time to progress to earning 
a regular income from shooting 
weddings. Working as a second 
shooter for a few months will 
help you gain experience (and 
potentially some income). 

Will I make much money?
If you are starting from scratch it’s 
likely that you won’t make much 
money for the fi rst six months to a 
year. Working for another 
wedding photographer as a paid 
second shooter, you will be able to 
make around £100 to £200 per 
day. But this fi rst year or so is only 
the beginning for anyone serious 

It could take six months, or even a 
year, before you have built up the skills and 
experience that you will need to shoot a 
wedding as the main photographer

COLIN JONES, Company 
Director for the SWPP 
(Society of Wedding and 
Portrait Photographers), 
the fastest-growing 
worldwide association for 
serious photographers, 
shares his tips for 
people starting out in 
wedding photography. 

“As in many industries, 
training and mentoring is 

the cornerstone for building a successful business. 
Whether it is on the craft or the business itself, training 
and personal development should be the fi rst 
consideration when entering the industry. 

“Training can come in many forms, from one-to-one 
sessions and seminars to lessons in magazines and on 
online forums. Social meet-ups with like-minded 
photographers can also be benefi cial to building your 
knowledge and skills. 

The top fi ve skills you really need:
1 Camera craft skills – know how to get accurate 
exposures in diffi cult lighting, use depth of fi eld 
creatively, and focus accurately on the subject.
2 Composition – recognise that you should avoid simply 
placing the subject in the centre of the frame, and use 
the surroundings for interesting and original images.
3 Attention to detail – remember to look around the 
frame for distractions, and make sure that details such 
as the bride’s dress look their best.
4 Lighting skills – you need to understand how to make 
the most of both available light and fl ash to get 
professional-looking images.
5 Being able to give input – your subjects will need 
guiding and help with posing if you’re to get the best 
possible results.

We highly recommend that newcomers to the industry 
seek professional training before taking on the 
challenge of their fi rst wedding. Find out more about 
what the society can offer at www.swpp.co.uk.

 IN THE KNOW: FIVE ESSENTIAL SKILLS 

Don’t jump straight into shooting paid weddings; it’s important to build 
up as much experience as you can assisting some friends and family fi rst
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about shooting weddings full-
time. The bigger rewards will 
come when you have the 
experience to shoot weddings as 
the main photographer. Treat 
these fi rst steps like an 
apprenticeship, and look to be 
able to make enough money to 
cover your basic expenses before 
you start fl ying solo. 

Shooting the 
weddings of family 
members and friends 
can be an advantage 
when it comes to 
capturing more 
intimate images

CASH WITH YOUR CANON

  DOS AND DON’TS  

 Do 
• Get as much experience and 
training as possible before you 
start shooting paid weddings, 
either through family, friends or 
local pros who are looking for an 
extra pair of hands.
• Use social media to link up with 
existing wedding photographers.
• Consider joining a society or 
group to help you expand your 
skills, and network with other 
wedding photographers.
 
 Don’t 
• Expect to shoot weddings 
as the main photographer 
straight away, even if you’re 
an experienced photographer.
• Shoot any paid wedding without 
insurance and liability cover.
• Underestimate how much time 
each shoot will take, both before 
and after the wedding day. Factor 
in time for processing the 
images, printing (if required) and 
presenting to the client.

we buy any
camera

transform your un-used
or un-wanted
photographic gear in
to hard cash.it’s quick,
easy and safe.
Subject to terms and conditions and item evaluation.

webuyanycamera.com

.com

www.wilkinson.co.uk

Wilkinson
Came ra s

FREE COLLECTION SERVICE
for equipment worth £500.00 or more
ASK FOR DETAILS.
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Welcome to Canon School. In this instalment of Digital SLR 
Essentials we’ve got top tips for landscape photography
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Exposure bracketing and blending
The conTrasT between 
a landscape and a bright sky may be 
too great for your camera to be able 
to record detail in both areas. 
Graduated Neutral Density filters 
have a dark top half and a clear 
bottom half; the dark section can be 
positioned in front of the lens to hold 
detail in a bright sky when you 

expose for the foreground. Another 
option is to shoot two or more photos 
at different exposures, layer these in 
Photoshop, and mask off the areas 
in each layer that are incorrectly 
exposed. We recommend doing this 
for locations where parts of the 
scene would ‘break’ the graduation 
line and be rendered too dark (see 

image to the left). Of course, an ND 
grad may be required if you want to 
get the exposure as close to perfect 
as possible in camera, or when you 
just want to save time – the last thing 
you want when shooting a long 
exposure is having to shoot multiple 
versions of the same long exposure 
to combine later!

lthough your EOS 
DSLR may have a 
dedicated landscape 
mode, this gives you 

limited control of the 
picture-taking process, 
and it’s far better – no, 
make that essential! – to 
use Aperture Priority or 
Manual mode instead. 
These two modes give you 
direct control of the aperture, 
which is important in 
landscape photography as 
its size plays a crucial role in 
determining the depth of field 
– the amount of foreground-
to-horizon sharpness – you 
can record in an image.

Where you focus makes 
a big difference to the depth 
of field too, as the closer you 
focus, the less likely you are 
to be able to record the 
background sharply. 

As a rule of thumb, focusing 
around a third of the way into 
a scene with a wide-angle lens 
and using a smallish aperture 
of somewhere between f/11 
and f/16 will make much of 
the scene appear sharp. 
Focusing at what’s known 
as the hyperfocal distance is 
even better, as this will give 
you the maximum depth of 
field (see Digital SLR 
Essentials in issue 128 for 
more). Pressing the depth 
of field control (a button 
between the lens mount 
and handgrip on most EOS 
DSLRs) shows the scene at 
the aperture you’ve dialled 
in, enabling you to check 
what will and won’t appear 
to be in focus. It’s easier to 
do this using the Live View 
screen, as the viewfinder can 
become too dark to judge.

Setting up for scenics
How to get your EOS DSLR prepped for the outdoors

A 

Marcus Hawkins

Photo exPert

Marcus has been passionate about 
photography for more than 25 
years. A former editor of our sister 
publication Digital Camera, he has 
written about photography and 
cameras for a wide range of clients, 
including Canon and Jessops, and 
uses a Canon EOS 5D Mk III. 

 Sky exposure 
 Making sure detail is retained  

 in the sky means that the land  

 disappears into darkness. 

 Land exposure  
Here the sky is overexposed, 
but that’s OK – we can 
combine the land here with 
the sky exposure above.

Watch out for the peaks 
of hills and mountains 
falling in the dark zone



mastering filters
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Timing exposures
sTrong nD filters may result in 
exposures that are longer than the 
30 second maximum shutter speed 
offered by your camera. In this case, 
you’ll need to switch the camera to 
Bulb (B on the mode dial) and use a 
locking remote release to keep the 
shutter open for as long as required. 
Take an exposure reading without the 
filter in place, then dial the shutter 
speed and filter stop rating into an 
ND Timer smartphone app, which will 
work out the extended time required.

Circle or square?
circular filTers are less bulky, 
but you may need a range of sizes to 
fit all your lenses – or buy one to fit 
your largest lens and use step-up 
rings to attach it to the rest. Square 
filters require adaptor rings for 
different lens sizes, but then you only 
need a single filter holder and filter. 
Square systems enable you to 
change the position of graduated 
filters in the holder, but unlike circular 
filters you won’t be able to use them 
with a standard lens hood in place.

filTers, full-frame DSLRs 
and ultra-wide lenses aren’t 
always compatible – the 
edge of the filter may be 
visible in the shot. This is 
more likely to occur if you 
stack filters, such as adding 
a polarizer to the front of 
a square filter system – as 
has happened in this shot.
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ou don’t need a 
towering collection 
of filters for 

landscape photography 
with a digital camera. 
However, there are two types 
of filter whose effects are tricky 
or time-consuming to recreate 
digitally: a circular polarizer 
and a strong Neutral Density 
(ND) filter. Circular polarizing 
filters enable you to add punch 

to blue skies and remove glare 
from the surface of water and 
foliage, although care needs to 
be taken with ultra-wide lenses 
where the effect can appear 
uneven across the frame.

ND filters are tinted slices 
of glass or plastic that cut the 
amount of light making it 
through to the imaging sensor. 
They come in various 
strengths, rated in ‘stops’, 

with each 
single stop allowing you 
to double the length of the 
exposure and blur moving 
objects as a result. Although 
they’re available as circular 
screw-on filters, it’s easier to 
work with strong NDs in a 
square filter system, as you 
can slide them in and out of the 
holder. Otherwise, their density 
makes it hard to see anything 

through the viewfinder, or 
else you’re forced to burn 
through batteries using the 
backlit rear screen. To prevent 
light leaking in during the long 
exposure, you’ll need to block 
the viewfinder and make sure 
the ND filter’s foam gasket is 
tight against the filter holder.

Using creative filters
Manipulate the look of your pictures the old-school way

Filter faux pas
How to avoid dark corners in your pictures

 No ND filter 
 At 1/15 sec, there is  
 some blur, but the motion  
 of the sea is sharply  
 rendered and it’s not as  
 easy for the eye to be  
 taken through the image. 

 With 6-stop ND 
 A strong ND makes it easy  

 to ‘drag’ the exposure, here  

 turning  the filter-free  

 exposure of 1/15 sec  

 into a 4-second exposure. 

  bEFOrE    AFTEr  
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top Dslr techniques

W
hen it comes to 
shooting landscapes  
(hackneyed advice 

alert!), a sturdy tripod and 
tripod head are key to 
reducing the shakes and 
making the most of your lens 
and camera sensor.

They’re also essential if 
you’re using strong ND filters 
for long exposures to blur the 
movement of clouds and water, 
as well as giving you the 
opportunity to stand back 
and assess the framing and 
composition.

But really, it’s the little things 
that make the difference 
between acceptably sharp 
and bitingly sharp. Use 
a remote release to take  
the picture, rather than risk 
nudging the camera when  
you press the shutter release; 
you could use the camera’s 
self-timer instead, but  
that makes it harder  
to time shots.

Sharper landscapes
Use these tactics to squeeze out the maximum detail

 Manual focus 
Switching the lens to 

MF enables you to place 

the point of focus at the 

hyperfocal distance, to 

maximize the depth of 

field through the scene. 

Use the magnified view 

offered by the Live View 

screen to blow up the 

details and focus the 

lens precisely.

 Tripod 
The lower you can keep the tripod, the 

more stable it will be. Avoid raising the 

centre column, as this basically turns 

the tripod into a monopod. Make sure 

the legs are fully locked and knobs are 

tight. For more stability hang a heavy 

camera bag from under the tripod.

 Taking the shot 
Using a remote release means 
that you can be hands-off the 
camera at the crucial moment. 
There are plenty of wired and 
wireless options to choose from, 
and plenty of cheaper third-
party options if you don’t want 
to fork out for Canon’s units.

 Mirror lock up 
 Normally, when you take a shot, the 
 mirror inside the camera bounces up 
 and down to get out of the way of the 
 imaging sensor. But this movement 
 creates vibrations that can rob an image 
 of absolute sharpness, especially if 
 you’re using a telephoto lens. Activating 
 Mirror Lockup – which you’ll find in 
 the camera’s red Shooting menu or 
 Custom Functions menu – can help. 
 With this switched on, the first press 
 of the shutter release button locks 
 the mirror out of the way; once the 
 vibrations dissipate you can press the 
 shutter release a second time to shoot. 

 Aperture 
 The smaller the aperture, the larger the depth of field. 

 But at small apertures (high f-numbers), details appear 

 softer due to the effects of diffraction – light rays being 

 bent out of shape by the small hole in the lens. There are 

 two options here: use a small aperture and compensate with 

 some additional sharpening when you process the shot; or 

 using a sharper mid-range aperture like f/8, take a series 

 of shots with different parts of the scene in focus, and 

 use focus stacking or blending to combine images.
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School tip Stick on your L-plates!
These gadgets add plenty of convenience, if a little extra bulk

taking it all in

If you use an Arca Swiss-
style quick-release tripod 
mount system, consider 
investing in an L-shaped 
quick-release plate for the 
camera. It really makes a 
difference for landscape 
photography, where you 
typically use wide lenses that 
don’t have their own tripod 

mounts. An L-plate might not 
be cheap, but having a plate 
both underneath and on the 
side of the camera body 
enables it to be quickly 
repositioned from horizontal 
format to vertical format. This 
is much better than having to 
flop the tripod head onto its 
side for a vertical picture, 

when not only will you have 
to reframe the shot, but 
the tripod can become 
unbalanced. There are two 
types: dedicated, which are 
shaped to fit specific camera 
models and have holes on the 
side to allow you to access the 
camera’s ports, and a one-size-
fits-most universal style.

he key with 
panoramic 
photography is 

consistency from frame to 
frame – it makes life easier 
when it comes to stitching 
the separate shots together.

To prevent the camera 
automatically making 
adjustments as you move it, 
you want to take back as much 
manual control as possible. 
Use Manual exposure mode 
to set a combination of 
aperture, shutter speed and 
ISO that will give a good 
exposure throughout the 
sequence. We recommend 
choosing the brightest part 
of the scene and setting an 
exposure to ensure this area 
isn’t blown out. Use manual 
focus to focus at the 
hyperfocal distance, and 

change the white balance 
to one of the presets. It’s 
definitely time to switch to Raw 
mode too, as this will make it 
easier to balance the tone and 
colours for each frame later.

Turn the camera vertically, 
as this will create a higher 
resolution panorama when the 
frames are stitched together. 
Allow a third or so of overlap 
between frames and compose 
the shots slightly wider than 
normal to allow for alignment 
and cropping later.

T

Capturing the 
sweeping horizon
How to set your EOS up for panoramic shots

 Go Manual 
Use Manual 
exposure and manual 
focus, and manually 
select a white 
balance preset. 

 Allow overlap 
An overlap between each 
frame will allow the stitching 
software (Merge to Panorama 
in Adobe Camera Raw in this 
case) to automatically line up 
and blend the shots. 
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BRIAN WORLEY

Canon Pro

Brian is a freelance photographer 
and photo tutor, based in 
Oxfordshire. He has unrivalled 
EOS DSLR knowledge, after 
working for Canon for over 
15 years, and is on hand to 
answer all your EOS and 
photographic queries

 Why will my camera not focus with a 
cable release? It works as it fires the 
shutter, it just won’t drive the focus? 
Chris Highcliffe, Norfolk 

Brian SayS… Since the 
cable release appears to be 
working normally in that it 
fires the shutter, I have two 
possible reasons for the lens 
not focusing. Firstly, check 
the switch on the side of the 
lens to make sure it’s in the AF 
position. Secondly, I wonder  
if you have the camera 
configured for back-button 
AF. When the camera is set up 
so that focus is only started 
by pressing one of the back 
buttons, AF-ON or the * 
button, it will not focus with a 
remote release. The remote 
release simulates the action 

of half press on the shutter 
and full press. If you configure 
the camera so that the half 
press doesn’t drive the focus, 
then half press on the release 
also won’t drive focus.

Apart from resetting your 
back-button AF when you use 
a cable release, you could 
possibly use one of the 
custom shooting modes. 
Simply store a camera 
configuration without 
back-button AF in one of the 
custom shooting modes, and 
use that custom shooting 
mode whenever you use a 
remote release.

Brian SayS… HDR mode 
uses the three pictures to 
produce an HDR image that 
combines the highlights and 
shadows from the three shots 
for increased dynamic range. 
You can select 1-stop, 2-stop 
3-stop or leave it to the 
camera to decide the ideal 
difference between the three 
pictures. Even if you are 
shooting Raw, the camera will 
create a JPG final image. 
Depending on your Canon, 
you may be able to choose to 
keep the three source images, 
and as Raws. You select a 

processing style when the 
camera creates the HDR 
image. I’m not a fan of the 
in-camera art settings, and 
stick to natural.

Auto exposure bracketing 
(AEB) enables you to set the 
bracketed amount in 1/3-stop 
increments from 1/3-stop  
to 3-stops. All cameras offer 
three shots, while some 
advanced models enable you 
to choose two, five or seven 
exposures with the custom 
functions. In AEB, there’s no 
in-camera processing of the 
images, so do this on your PC.

 My camera has both HDR and auto 
exposure bracketing, what’s the 
difference and which should I use? 
Colin Allen, Evesham 

If you use your camera in the back-button AF setup, your 
camera won’t focus when a remote release cable is used

HDR images can be captured and processed in-camera using HDR 
mode. The camera takes three pictures and creates the image for you
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When I use my 
Speedlite 430EX 
II off-camera, 
should it still 
zoom to match 
the lens?  
William Lamb, Sussex

BRIAn sAys… Used 
off-camera it will not 
follow the zoom setting 
on your lens. When the 
flash is configured as a 
slave, the flash head 
automatically zooms to 
the 24mm position to 
give a wide spread of 
light. You can change this 
on the flash itself.

Should I turn off 
Image Stabilizer 
when using AI 
Servo to track 
moving subjects?  
Frank Waddington, Ely

BRIAn sAys… If you 
hand-hold the camera or 
use a monopod, keep the 
IS on, as it stabilizes the 
image for the focus 
system too. If the camera 
is on a tripod and not 
being moved while you 
track a moving subject,  
it is wise to turn IS off.

In issue 128 of 
PhotoPlus it 
mentions that the 
EOS 77D has an 
interval timer,  
but where is it?  
Paul Yonker, Illinois USA

BRIAn sAys… Turn the 
mode dial to P, Tv, Av or M 
and then press the menu 
button. Navigate to the 
fifth tab in the red menu, 
where the interval timer 
is first on the list. Press 
SET and enable the 
interval timer, then INFO 
to change the interval 
and number of shots.

 Which lens has the least depth of field 
for portraits on a full-frame camera? 
Simon Andrews, Norwich 

 
Brian SayS… You can work out the depth of field for a 
given focal length, aperture and subject distance. I used the 
DOFMaster calculator online: http://bit.ly/2vAmFYX. 

Using the calculator you will find that, at a subject 
distance of three metres, there’s 10cm depth of field at f/2 
using a 100mm lens, 6cm with a 135mm lens and 3cm with  
a 200mm lens. Try comparing the f/1.2 and f/1.8 lenses in 
the calculator, there’s just 4cm difference at three metres 
distance. Finally, don’t forget that you can also use a  
90mm tilt-shift lens, and tilt the plane of focus to give the 
appearance of an extremely narrow depth of field.  Would the EF 24-70mm 

f/4L be a suitable upgrade 
for my EOS 750D kit? 
Paul Ducker, East Sussex 

 
Brian SayS… I upgraded to the EF 
24-70mm f/4L IS USM myself, the 
difference in optical quality, sharpness 
particularly, is amazing. Being a hybrid 
stabilizer it compensates for angular 
and shift movement making it ideal for 
close-up shots. Be aware that the 
24-70mm range is equivalent to 
38-112mm on a crop camera, so you 
will lose the wide angle of your 
18-55mm. Your camera will be a little 
more front-heavy too.

The EF 24-70mm f/4L Is UsM resolves fine 
details and is super sharp on any EOs camera

Press the DoF button on the side of the lens 
mount to stop down to the selected aperture

 I use the EOS 5D Mark IV and EF 
100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS II USM 
lens, what autofocus settings do you 
suggest for airshows? 
Jon Penney, Sussex 

 
Brian SayS… I suggest either AF case 3 or case 6. 
There is little chance of other subjects between you and 
the planes, so choose the Zone AF or Large Zone AF 
area. If using the lens at 400mm, set the lens drive to 
off when AF is impossible, so that the lens won’t 
refocus if you cannot keep the AF points on the subject.

 Why does the 
viewfinder on my camera 
only sometimes go dark 
when I press the depth of 
field preview button? 
Margaret Wilson, Newcastle 

 
Brian SayS… Pressing this button 
closes the lens aperture to the one that 
will be used for the image. If the 
aperture selected is the lens’ maximum 
aperture then there’s no difference in 
the viewfinder brightness. You may 
find that Live View gives an easier-
to-see preview of the depth of field.

Depth of field depends on subject distance and aperture as well as 
focal length. This was shot on an EF 135mm f/2L UsM lens at f/2.2
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Movies with your DSLR
Tips for making  great home movies with your EOS camera

S

Ask Brian!
Confused with   

your Canon DSLR? 
Email Eossos@
futurenet.com

ince the introduction of dual-
pixel AF in the EOS 70D, it has 
become much simpler to use 

an EOS camera for movie making. 
Making good movies requires skill as 
does taking photos, but there are both 
similarities and significant differences. 

A good movie tells a story, as a 
sequence of movie clips that lead the 
viewer on a clear storyline, and it is 
beneficial to try and plan the story in 
advance to guide the shots you need  
to capture. Take the typical holiday 
movie: start with a wide-angle shot to 
set the location and how it fits in the 
landscape. Then take a closer view, 
maybe focus attention on the specific 
building or maybe your hotel, and then 
go closer to the front door. You’ve now 
got three clips that will help to lead your 
viewer in to the location. You can also 
work back out from the close-up to a 
mid and then a wide shot once you’ve 
started. A good zoom lens, such as the 

Canon EF-S 18-135mm, on an APS-C 
camera is a useful choice, but you 
might need wider lenses too. 

Recommended settings
Ideally the shutter speed is set to 
double the movie frame rate. So if you 
are shooting movies at 25 frames per 
second, set the shutter to 1/50 sec. 
You might be okay with Shutter Priority, 
though my preference is manual mode 
so that I can control the depth of field.  
If using manual mode, you can use auto 
ISO so that the camera automatically 
takes care of the exposure. If your 
camera has custom shooting modes 
C1, C2 or C3 then you can assign one of 
them as your movie mode. This makes 
it simple to switch from stills to movie 
mode and back again. 

You might want to make sure the 
camera is held steady, but not all shots 
need a tripod. Moving the camera while 
recording adds a cinematic quality to 

your footage. However, smooth camera 
movements do take time to master. 
Image Stabilizer lenses help a lot. 
Cameras with touchscreen LCDs and 
dual-pixel AF are ideal, as you can 
simply tap on the screen to set the 
focus and the camera will track your 
subject for you. Make sure you have 
large-capacity, high-speed memory 
cards, as video files can be huge.

Configure one of the custom shooting modes 
with your movie settings on your Canon DsLR

A vari-angle LCD will help  
you to frame your shots  

when shooting movies
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Junior rugby  
by David Eves
DaviD SayS… This is the full 
image, taken on an EOS 70D in 
‘sports’ mode, with an EF 
100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS II 
USM lens on a monopod. It 
needs cropping a bit, but not 
sure by how much. Having 
recently shelled out on such a 
beautiful lens and using a 
monopod, I find the EOS 70D’s 
sports mode good, but a bit too 
‘safe’. In this photo the light is 
good, but I find it pushes up the 
ISO more than necessary. Is 
there some way that I can curb  
its enthusiasm? 

Brian SayS… What a shot, 
you have certainly captured 
a point of frenzied action in 
this picture. Sports scene 
mode was used to let you 
focus on tracking the action. 
The focus is clearly on the 
player with the ball. With 
action pictures like this it’s 
hard to be picky about 
backgrounds, but I might be 
tempted to tone down the 
bright green flag and person 
in the red jacket in the 
background. I don’t think 
further cropping is needed.

In the future watch the 
whole frame; it would be 
slightly better to keep the 
arm of the player in the 
foreground completely in the 

frame. Maybe a switch to 
Shutter Priority mode and a 
single selected AF point 
would help, but it would 
require more effort.

Brian SayS… If you already 
understand how manual and 
E-TTL flash works, you are 
well on the way to making the 
most of the group mode that 
the Canon RT flash system 
offers. For many years, the 
optical wireless flash system 
has been able to work with up 

to three separate groups of 
flashes, group mode extends 
that to five. The key difference 
is that group mode lets you 
change the way each group 
operates individually. You can 
have some groups working 
with manual flash, others with 
E-TTL, or even switch groups 
off – all from the transmitter. 

In my experience, group 
mode is powerful in terms of 
what it can do, but for many 
situations it is not needed. 
Group mode makes the most 
sense when your lighting 
needs you to aim some 
flashes back towards the 
camera. E-TTL automatic 
flash has a tough time 
controlling flashes pointed 
back towards the camera, so 
these flashes are best used in 
manual mode. You can dial 
the power level in on the 
transmitter. For other groups 
of flashes lighting your 
subject from the camera 
position E-TTL is always a 
potential possibility.

With up to five groups, the 
possibilities are only limited 
by your imagination and thirst 
for more flashes. Your 430EX 
III-RT doesn’t have the sensor 
for external auto flash, so you 
need to avoid using this mode 
with your flashes. If you set 
Ext. A on the transmitter, the 
430EX III-RT flashes in that 
group won’t fire at all. 

You can actually turn a 
group off too, if you wish to 
change the lighting scenario 
for your photos. I have used a 
group of flashes with colour 
gel filters in order to add 
colour to a background.  
By turning the group on or  
off, the background colour 
can then be changed from  
the camera.

 I use two Speedlites and the ST-E3-RT 
transmitter. I use manual and E-TTL flash, 
but when do you use group mode? 
Jenny Miles, Weymouth 

Two groups of flashes were used, main light to the camera right was set 
to E-TTL and the rim light behind the model was set to manual mode

Group mode configured on the 
600EX-RT, with group A set to 
E-TTL and B in manual mode

Lens EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS II USM

Exposure 1/2000 sec, f/5.6, ISO500

Get  
critiqued!

Email photos to 
Eossos@

futurenet.com 
with the subject 
‘Rate My Photo’

  RAtE MY PHOtO  
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A mid-range masterpiece of a camera
February 2007

When We launched PhotoPlus 10 years 
ago, the Canon EOS 40D was the camera 
to have. It was lightweight and compact 
enough to take everywhere, yet had a 
wealth of high-end controls to suit 
enthusiast photographers. The top LCD 
info and row of control buttons on the 
rear was a welcome inheritance from 
up-market EOS cameras, while the 
bigger rear screen was easier on the eye.
 Strides in image sensor design and a 
new-generation DIGIC processor enabled 
a greater ISO range with considerably 
cleaner images taken under low lighting 
conditions. A new edition EF-S 18-55mm 
kit lens added image stabilization, further 
enhancing the camera’s low-light 
shooting potential. The continuous drive 
rate was faster too, at up to 6.5fps.

Innovations
Taking its lead from the Canon EOS 
20Da, which was designed purely for 
astrophotography, the 40D was the first 
mainstream DSLR to feature Live View. 
This has become a crucial feature of all 
modern cameras, as well as paving the 
way for movie capture in EOS DSLRs.

Summary
‘Prosumer’ APS-C format DSLRs really 
came of age with the EOS 40D. Excellent 
handling and high-end features made it 
great for everything from portraiture to 
action sports and beyond. It represented 
a big step up along the evolutionary path.

Canon EoS 40D10 
bESt Canon 
EoS DSlrS of 
thE DECaDE

t’s not by chance Canon is 
the world’s best-selling 
camera brand. Canon 
focuses on producing the 
best cameras on the 
planet, and with the first 

Canon EOS DSLR for consumers 
launched in 2003, a string of ground-
breaking innovations followed. From 

entry-level and enthusiast EOS DSLRs 
to top-flight professional cameras, 
there are class-leading models in 
every sector, perfectly tailored to 
every user and every type and style of 
photography. So, join us on a ten-year 
journey, as we celebrate ten milestone 
Canon EOS DSLRs that have led the 
way over the past decade.

sensor 10.1Mp APS-C processor DIGIC 3
autoFocus points 9 – all cross-type
iso (exp.) 100-1600 (3200) max drive rate 6.5fps
lcd 3 inch, 230k pixels video None

 speciFications 

EnthuSIaSt

Win a canon dslr
To celebrate the 10th anniversary of PhotoPlus, 
Canon is giving you the chance to win an 
EOS 77D and EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM 
superzoom lens, worth a total of £1200. Plus 
ten runners up get a special EOS T-shirt worth 

£30 each. To enter simply go 
to http://bit.ly/win77d
  

entries must be received 
by 15 December 2017. The 

winner will be selected at random 
from all correct entries received. The 
prize is as stated: no alternatives, cash 
or otherwise, are available. For full terms 
and conditions go to www.futuretcs.com
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This DSLR was a proper game-changer
august 2008

the original Canon EOS 5D was 
legendary for bringing full-frame digital 
photography to the masses. The EOS 5D 
Mark II retained the relatively modest 
form factor of the first edition, but was a 
mighty leap forward in terms of DSLR 
specifications. At 21.1Mp, it had nearly 
double the megapixel count and an 
image processor two generations newer. 
There was a much greater ISO range and 
a Live View shooting mode, complete 
with contrast-detection autofocus.
 The camera ushered in the age of 
shooting HD video on a full-frame DSLR 
making it an instant hit with wedding 
photographers and movie-makers. The 
viewfinder gave more frame coverage 
than in the original EOS 5D, and the 
bigger LCD had far greater resolution.

Innovations
The EOS 5D Mark II was the first EOS 
camera to capture HD video, and the 
world’s first full-frame DSLR to enable full 
1080p video recording. The ability to 
shoot movies with a really shallow depth 
of field created genuine movie magic.

Summary
A fabulous camera for stills and movie 
capture alike, the EOS 5D Mark II brought 
professional-grade, full-frame quality 
within the reach of enthusiast 
photographers. It was a landmark DSLR 
that ensured the 5D marque will remain 
firmly on the map.

Canon EoS 5D Mk II
All action hero and powerful performer
may 2009

the revolutionary Canon EOS 7D 
took APS-C format photography to new 
heights. Built for speed, it had not one 
but two DIGIC 4 processors, helping to 
shunt through 18Mp image information in 
super-quick time. In conjunction with a 
newly designed shutter, this enabled the 
EOS 7D to achieve a class-leading 
continuous shooting rate of up to 8fps.
 To help keep pace with wildlife and 
sporting action, to which the camera was 
ideally suited, a new 19-point autofocus 
system was engineered, in which all of 
the AF points were cross-type, able to 
resolve detail in both horizontal and 
vertical planes for increased accuracy.

Innovations
The sheer shooting speed was perhaps 
the EOS 7D’s most standout feature, but 
the camera also introduced 
programmable wireless flash control, 
direct from its built-in pop-up flash 
module. This enabled remote triggering 
of compatible remote Canon Speedlite 
flashguns, a feature that filtered down 
into subsequent mid-range EOS DSLRs.

Summary
Not just for the faster things in life, the 
EOS 7D was a spectacular camera with 
advanced features and specifications to 
suit all types of photography. Complete 
with a robust yet lightweight magnesium 
alloy shell, the EOS 7D was popular with 
both amateurs and pros alike.

February 2011

Before the Canon EOS-1D X, 
top-flight professional photographers 
had to choose between the high-res, 
full-frame EOS-1Ds Mk III and the sporty, 
APS-H format EOS-1D Mk IV. This new 
range-topping camera blew them both 
away, packing an 18Mp full-frame sensor 
and delivering a blisteringly fast 12fps 
continuous drive rate, rising to 14fps if 
you didn’t need continuous AF. On top of 
that, the ISO topped out at an enormous 
ISO 204,800 in expanded mode.

With colossal processing power, the 
EOS-1D X had dual DIGIC 5+ processors, 
each of which boasted 17 times the power 
of a DIGIC 4 processor. An additional 
DIGIC 4 processor also featured in the 
camera, dedicated purely to the metering 
and autofocus systems.

Innovations
A brand new 61-point autofocus module 
included no less than 21 cross-type 
AF points and five ultra-high-precision 
diagonal cross-type points. The system 
also introduced ‘intelligent tracing and 
recognition’, able to recognize faces and 
track them around the image frame.

Summary
A beast of a camera, the EOS-1D X had 
the typical layout of a top-flight DSLR, 
with a built-in vertical grip and duplicated 
shooting controls, and delivered 
unprecedented performance and image 
quality for both stills and movie capture.

Canon EoS 7D
Canon’s flagship body with the X-factor
Canon EoS-1D X

sensor 21.1Mp Full-frame processor DIGIC 4
autoFocus points 9 – 1 cross-type
iso (exp.) 100-6400 (50-25,600) max drive rate
3.9fps lcd 3 inch, 920k pixels video 1080p HD

sensor 18Mp APS-C processor Dual DIGIC 4
autoFocus points 19 – all cross-type
iso (exp.) 100-6400 (12,800) max drive rate 8fps
lcd 3 inch, 920k pixels video 1080p HD

sensor 18.1Mp Full-frame processor Dual DIGIC 5+
autoFocus points 61 – 41 cross-type
iso (exp.) 100-51,200 (50-204,800) max drive rate
12/14fps lcd 3 inch, 1040k pixels video 1080p HD

 speciFications  speciFications  speciFications 

profESSIonal EnthuSIaSt profESSIonal
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Canon EoS 650D Canon EoS 6D Canon EoS 5DS r
50Mp sensor for incredible levels of detail 
February 2015

When you want to capture the finest 
detail and texture in your images, and 
retain spectacular levels of sharpness 
even in large format prints, nothing 
compares to the Canon EOS 5DS and 
5DS R. These stunning stablemates in 
the EOS 5D line-up are based around 
ultra-high-resolution 50.6Mp sensors 
and dual DIGIC 6 processors, wrapped 
up in a compact body with all the usual 
5D build quality, controls and handling.
 The critical difference between the 
two EOS 5DS cameras is that the ‘R’ 
edition has a low-pass cancellation filter, 
which removes the softening effect to 
enable the sharpest possible image 
quality for world-class results.

Innovations
With such high-resolution images on 
offer, premium levels of sharpness can 
be degraded by even slight movements 
in the camera, at the point of capture.  
An innovative ‘mirror vibration control 
system’ uses specially designed cams  
to operate the camera’s reflex mirror, 
greatly smoothing its operation.

Summary
Fitted with Canon’s top-quality lenses, 
the sheer resolving power of the EOS 
5DS R is absolutely breath-taking. You 
can be sure that nothing is left to the 
imagination and, especially for landscape 
and architectural photography, the 
advantages are clear to see.

You simply can’t keep your hands off it
april 2012

touchscreens have become such a 
fundamental part of modern life that it’s 
hard to figure out why all cameras don’t 
have them. The Canon EOS 650D was 
the world’s first DSLR to incorporate 
touch-sensitivity into its inherited 
vari-angle design, enabling control of all 
camera functions and menu options with 
speed and ease via the large, clear LCD.
 This was also the first EOS camera to 
feature ‘Hybrid CMOS AF’, making 
continuous autofocus possible while 
shooting movies. The 18Mp image sensor 
and DIGIC 5 processor teamed up to 
deliver sumptuous image quality, even at 
very high ISO settings. With ‘intelligent’ 
automatic scene recognition, extended 
Basic+ shooting modes and a built-in 
feature guide, the EOS 650D proved to 
be the best beginners’ camera to date.

Innovations
Not just for movie capture, the hybrid 
autofocus system was great for shooting 
stills in Live View mode, combining highly 
accurate contrast-detection AF with 
faster phase-detection AF on the image 
sensor. The touchscreen enabled you to 
simply touch the part of the image in Live 
View to quickly focus.

Summary
The EOS 650D packed a dazzling array of 
features into a lightweight DSLR, with the 
vari-angle touchscreen enabling you to 
shoot from creative new camera angles. 

sensor 18Mp APS-C processor DIGIC 5
autoFocus points 9 – all cross-type
iso (exp.) 100-12,800 (25,600) max drive rate 5fps
lcd 3-inch, 1040k, vari-angle touchscreen video 1080p HD

sensor 20.2Mp Full-frame processor DIGIC 5+
autoFocus points 11 – 1 cross-type
iso (exp.) 100-25,600 (50-102,400) max drive rate 4.5fps
lcd 3 inch, 1040k video 1080p HD

sensor 50.6Mp Full-frame processor Dual DIGIC 6
autoFocus points 61 – 41 cross-type
iso (exp.) 100-6400 (50-12,800) max drive rate 5fps
lcd 3 inch, 1040k video 1080p HD

 speciFications  speciFications  speciFications 

bEgInnEr EnthuSIaSt profESSIonal

June 2012

there’s no beating a full-frame 
camera for attaining a shallow depth of 
field, and isolating the main subject in 
portraiture and still life photography. But 
while we might aspire to the full-frame 
format, it remained an unaffordable 
luxury for many of us, until the Canon 
EOS 6D. Relatively inexpensive for a 
full-frame DSLR, it’s also conveniently 
compact and lightweight.
 The 11-point autofocus system worked 
extremely well, even in near-darkness. 
Low-light photography with the EOS 6D 
also benefits from sublimely clean, 
low-noise image quality, even at very high 
ISO settings. Creative shooting modes 
include HDR (High Dynamic Range) and 
multiple exposure options.

Innovations
Great for travel photography, the EOS 6D 
is Canon’s first EOS camera to feature 
built-in GPS and Wi-Fi. This makes it easy 
to geotag your images as you shoot, and 
to share your images with family and 
friends, even if they’re on the other side 
of the world.

Summary
Simple to use but highly effective, the 
enthusiast-level full-frame EOS 6D has 
only just been updated to a Mk II edition, 
five years later. The difference in price 
between this and the latest incarnations 
of the EOS 5D make it an even more 
attractive buy today.

Canon’s first enthusiast full-frame DSLR
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Canon EoS 800D
A beginner’s DSLR that will grow with you
February 2017

some cameras aimed at the 
beginners’ market are rather basic, but 
the Canon EOS 800D combines intuitive 
ease of use with serious sophistication.  
A new guided interface helps newcomers 
to DSLR photography experiment with 
creative techniques, and there’s a superb 
vari-angle touchscreen to enable expert 
users to access advanced shooting 
controls quickly and easily.
 The EOS 800D is the world’s fastest 
autofocusing DSLR in Live View and 
movie shooting modes, thanks to an 
enhanced Dual Pixel CMOS image 
sensor, the likes of which was first seen in 
the EOS 70D. Regular phase-detection 
autofocus gets a boost as well. With a 
new 45-point AF system, all of the points 
are cross-type for increased accuracy.

Innovations
Canon has long been making lenses  
with highly effective optical image 
stabilization, but the 800D adds 5-axis 
in-camera image stabilization. It’s a big 
bonus for ensuring steady handheld 
shooting when you’re making movies, 
even when panning moving subjects.

Summary
Not just for beginners, the EOS 800D  
has enough shooting prowess to satisfy 
demanding enthusiast photographers. 
Indeed, it makes an ideal backup body for 
advanced photographers, thanks to its 
slick controls and superb image quality.

sensor 24.2Mp APS-C processor DIGIC 7
autoFocus points 45 – all cross-type
iso (exp.) 100-25,600 (51,200) max drive rate 6fps
lcd 3-inch, 1040k, vari-angle touchscreen video 1080p HD

 speciFications 

bEgInnEr

Canon EoS 200D
Think big, travel light, enjoy the ride
June 2017

Big on features and performance, yet 
astonishingly compact, the Canon EOS 
200D is the lightest APS-C sensor DSLR 
with a vari-angle touchscreen*. A camera 
to seduce the smartphone generation, 
this diminutive DSLR packs the same 
Dual Pixel CMOS image sensor and 
DIGIC 7 processor as the EOS 800D and 
77D. It also boasts the same graphical 
‘Guided’ user interface, enabling 
complete beginners to get up and 
running in no time at all.
 There’s been a radical redesign of the 
top panel, compared with the previous 
EOS 100D. Controls are easier to use and 
the camera looks super stylish. The EOS 
200D also feels more comfortable in the 
hand, thanks to its deeper finger grip.

Innovations
Adding extra appeal to photographers 
graduating from a smartphone, the EOS 
200D is Canon’s first DSLR to include a 
selfie mode, with clever options for skin 
smoothing and blurring backgrounds. 
Built-in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth enable 
seamless sharing with social media  
via the Canon Camera Connect app.

Summary
The EOS 200D is the perfect travelling 
companion, weighing in at under 700g, 
complete with Canon’s latest EF-S 
18-55mm IS STM kit lens, there’s no 
excuse for leaving it at home and missing 
out on priceless photo opportunities.

sensor 24.2Mp APS-C processor DIGIC 7
autoFocus points 9 – 1 cross-type
iso (exp.) 100-25,600 (51,200) max drive rate 5fps
lcd 3-inch, 1040k, vari-angle touchscreen video 1080p HD

*Claim relates to black model: Approx. 453g, measured to CIPA testing standard. As of 28 June 2017, based on research by Canon, Inc.

 speciFications 

bEgInnEr

Brilliant APS-C DSLR for enthusiasts
February 2017

Blending the boundaries between 
beginner and enthusiast cameras,  
the Canon EOS 77D is appealing to both. 
Internally, it’s virtually identical to the 
EOS 800D, with the same image sensor, 
processor, autofocus system and 5-axis 
movie stabilization. There’s the same 
excellent vari-angle touchscreen and 
intuitive new guided shooting modes,  
all of which makes your life easier.
 The big difference between the two 
cameras is that the EOS 77D adds a 
secondary LCD on the top panel, often 
seen as a ‘must have’ feature by 
enthusiast photographers, along with 
additional direct-access control buttons 
for creative shooting adjustments. A 
second command dial is also added, 
making it slicker, for example, to adjust 
both aperture and shutter speed in 
manual shooting mode.

Innovations
The EOS 77D is very well connected with 
built-in Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and NFC, which 
enables you to control it remotely, share 
images effortlessly, and connect the 
camera wirelessly with other devices.

Summary
The EOS 77D is a highly advanced DSLR 
in a lightweight package, and perfect for 
those who want a feature-rich DSLR that 
offers new features as you and your skills 
progress. Enter our competition on p98 
to win an EOS 77D and 18-135mm lens!

sensor 24.2Mp APS-C processor DIGIC 7
autoFocus points 45 – all cross-type
iso (exp.) 100-25,600 (51,200) max drive rate 6fps
lcd 3-inch, 1040k, vari-angle touchscreen video 1080p HD

 speciFications 

EnthuSIaSt

Win!
canon eos 77d  
+ 18-135mm lens 

Worth £1200
see page 92

2007-2017 celebration

Canon EoS 77D
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102	 	Mini Test
�Six�flash�modifier�kits�
tried�and�tested

The latest Canon DSLR and photo gear tested.
Independent advice to help you buy smarter

Welcome...
Canon’s	on a roll right 
now: hot on the heels of the 
EOS 800D, 77D, 6D II and 
200D, it’s found time to 
launch four great new 
lenses, a new macro ring 
flash and another EOS 
camera! Meanwhile, 
Matthew Richards tests 
eight super-wide-angle 
lenses – my favourite type 
of lens – for EF and EF-S 
Canons, and looks at 
Elinchrom’s latest flash.

PAGE 100

When IT comes to testing Canon DSLRs, lenses, photo gear 
and services in PhotoPlus, we tell it like it is. We’re 100% 
independent and we use our in-depth lab tests to find out how 
kit really performs and compares. Here are our main awards…

TesTs & awards

Buy for the best combination 
of quality and value

Only the best of best win  
our coveted award

118	 	Buyers’ Guide
Every�EOS�and��

� Canon-fit�lens

Lens tests are carried out with 
Imatest suite, with specially 
designed charts and data 
analysis to test lens performance

We test cameras in laboratory 
conditions using DxO Analyzer 
hardware and software to check 
dynamic range and image noise 

How we TesT

Rod Lawton
Head�of�testing
rod.lawton@futurenet.com

PAGE 106

elinchrom elb1200 to go setPAGE 104canon update special

Wide-angle Zooms
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Our round-up of the latest digital photography must-haves
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New CANON-FIT KIT

01  Canon Selphy CP1300
Printers don’t get much more convenient
£130/$130
www.canon.co.uk

The adorable CP1300 can print a 6x4in, 
300x300dpi lab quality photo in just 47 
seconds, thanks to dye sublimation print 
tech. Direct printing is a breeze from an SD 
card or USB stick, or via Wi-Fi from smart 
devices. Simple image edits can be made 
using the enlarged 3.2in tilting screen. 
There’s also a new option to print 2x6in 
photobooth party strips, and if you want to 
go totally wireless and print on the go, add 
the battery pack.

02  Cokin Gradual ND Kit & Holder
Quality landscape filters on a budget
£60/$83
www.intro2020.co.uk

This trio of filters are ideal for balancing 
a bright sky with a darker foreground. 
The kit includes a P-size holder, 1-stop and 
2-stop hard grads, plus a 3-stopper with a 
soft transition. You can also stack the two 
lighter filters to effectively create a 3-stop 
hard grad. Despite the bargain price, 
exposure consistency between the filters 
in our sample kit only varied by 1/3 of a 
stop. Neutrality was also impressive, with 
a near-perfect result from the 1-stop filter 
and just a negligible blue cast generated 
by the two darker options.

03  Country Innovation 
Linnet Jacket
Watch wildlife without weather worries
£295/$380
www.countryinnovation.co.uk

Made from a soft, lightweight and 
low-rustle outer fabric, combined with 
a waterproof/breathable lining, this jacket 
offers excellent protection from wind and 
rain. You get a whopping 11 pockets – six 
outer and four inner, with the waterproof 
lower front pockets being spacious 
enough to swallow a mid-size lens each.

04  Gitzo Arsène Gitzhoven edition
No, the price isn’t a typo
£2500/$3000
www.manfrotto.co.uk

2017 marks the centenary of Gitzo, and 
how else could a premium brand throw 
a party for itself than by releasing a limited 

edition product with a jaw-dropping price? 
Named after Gitzo’s founder, this travel 
tripod utilizes Carbon eXact legs that stem 
from a unique carbon crown. Each of the 
100 made has a laser-engraved number, 
plus an engraving of the owner’s signature. 

05  Lensbaby Velvet 85
It’s a smooth operator
£500/ $500
www.lensbaby.com

Lensbaby’s selection of creative art 
lenses now includes this new full-frame 
portrait prime, designed to flatter your 
subjects with a velvety glow, lustrous skin 
tones and super-smooth bokeh. The latter 
is helped by a whopping 12 diaphragm 
blades that open as large as f/1.8. Stop 
down and Lensbaby promises images will 
take on a crisp, film-like look. A 24cm 
minimum focus distance gives scope 
for close-up photography.

06  Manfrotto 360° Virtual Reality
Supporting the bigger picture
£30-£635/$35-$760
www.manfrotto.co.uk

ManfroTTo’s Virtual Reality tripod 
bases are ideal for shooting 360x180° VR 
panoramas. Available in various sizes and 
in carbon or aluminium, they maintain a 
slimline footprint to minimize visibility in 
the final stitched image. The range also 
includes extension booms which can 
attach to a base to raise your Canon even 
higher, without requiring a larger tripod 
and additional editing time to mask it. You 
even can sit your setup on a dolly for easier 
movement between viewpoints.

07  Sirui T-005X Traveler 
UltraLight
Honey, I shrunk the tripod
£110/ $100
www.sirui.eu

This travel tripod could be just the ticket 
if you’re after ultimate portability, with a 
closed length of just 34cm with head, and 
1kg all-in weight. Five-section aluminium 
legs and a two-section centre column 
enable a practical – if relatively stunted 
– 130cm max extended height, with sealed 
twist-lock extension clamps making light 
work of setup. The kit includes Sirui’s 
C-10S ball head with variable friction 
and separate pan rotation. Both elements 
are well-made and can handle up to 4kg.
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New CANON geAr

01  Canon ts-e tilt-shift lenses
Canon has launched three new tilt-shift TS-E lenses, and 
expanded the focal range of its perspective control lenses at the 
same time. The new TS-E 50mm f/2.8L Macro and TS-E 90mm 
f/2.8L Macro replace the existing TS-E 45mm f/2.8 and TS-E 
90mm f/2.8, while the TS-E 135mm f/4L Macro is an entirely new 
lens that offers the longest focal length yet for a TS-E lens.

Canon’s existing TS-E 17mm f/4L and TS-E 24mm f/3.5L II 
lenses are ideal for architectural photography, where the shift 
movement can help counter converging verticals. In the studio, 
tilt movements become more useful, because they can be used 
to extend the depth of field in a macro shot or a still-life where 
the subject is at an angle to the camera. The ‘Macro’ designation 
on these lenses is significant: all three offer a maximum 
reproduction ratio of 0.5x, or half life size – not true 1:1 macro, 
but still close enough to fill the frame with small objects. The 
longer focal length of the new TS-E 135mm f/4L Macro will 
allow photographers to capture small objects from a more 
comfortable shooting distance. 

All three new TS-E lenses will be available from November 2017 
at £2,500/$2,199 each.

02  Canon eF 85mm f/1.4l is UsM
we also got to see a new EF 85mm f/1.4L IS USM lens, which 
slots in between the existing 85mm f/1.8 and 85mm f/1.2 lenses. 
The key points about this lens are its in-built four-stop image 
stabilisation and its completely silent ring-type USM autofocus 
system, which will make this lens attractive to videographers as 
well as stills photographers – it’s compatible with the full line-up 
of Canon Cinema EOS cameras too.

The EF 85mm f/1.4L IS USM lens will be available from 
November 2017 at a price of £1,570/$1,599.

03  Canon Mt-26eX-Rt Macro twin lite
Canon also surprised us with the release of a new macro 
twin-light flash. The Macro Twin Lite MT-26EX-RT replaces 
the older MT-24EX and brings more power, more versatility, 
enhanced durability and extra usability. It’s perfect for close-ups 
and confined spaces, and consists of two independently movable 
flash heads mounted on a ring around the lens, each with its own 
diffuser. Its straight-edged underside makes it easier to rest or 
shoot with the camera on level surfaces, such as table tops.  
The MT-26EX-RT has bright LED focusing lamps and new Radio 
Wireless Master functionality for controlling other Speedlites.  
All this power comes at a cost of £1,080/$989.

04  Canon eos M100
Continuing to extend its mirrorless EOS M compact system 
camera (CSC) camera range, Canon has released the new 
entry-level EOS M100. It’s designed for beginners with simple 
touchscreen operation, a flip-screen selfie mode and easy social 
media sharing via smart devices; but it also has Canon’s latest 
24-megapixel Dual Pixel CMOS AF sensor to deliver both 
autofocus speed and image quality. With easy-to-follow on-screen 
instructions and a choice of three finishes and nine jacket colours, 
the EOS M100 and 15-45mm f/3.5-6.3 IS STM kit lens will cost 
£570/$600.
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MINITEST

Flashguns are great, but often they  
need a little help to really shine…

here’s nothing 
quite like the 
humble flashgun 

for providing instant 
illumination in a 
portable package. Add 
a light modifier and even 
more lighting effects can be 
had. You’re spoilt for choice 
when it comes to individual 
modifiers, but most 
manufacturers also offer 
kits containing a variety 
of popular accessories.

There will usually be 
something in the mix to 
soften light, whether it be a 
rigid diffusion cap or dome, 
or a flat-pack fabric softbox. 

Alternatively, if you’re after 
a more focussed feel, go for 
a kit containing a snoot or 
honeycomb attachment. 
These concentrate light 
into a tight beam to isolate 
a subject or produce a defined 
hair light.

Many kits also pack 
coloured gels for generating 
a cool or warm feel. Some are 
intelligently designed to make 
several modifiers from a 
single, customizable 
attachment. We’ve selected 
six popular kits to find out 
which contains the best 
gadgets for maximizing 
your creative potential. 

Flashgun 
modifier kits

Some kits are more useful and better designed than others

01  Versatility
Modifier kits are a great way to get into creative lighting effects, but 
if light softness is your main objective, you’ll get better results with 
a dedicated diffusion device.

02  Portability
No matter how good the light transformation, if a modifier won’t fit in 
your kit bag, it won’t be much use. Go for something that’s collapsible 
for a decent compromise.
 
03  Compatibility

Most modifiers fix to your flashgun with a simple strap or elastic band, 
but a few have fussier attachments, so make sure your preferred 
modifier will fit your kit.

04  Expandability
Some manufacturers have come up with modifier systems based 
around one universal, quick-release mount. Now you can build your 
ideal setup and minimize excess bulk.

05  Light loss
Sticking a diffuser on your flashgun will result in some light loss, so 
don’t forget to ramp up the flash power to compensate, or increase 
your camera’s exposure compensation.

 FIVE THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOr 

Calumet 
Speedlight 
Modifier System

Hähnel 
Universal Flash 
Accessory Kit

VErDICT
Pros: Tough, effective and versatile 
modifiers; competitive price
Cons: Bulky; fiddly attachment 
design that’s not particularly secure
We say: There’s quantity, quality 
and versatility here – a sound buy

VErDICT
Pros: Low price, yet includes 
several different modifiers
Cons: Feels cheap; softbox and 
honeycomb aren’t especially useful
We say: Cheap but not very 
cheerful – better value elsewhere

Overall 
 

Overall 
 

£99/$129
www.calphoto.co.uk

Calumet’s kit consists of 
a diffuser for softening light, 
a snoot for focusing it, and 
a compact beauty dish for 
flattering portraiture.

The elliptical diffusion dome 
is a rigid plastic design that’s 
bulky compared to flat-pack 
alternatives and blocks around 
3 stops of light, but its softness 
is superb.

The corrugated snoot is also 
bulky, but its metal construction 
enhances durability and heat 
resistance. Two honeycomb end 
caps are included to create an 
even tighter beam.

For optimal portrait lighting, 
the 150mm metal beauty dish 
does a decent job of softening 
light while still preserving some 
catchlight sparkle. Gold and 
silver reflector discs add a subtle 
warm or cool tone, and further 
effects can be had from the red, 
yellow, blue, and diffusion 
covers. Finally, three plug-in 
honeycomb grids will control the 
dish’s light spread.

£35/$70
www.hahnel.ie

Despite being the cheapest 
option here, this certainly gives 
you a lot to play with. There’s 
a compact softbox to take the 
edge off shadows, plus a 
honeycomb grid and a roll-up 
snoot to concentrate light into 
a tighter beam. Several gels are 
included to add a splash of 
colour, and a small panel is 
included that can double as 
a reflector or bounce card.

Each accessory fixes to your 
flashgun using a simple but fairly 
effective Velcro strap system, 
and Hähnel rounds off the kit 
with a useful adjustable bracket 
to attach your flashgun to a 
tripod or light stand.

Though the modifiers can be 
useful, it has to be said that 
lasting appeal is limited. The 
softbox is too small to have 
much effect, you only get seven 
gel colours, and the honeycomb 
attachment is very basic. As you 
might expect, the build quality of 
the various components also 
reflects the price.
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flashgun modifier kits

Honl Photo 
16 Piece 
Master Flash Kit

LumiQuest 
Location/Portrait 
Kit

Lastolite 
Strobo Kit Direct 
to Flashgun

rogue 
FlashBender 2 
Portable Lighting Kit

VErDICT
Pros: Decent range of well-made 
modifiers; most items pack flat
Cons: Expensive; some modifiers 
don’t attach that well
We say: A good, comprehensive 
kit, but it’s overpriced

VErDICT
Pros: Clever flat-pack design; 
secure attachment system
Cons: Average modifier 
performance; limited versatility
We say: Portable and nifty, but 
the performance lacks wow factor

VErDICT
Pros: Well-designed universal 
mounting system; handy modifiers
Cons: Needs other optional 
modifiers to realise full potential
We say: A great introduction to 
the versatile Strobo system

To see this flash kit in action turn to page 50

VErDICT
Pros: Clever, versatile design; great 
quality; most modifiers pack flat
Cons: Diffuser sheets can be fiddly 
and don’t give softest illumination
We say: A winning combination of 
versatility and quality at a fair price

Overall 
 

Overall 
  

Overall 
  

Overall 
 

SUbSCrIbE 
TODay aND GET 
THIS FLaSH KIT 

FOr FrEE!  
PAge 38

£304/$309
www.robertwhite.co.uk

this mega-kit contains a 23cm 
conical-shaped collapsible 
softbox, large and small roll-up 
snoots, a bounce card, flag, 
6mm and 3mm grid 
attachments, plus three packs 
of gels for colour correction, 
creative effects, and autumn 
tints. A filter storage pouch, four 
flashgun attachment straps, 
and a carry bag make up the 
remaining included items.

The relatively large softbox is 
very good at diffusing light, and 
the other modifiers work well 
and attach easily, though the 
grids don’t hold particularly 
securely. Like the Hähnel kit, 
most items are lightweight 
and pack flat for on-the-go 
versatility, though build and 
material quality is a step 
up from there.

However, this is still mostly 
just a fabric and Velcro affair, 
and though you get plenty of kit, 
there are only seven modifiers 
plus gels, making the high price 
tough to justify. 

£78/$80
www.snapperstuff.com

lumiQuest offers various kit 
configurations of its extensive 
range of flashgun modifiers, 
but this mix is a good all-round 
starting point. You get a 
reasonably large 23x20cm 
softbox, an extendable snoot, 
and a pack of gels complete with 
a simple holder.

The standout feature of the 
kit is its portability. Everything 
folds flat and stows in a slim 
25x23cm wallet, making this the 
most convenient option on test, 
albeit by a close margin. 

Despite their collapsible 
design, the modifiers are easy to 
fit and hold securely via stretchy 
Velcro straps. They perform 
well, but none particularly excel. 
The softbox does a fair job of 
diffusing your flash, while the 
snoot already focuses light 
tightly enough without needing 
the additional extension tube, 
which therefore feels like a 
gimmick. At least the snoot can 
be teamed with the gels for 
combined effects. 

£98/$100
www.manfrotto.co.uk

lastolite’s Strobo range 
contains numerous flashgun 
modifiers that can attach to two 
universal mounts: a bracket 
design for use with an off-
camera flash, and a mount 
that clamps directly to your 
flashgun’s head. This kit 
includes the latter, and it 
attaches quickly and securely. 
Inside the mount are magnets 
which make it a cinch to apply 
individual modifiers, and since 
each modifier contains a second 
set of magnets, multiple 
modifiers can easily be stacked 
for custom effects.

9mm and 6mm grid 
modifiers are included, as are a 
pair of gel mounts, a dozen gels 
including warming, cooling and 
colour effect filters, plus a 2-stop 
ND filter and a frosting filter. 
That combination is great for 
focusing and tinting accent 
lights, but it’s the compatibility 
with other Strobo attachments 
which really maximizes this kit’s 
considerable appeal.

£150/$200
www.rogueflash.com

FlashBenDer modifiers are 
famed for their bendable 
construction that lets one fabric 
panel transform from a flat 
reflector to a curved bounce 
card, or even a snoot when rolled 
into a tube. Add a diffusion sheet 
and the panel becomes a tall, 
shallow softbox.

This kit also includes a 
second mini FlashBender panel 
and diffuser, and for even more 
creative effects, fit the 3-in-1 
honeycomb grid modifier to get 
a more focussed light beam. 
You’ll also find 20 coloured gel 
inserts to go with it, plus an 
additional gel set that fits neatly 
over a bare flash.

All the modifiers attach 
quickly and securely, while these 
revised FlashBender 2 reflector 
panels claim to be  20-30 per 
cent lighter than the original 
design. Build quality is the best 
among the kits here, and the 
clever construction makes this 
kit the most enjoyable to use of 
them all.
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LENSTEST

Elinchrom ElB1200 
To Go SET
Outgun the sun with Elinchrom’s powerful new  
portable flash kits. Prepare to be dazzled...

hooting outdoors, you’re at 
the mercy of the weather. 
Under glaring sunshine, the 
best you can really hope for 

from a regular flashgun is to fill 
in a few shadows up close. 
Elinchrom’s new ELB 1200 system 
aims to deliver vastly more power 
and versatility, while still being 
manageable for the long haul. The 
new kits are based around a 
relatively lightweight yet robust and 
weather-resistant power pack. It 
weighs in at 4.3kg, including an 
easily interchangeable Li-ion ‘Air’ 
battery, with enough juice to deliver 
215 full-power flashes, or up to 80 
minutes of full-power constant 
lighting for shooting video. The 
latter comes courtesy of high-
performance, daylight-balanced 
LEDs, that can also work as a 
proportional modelling lamp.  

general use, with a flash duration of 
up to 1/5050s, while the Hi-Sync 
head offers flash sync well beyond 
the camera’s regular maximum sync 
speed, right up to a shutter speed of 
1/8000th of a second. Finally, the 
Action head delivers super-fast flash 
durations of up to 1/8850s for 
freezing even the fastest action, but 
with a lower maximum power.
 All three kits come in ‘To Go’ and 
‘To Roll’ options, the latter swapping 
one of the two high-quality carrying 
bags for a roller case, at an 
additional cost of £200/$250. Each 
kit also contains a power pack, 
battery, mains charger, 4m flash 
cable and varying accessories. The 
Pro and Action kits include a 
Skyport Transmitter Plus, which 
slots into your camera’s hotshoe to 
enable wireless control and 
triggering of the flash system. With 
the Hi-Sync kit, you’d need to 
purchase the more up-market, 
Canon-dedicated Skyport 
Transmitter Plus ‘HS’ separately, at 
an additional cost of £220/$250.

Performance
It’s easy to control one or two flash 
heads from the power pack, thanks 
to a wonderfully intuitive interface 
based around an OLED display 

S

As it’s battery-
powered, this 
Elinchrom kit is 
ideal for location 
photography

An optional ‘HD’ battery boosts the 
range to 400 flashes and 120 
minutes of video, at maximum 
power settings, with an increase in 
weight from 1.1kg to 1.5kg.
 Each kit includes with a single 
flash head, of which there are three 
types. The Pro head is designed for 

The Elinchrom 
ELB1200 flash 
heads can freeze  
fast action shots 
or, with the HS 
head, offer flash 
sync at speeds up 
to 1/8000 sec 

02
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elinchrom ELB1200 LIGHTS

FEATUrES

baTTEry Power pack with Air battery
baTTEry SizE/wgT 18x13x28cm/4.3kg
CoNTroL paNEL diSpLay OLED
FLaSh modES Strobo, sequence, delayed
SkyporT wirELESS rECEivEr 20 
channels, 4 groups
max powEr, pro/hi-SyNC hEadS Gn 
128 (ISO 100/m)
max powEr, aCTioN hEad Gn 90.6 (ISO 
100/m)
rECyCLiNg SpEEd 0-6 seconds
CoLour TEmpEraTurE 5500K
LEd Lamp 92 CRI, equiv. 250w halogen
FLaSh hEad wEighT 2.2kg
baTTEry air 20,000-215 flashes, 1.1kg
baTTEry hd 36,000-400 flashes, 1.5kg
baTTEry rEChargE TimE 1.5hr (Air) 
2.5hr (HD)
priCE To go kiTS £3299/$3499
To roLL kiTS £3499/$3749
wEbSiTE www.theflashcentre.com

 SpECiFiCaTioNS 

If you want to shoot at f/2.8 for background blur, the 
shutter speed in daylight is usually too high for flash

But the ELB1200’s Hi-Sync head allows a speed 
much higher than the regular flash sync speed

The ELB1200 heads can ‘overpower’  
the sun to turn bright, bland skies into 
moody backdrops for dramatic portraits

 f/2.8 NaTuraL LighT  f/2.8 hi-SyNC FLaSh 

01

vErdiCT
It’s a phenomenal battery-powered lighting 
kit that’s cleverly designed, beautifully 
engineered, and delivers exceptional power 
and versatility. The ability to add three 
different flash heads enables even greater 
flexibility, and all the kit works with 
Elinchrom’s customary ease of use.

FEATUrES 
BUild & hAndlinG 
imAGE qUAliTy 
VAlUE 
oVErAll  

07

fast’ modes. Power output can be 
adjusted through an 8.5 f/stop 
range, in 1/10th f/stop increments. 
At minimum power, battery life 
extends to a whopping 20,000 or 
36,000 flashes with the Air and HD 
batteries respectively. Naturally, 
battery life is reduced if you run two 
heads from the same power pack, in 
which case flash strengths can be 
adjusted equally or in a 2:1 ratio.

We had to make sure the latest 
firmware was on our Elinchrom 
Skyport Plus HS trigger. Also, when 
shooting at high shutter speeds with 
the Hi-Sync head, we experienced 
some banding – dark or light strips 
across the bottom of the frame – but 
to fix this we just had to make sure 

we selected HS (High Speed) in the 
Skyport Plus HS trigger’s menu and 
tune the ODS (Overdrive Sync) 
setting, which is unique to every 
Canon camera – for our Canon 5D 
Mk III our ODS sweet spot was a 
setting of 1.8. 

01

Three different Pro, 
Hi-Sync and Action 
heads are available.

02

The heads connect 
to the power pack 
via a heavy-duty 
4m cable.

03

Standard ‘Air’ and 
high-capacity ‘HD’ 
batteries weight in 
at 1.1kg and 1.5kg 
respectively.

04

Two heads can be 
powered from a 
single pack, with 
symmetrical or  
1:2 ratio outputs.

05

A Skyport 
Transmitter Plus 
wireless trigger is 
supplied with the 
Pro and Action kits.

06

The control panel 
and OLED display 
enable easy and 
intuitive operation.

07

Kits have a 
weather-resistant 
design so you can 
keep shooting in 
harsh conditions.

screen. The sheer power of the 
heads is epic, but recycling speeds 
are very quick too. In our tests with 
the Action head, recycling was 
practically instantaneous in the 
lower half of the power range, and 
either 2.6, 4.0 or 1.9 seconds after a 
full-power flash, in ‘normal, eco and 

01
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The conTenders

Canon EF-S 10-18mm 
f/4.5-5.6 IS STM

£200/$280

Sigma 8-16mm 
f/4.5-5.6 DC HSM

£600/$700

Canon EF 
11-24mm f/4L USM

£2700/$2800

Canon EF-S 10-22mm 
f/3.5-4.5 USM
£500/$650

Tamron 10-24mm 
f/3.5-4.5 Di II VC HLD

£580/$500
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Canon EF 16-35mm 
f/2.8L III USM
£1900/$2000

Sigma 12-24mm 
f/4 DG HSM | A
£1400/$1600

Tamron SP 15-30mm 
f/2.8 Di VC USD
£930/$1200

Play the angles and get the big picture with 
an ultra-wide zoom lens. Matthew Richards 
finds the best buys to fit your Canon DLSR

ollowing on from last month’s 
round-up of super-telephoto lenses, 
we’re now going to the opposite 
extreme. With zoom ranges starting 
at just 8mm for APS-C format lenses, 
and 11mm for full-frame, you can 

shoehorn vast areas into the image frame. 
They’re great for shooting sweeping 
landscapes or architecture, and arguably 
even more useful when shooting indoors, 
where space is limited – but that’s just the 
start of the fun.

A key attraction of ultra-wide lenses is that 
you can create images with extraordinary 
perspective effects. Get in close to the main 
subject in a scene and you can massively 
exaggerate its relative size, against a 
shrunken, receding background. Parallel 
lines appear to converge at alarming rates 
and shots generally have a proper wow factor.

Another bonus is that short focal lengths 
equate to huge depths of field. Unlike 
portraiture, where it’s often favourable to blur 
the background, wide-angle lenses enable you 
to keep very close subjects and the distant 
horizon simultaneously sharp.

Barrel distortion can also add to the creative 
effect, especially when using wide-angle 
zooms at or near their shortest focal length. 
That said, all of the lenses in this test group 
are ‘rectilinear’, aiming to keep distortions to 
a minimum. The alternative is a fisheye or 
‘curvilinear’ lens, which give even greater 
viewing angles but with more barrel distortion. 

F

 wIDE-AnGLE 
zooMS

WIDE-ANGLE zoom LENSES
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CAnon EF-S 10-18mm 
f/4.5-5.6 IS STM £200/$280
It’s a downsized delight with a lightweight build 

uitably matched to 
smaller APS-C format 
cameras such as the 
1300D, 200D and 800D, 

this is the newer of Canon’s 
two EF-S wide-angle zooms. 
It goes as wide as the much 
older EF-S 10-22mm lens but, 
naturally, falls shorter at the 
long end of the zoom range. 
 It’s much smaller and 
lighter than any of the other 
lenses in this test, and much 
less expensive to buy; part 
of the weight loss is due to the 
mounting plate being plastic 
rather than metal. It also 
features Canon’s Stepping 
Motor autofocus system, 
which is pretty quick for stills 
yet offers smooth transitions 
when shooting video, and is 
virtually silent in operation. 
This is also Canon’s only 
APS-C format wide-angle lens 
to feature image stabilization.
 As usual with Canon budget 
and mid-priced lenses, you 
need to buy the EW-73C hood 
separately, which costs around 
£25/$25. There’s no focus- 
distance scale either. On the 
plus side, the zoom ring 
operates smoothly and, 
although small, the electric 

‘fly by wire’ manual-focus ring 
enables precise adjustments.

Performance
The little Canon punches 
above its weight and delivers 
very similar levels of 
sharpness to its bigger 
10-22mm sibling. Colour 
fringing is better controlled 
at the short end of the zoom 
range, although barrel 
distortion is a little more 
noticeable. The image 
stabilizer is definitely worth 
having, enabling consistently 
sharp results.

FeATUres

VerdIcT

01

The 67mm filter 
thread is a tell-tale 
sign of the lens’s 
compact build.

02

Super Spectra 
coatings are applied 
to reduce ghosting 
and flare.

03

The focus ring is 
electronically 
coupled and doesn’t 
rotate in autofocus.

04

There’s no focus 
distance scale.

05

The mounting plate 
is plastic rather than 
metal, and has no 
weather-seal ring.

FeATUres 

BUIld & hAndlIng 

ImAge qUAlITy 

VAlUe 

oVerAll 
 

02

04

01

05

03

S

o test real-world performance, we use lenses in all sorts 
of lighting conditions. We check for good build quality 
and handling, smooth and precise operation of all 

controls, and we test the speed and accuracy of autofocus. 
APS-C format lenses were tested on 70D and 7D Mk II bodies, 
whereas full-frame compatible lenses were tested on a 5D Mk III. 
 In-camera corrections for the likes of chromatic aberrations 
and peripheral illumination (available for most Canon lenses) are 
disabled throughout all testing, to better reveal the true 
performance of each lens. We also run a full range of lab tests 
under controlled conditions, using the Imatest Master and DxO 
Analyzer suites. Test charts are shot throughout the range of 
apertures and zoom settings (where available), then analysed 
for sharpness, distortion and chromatic aberrations (colour 
fringing). A summary of results is shown on the following pages.

How wE TEST
Our overall ratings are based on a combination of 
real-world shooting and rigorous lab testing
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CAnon EF-S 10-22mm 
f/3.5-4.5 USM £500/$650
Canon’s original is losing ground to newer competition

eing a more upmarket 
design than Canon’s 
newer 10-18mm lens, 
this one costs more than 

twice the price, and you still 
have to pay extra for the hood 
(EW-83E, £30/$30). 
 More than 50 per cent 
heavier than the Canon 
10-18mm lens, the 10-22mm 
feels more robust, has a metal 
mounting plate and a 77mm 
rather than 67mm filter 
attachment thread. There’s 
a more conventional ring-type 
ultrasonic autofocus system, 
with the usual full-time 
manual override, and a focus 
distance scale positioned 
beneath a viewing panel. 
As with all these other lenses, 
the focus ring doesn’t rotate 
during autofocus but, unlike  
Canon’s smaller lens, the ring 
is placed towards the rear of 
the lens barrel rather than at 
the front.
 The minimum focus 
distance isn’t quite as short as 
the 10-18mm lens, at 0.24m 
compared to 0.22m, but then 
the longer maximum focal 
length enables a slight 
increase in the maximum 
magnification factor.

Performance
Autofocus speed is a little 
faster than the Canon 
10-18mm, but there’s not 
much in it. Differences are 
negligible in terms of 
sharpness and contrast, and 
both lenses are similarly 
resistant to ghosting and flare. 
With six rather than seven 
diaphragm blades, the 
aperture isn’t as well-rounded 
as the 10-18mm lens, and lack 
of image stabilization makes 
sharp handheld shots under 
low light levels more difficult.

FeATUres

VerdIcT

01

It’s noticeably bigger 
than the Canon 
10-18mm lens, with 
an upsized 77mm 
filter thread.

02

Super Spectra 
coatings are applied.

03

The positions of the 
zoom and focus 
rings are reversed, 
compared to the 
10-18mm lens.

04

The focus distance 
scale is beneath 
a viewing panel.

05

Like most here, this 
lens has a metal, 
rather than 
plastic, mount.

FeATUres 
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DISTorTIon
There’s often barrel distortion at the short end
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APS-C

ide-angle zoom lenses are somewhat notorious 
for barrel distortion. Indeed, all of the lenses on 
test produce noticeable barrel distortion at the 

short end of their zoom ranges, where the viewing angles 
are the widest. The Sigma 12-24mm lens produced 
surprisingly little distortion in our real-world tests, 
considering its ultra-wide maximum viewing angle. 
Toward the longer end of the zoom range, distortion is 
usually negligible or very slight, and very much less than 
from standard zoom lenses at matching focal lengths.
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SIGMA 8-16mm f/4.5-
5.6 DC HSM £600/$700
For outright viewing angles, this Sigma rules

nlike other branded 
APS-C cameras, Canon 
DSLRs have a 1.6x crop 
factor. This makes them 

better for magnifying 
telephoto reach, but more 
restrictive for wide viewing 
angles. This Sigma overcomes 
all limitations, delivering the 
shortest focal length of any 
Canon-compatible wide-angle 
zoom at 8mm at its widest. 
The maximum viewing angle 
stretches from the usual 108 
degrees to 121 degrees.
 Like most similarly ‘ultra-
wide’ lenses for full-frame 
cameras, the Sigma has 
a built-in lens hood, which 
precludes the easy use of 
filters. However, the two-part 
lens cap does at least enable 
you to use 72mm filters at the 
long end of the zoom range. 
 Build quality is impressive 
overall, with a sturdy feel and 
smoothly operating zoom and 
focus rings. The optical path 
includes four top-quality FLD 
(Fluorite-grade Low 
Dispersion) elements and 
Sigma’s usual Super Multi-
Layer Coatings. There’s a fast 
and whisper-quiet ultrasonic 
autofocus system but no image 

stabilizer, and the lens also 
lacks any weather seals.

Performance
Sigma has done a very good 
job of retaining sharpness 
towards the edges and corners 
of the image frame. The lens 
also beats both the Canon 
APS-C format zooms for 
centre-sharpness at minimum 
zoom settings. Colour fringing 
is impressively minimal 
throughout the zoom range, 
and even barrel distortion is 
good. Ultimately, there’s no 
real sacrifice in image quality.

FeATUres

VerdIcT

01

A two-part lens cap 
enables the use of 
72mm filters at long 
zoom settings.

02

The integral hood 
adds physical 
protection to the 
protruding front 
element.

03

Four FLD elements 
are incorporated into 
the optical path.

04

The forward-
mounted focus ring 
enables full-time 
manual override.

05

It’s not weather-
sealed but build 
quality is high.

FeATUres 

BUIld & hAndlIng 

ImAge qUAlITy 
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How wIDE?
Focal length versus viewing angle

ypically, a shorter minimum focal length 
results in a wider maximum viewing 
angle. These images show the relative 

viewing angles produced by a range of focal 
lengths on an APS-C format 1.6x crop camera. 
For the equivalent on a full-frame camera, work 
in the 1.6x crop factor – eg 10mm x 1.6 = 16mm. 
So, equivalent focal lengths on these images on 
a full-frame camera would be approximately 
13mm, 16mm, 19mm, 24mm and 29mm.
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TAMron 10-24mm f/3.5-
4.5 Di II VC HLD £580/$500
A major revamp of Tamron’s veteran 10-24mm

amron’s original 
10-24mm lens boasted 
the biggest zoom range 
of any ultra-wide optic 

for Canon APS-C format 
cameras. This new edition is 
a significant upgrade, with 
enhanced aspherical and LD 
(Low Dispersion) elements. 
New features include an HLD 
(High/Low torque-modulated 
Drive) autofocus system to 
improve speed and accuracy, 
and VC (Vibration 
Compensation) stabilization.
 The focus ring no longer 
rotates during autofocus, and 
gives the additional benefit of 
full-time manual override.  
Further improvements include 
moisture resistance and a 
weather-sealed mount, along 
with a fluorine coating on the 
front element. The new lens is 
about the same size and 
weight as the original but 
build quality feels better 
throughout. Unlike the Canon 
APS-C format lenses on test, 
the Tamron comes complete 
with a hood. It’s also 
compatible with an optional 
USB docking station, for 
applying customization and 
firmware updates.

Performance
Autofocus is quicker and 
quieter than the original lens, 
but still slightly slower and 
noisier than ring-type 
ultrasonic systems. On the 
plus side, the Tamron’s HLD 
autofocus delivered pinpoint 
accuracy throughout our tests, 
and the VC stabilizer gave 
a four-stop benefit. Image 
quality is very impressive, 
with good corner-to-corner 
sharpness throughout the 
zoom even at wide apertures, 
and good control of fringing.

FeATUres

VerdIcT

01

There’s a bayonet 
fitting hood and 
77mm filter thread.

02

Fluorine coating on 
the front element 
repels moisture and 
greasy fingermarks.

03

Large switches for 
AF/MF and VC on/
off are easy to use. 

04

As with the Canon 
10-22mm lens, the 
focus ring is towards 
the rear.

05

This is the only 
APS-C format lens 
on test with a 
weather-sealed 
mounting plate.
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When setting up wide-angle landscape shots, 
focus on a close object to maximize depth of field.

CAnon EF 11-24mm 
f/4L USM £2700/$2800
Canon’s full-frame whopper comes up trumps

utstripping the Sigma 
12-24mm lens by a 
single millimetre at its 
shortest focal length, 

this lens gives the most 
enormous viewing angle of 
any rectilinear zoom lens on 
the planet: a monstrous 126 
degrees. The build is pretty 
monstrous too, at least for 
a wide-angle zoom, at 
108x132mm and 1180g. 
That said, it’s only marginally 
bigger and heavier than 
Sigma’s new 12-24mm Art 
lens, the latter also coming 
close in its maximum viewing 
angle of 122 degrees.
 As you’d expect at the 
price, this L-series lens has 
impeccable, fully professional-
grade build quality. The 
optical path includes UD 
(Ultra-low Dispersion) and 
Super UD elements, along 
with three different types 
of coatings to fend off flare.
 As usual for such a wide 
lens, the hood is integral, 
which gives some physical 
protection to the extremely 
bulbous, protruding front 
element. To use filters, you’ll 
need a specialist system like 
the Lee Filters SW150 Mark II.

Performance
Autofocus is very quick 
and quiet, and the lack of 
stabilization isn’t too much of 
an issue at the short end of the 
zoom range, where you can 
typically get away with shutter 
speeds as slow as 1/10 sec in 
handheld shooting. Centre-
sharpness is very good at all 
focal lengths but the Canon 
loses out slightly to the Sigma 
12-24mm for corner sharpness 
at the short end of the zoom. 
Both lenses do well to control 
distortions and colour fringing 
but the Sigma has the edge.

FeATUres

VerdIcT

01

Subwavelength 
coatings are applied 
to minimize ghosting 
and flare.

02

The hood helps to 
protect the bulbous 
front element.

03

A focus distance 
scale sits just behind 
the forward-
mounted focus ring.

04

Ring-type ultrasonic 
autofocus is quick 
and whisper-quiet.

05

The lens is fully 
weather-sealed 
and includes a 
rubber ring around 
the mounting plate.

FeATUres 
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FoCUSInG FInESSE
There are various ways to keep everything sharp in images, front to back

hen you want to maximize 
depth of field, one trick is to 
use an app to calculate the 

‘hyperfocal distance’ for any given 
combination of focal length and 
aperture. For example, using a 10mm 
focal length with an aperture of f/8 on 
an APS-C body, the hyperfocal distance 
would be just 67cm. If you set the focus 
position to this value, everything from 

half the hyperfocal distance to infinity 
will be rendered sharply.
 Some lenses don’t have a focus 
distance scale, though. So, as a rule of 
thumb, when using a focal length of 
up to 15mm on an APS-C camera (or 
20mm on a full-frame body), with an 
aperture of f/8 or narrower, autofocus 
a couple of metres away and everything 
from 1m to infinity should be sharp.
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CAnon EF 16-35mm 
f/2.8L III USM £1900/$2000
The third edition of this classic lens is easily the best

he Mk III version 
of Canon’s highly 
acclaimed, fast f/2.8 
wide zoom has a lot to 

shout about. Up front, there’s 
a new GMo (Glass Moulded) 
aspherical element, while a 
ground aspherical element 
brings up the rear. In between, 
everything’s grouped in a 
completely revised layout 
that’s more resistant to shock 
and vibration – but image 
stabilization is still absent.
 Further attractions include 
two UD elements and the 
application of both Advanced 
Air Sphere and Subwavelength 
coatings. Unlike the Canon 
11-24mm lens, this comes 
with a separate hood and 
an 82mm attachment thread, 
making filters easier to use.
 The diaphragm blade count 
increases from seven to nine, 
giving a more well-rounded 
aperture and better bokeh. It’s 
a worthwhile enhancement, 
as the relatively long 35mm 
maximum focal length and 
wide f/2.8 aperture enable 
a fairly tight depth of field at 
short focus distances. As you’d 
expect from a Canon L-series 
lens, build quality is superb.

Performance
When it comes to image 
quality, the biggest 
improvement over the Mk II 
is the superb sharpness 
retained right into the corners 
of the frame. Even so, the 
Tamron 15-30mm matches or 
even beats the Canon for this. 
Colour fringing is also 
noticeably reduced but, again, 
the Tamron does just as well. 
Compared to Canon’s 
16-35mm f/4, which adds 
stabilization as well, you’re 
paying a big surcharge for one 
extra f/stop.

FeATUres

VerdIcT

01

The front element 
has a complex 
double-surface 
glass-moulded 
aspherical design.

02

An 82mm 
attachment thread 
makes it easy to use 
filters, and a hood 
is supplied.

03

The focus ring is 
toward the front.

04

Weather seals 
keep out dust 
and moisture.

05

The front and rear 
elements both have 
fluorine coatings to 
repel oil and water.
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CoLoUr FrInGInG
Coloured outlines can sometimes appear

ateral chromatic aberrations are an image 
aberration in which coloured outlines form 
around high-contrast edges in a scene. 

In a landscape image, for example, colour fringing can 
be visible around the branches and leaves of trees 
against a relatively bright sky. The same goes for the 
roofs and walls of buildings in architectural shots. 
Colour fringing tends to be worst at the corners of the 
image frame and, for these wide-angle lenses, at the 
short end of the zoom range.
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SUPERTEST

SIGMA 12-24mm f/4 DG 
HSM | A £1400/$1600
Mighty wide-angle potential at just half the price

ollowing up the 
success of Sigma’s older 
12-24mm Mk II lens 
comes this new ‘Art’ 

edition. It’s bigger, heavier 
and rather better built, with 
a constant-aperture design, 
whereas the Mk II had a 
variable f/4.5-5.6 rating. 
For maximum viewing angle, 
both lenses go almost as wide 
as the Canon 11-24mm on test 
but, whereas the Sigma Art 
lens is twice as expensive as 
its predecessor, it’s nigh on 
half the price of the Canon.
 Redesigned optics include 
an extra-large diameter 
aspherical element at the front 
of the lens and no less than 
five top-grade FLD (Fluorite-
grade Low Dispersion) 
elements. Fluorine coatings 
are applied to the front and 
rear elements, and the 
mounting plate is weather-
sealed. The ring-type 
ultrasonic autofocus has 
extra torque and the lens 
is compatible with Sigma’s 
optional USB Dock.
 As with the Canon 
11-24mm lens, the hood is 
built-in and there’s no filter 
attachment thread but, again, 

a specialist Lee Filters adaptor 
is available.

Performance
Compared to the Mk II edition, 
autofocus speed is noticeably 
faster and corner sharpness is 
much better. Indeed sharpness 
across the whole frame closely 
matches that of the Canon 
11-24mm lens at the short end 
of the zoom. Colour fringing is 
actually less noticeable than 
from the Canon lens, as is 
barrel distortion. Overall, 
the Sigma delivers spectacular 
performance at a great price.

FeATUres

VerdIcT

01

There’s no filter 
attachment thread, 
due to the built-in 
lens hood.

02

The complex 
moulded aspherical 
element at the front 
is very large.

03

Many internal 
parts are made of 
a ‘Thermally Stable 
Composite’ material.

04

The lens is rather 
bulkier than Sigma’s 
Mk II edition.

05

The mounting plate 
gains a weather seal 
and plugs into 
Sigma’s USB Dock.
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Fixing perspective errors at the editing stage is relatively easy in most programs
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CorrECT yoUr PErSPECTIVE
You might not want exaggerated perspective

hoot a tall building from ground level, from 
a fairly close distance with a wide-angle 
lens, and its walls will appear to converge 

very noticeably towards the top. This isn’t always 
welcome. While Canon makes a range of ‘tilt and 
shift’ lenses with which you can correct 
perspective while shooting, they’re tricky to use 
and expensive to buy. A cheaper option is to make 
corrections with perspective tools, using an image 
editing program such as Photoshop.
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WIDE-ANGLE zoom LENSES

TAMron SP 15-30mm 
f/2.8 DI VC USD £930/$1200
Large in aperture but relatively small in price

his wide-angle zoom 
goes head-to-head with 
the top-flight Canon 
16-35mm on test. Both 

have a ‘fast’ f/2.8 constant-
aperture design and very 
durable build quality, 
complete with weather seals 
and fluorine coatings. The 
Tamron has a slightly more 
modest overall zoom range 
but a marginally wider 
maximum viewing angle. 
 A major plus point of the 
Tamron is that it’s the only 
full-frame compatible lens in 
the whole group to feature 
stabilization. Coupled with 
the f/2.8 aperture rating, it’s 
especially potent for handheld 
shooting in dark conditions.
 Noticeably heavier than the 
Canon 16-35mm, the Tamron 
is also no lightweight when it 
comes to optical prowess. 
An XGM (eXpanded Glass 
Moulded Aspherical) element 
and several LD (Low 
Dispersion) elements are 
combined with two types 
of nano-structure coatings.

Performance
Centre-sharpness isn’t quite 
as fabulous as the Canon 

16-35mm lens when shooting 
wide-open at f/2.8, but there’s 
precious little to choose 
between the two lenses at 
f/4 and narrower apertures. 
Towards the edges and corners 
of the frame, the Tamron 
actually beats the Canon for 
sharpness at most zoom and 
aperture settings. Colour 
fringing is better controlled 
than in the Canon lens at the 
short end of the zoom range, 
where the amount of barrel 
distortion is very similar. The 
Tamron is a great performer 
and excellent value for money.

FeATUres

VerdIcT

01

Unlike the Canon 
16-35mm, there’s an 
integral lens hood 
and a Lee Filters 
adaptor is available.

02

This is the only 
full-frame lens 
with the focus ring 
towards the rear.

03

The Vibration 
Compensation 
system gives a 
four-stop advantage.

04

Ring-type ultrasonic 
AF is very fast.

05

Weather seals 
include a rubber ring 
around the lens’s 
mounting plate.
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anon’s latest and greatest 
wide-angle zoom lenses for 
full-frame cameras are hugely 

expensive. The Canon EF 16-35mm f/4L 
IS USM costs much less, at £820/ 
$1,000. It’s considerably smaller and 
lighter, but still beautifully engineered. 
Naturally, it’s an f/stop slower than the 
pricier 16-35mm f/2.8 lens, but gains 
image stabilization. 

 Similarly, Sigma’s latest 12-24mm Art 
lens is excellent, but the previous Sigma 
12-24mm f/4.5-5.6 II DG HSMz is still on 
sale at £650/$950. Again, it’s much 
more compact and lightweight, and still 
delivers very good image quality, 
although the Art lens is sharper and 
produces less distortion. In the APS-C 
camp, the Sigma 10-20mm f/3.5 EX DC 
HSM is still great value at £330/$400.

BArGAIn BUyS
High-quality lenses don’t need to cost a fortune
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SUPERTEST

CoMPArISon TABLE

FEATUrES
BUILD & HAnDLInG
PErForMAnCE
VALUE
oVErALL

THE wInnEr IS... SIGMA 12-24mm f/4 DG HSM | A FULL-FrAME

TAMron 10-24mm f/3.5-4.5 DI II VC HLD APS-C

Sigma and Tamron share the wide-angle zoom honours
or ultra-wide viewing angles on 
a full-frame camera, without needing to 
spend a fortune, the Sigma 12-24mm  

is simply unbeatable. It’s a superb performer 
with great handling and build quality, and it’s 
nearly half the price of the Canon 11-24mm.
Similarly, the Tamron 15-30mm delivers the 
same fast and constant f/2.8 aperture rating as 

the Canon 16-35mm lens, again at half the cost, 
while also adding image stabilization
 In the APS-C format camp, the new Tamron 
10-24mm is the most desirable lens, combining 
the best handling and image quality, along with 
effective stabilization. The Canon 10-18mm lens 
is also stabilized but rather more basic, although 
it still performs well. 

F

Name CAnon EF-S 
10-18mm f/4.5-5.6 
IS STM

CAnon EF-S 
10-22mm f/3.5-4.5 
USM

SIGMA 8-16mm 
f/4.5-5.6 DC HSM

TAMron 10-24mm 
f/3.5-4.5 DI II VC 
HLD

CAnon EF 11-24mm 
f/4L USM

CAnon EF 16-35mm 
f/2.8L III USM

SIGMA 12-24mm f/4 
DG HSM | A

TAMron SP 
15-30mm f/2.8 DI 
VC USD

Web www.canon.co.uk www.canon.co.uk www.sigma-imaging-
uk.com www.tamron.co.uk www.canon.co.uk www.canon.co.uk www.sigma-imaging-

uk.com www.tamron.co.uk

Full-frame compatible No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Effective focal length 
(APS-C) 16-28.8mm 16-35.2mm 12.8-25.6mm 16-38.4mm 17.6-38.4mm 25.6-56mm 19.2-38.4mm 24-48mm

Elements/Groups 14/11 13/10 15/11 16/11 16/11 16/11 16/11 18/13

Diaphragm 7 blades 6 blades 7 blades 7 blades 9 blades 9 blades 9 blades 9 blades

Autofocus type Stepping motor Ultrasonic (ring) Ultrasonic (ring) Modulated Drive Ultrasonic (ring) Ultrasonic (ring) Ultrasonic (ring) Ultrasonic (ring)

AF manual override Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time

Image stabilizer Yes No No Yes No No No Yes

Max angle of view 
(diagonal) 107.5 degrees (APS-C) 107.5 degrees (APS-C) 121 degrees (APS-C) 108 degrees (APS-C) 126 degrees (FF) 108 degrees (FF) 122 degrees (FF) 110.5 degrees (FF)

Minimum focus 
distance 0.22m 0.24m 0.24m 0.24m 0.28m 0.28m 0.24m 0.28m

Max magnification 
factor 0.15x 0.17x 0.13x 0.19x 0.16x 0.25x 0.20x 0.20x

Focus distance scale No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Filter size 67mm 77mm N/A 77mm N/A 82mm N/A N/A

Hood EW-73C (option) EW-83E (option) Built-in Included Built-in E-82II (included) Built-in Built-in

Dimensions 
(Dia x Length) 75x72mm 84x90mm 75x106mm 84x85mm 108x132mm 89x128mm 102x132mm 98x145mm

Weight 240g 385g 555g 440g 1180g 790g 1150g 1100g

£200/$280 £500/$650 £600/$700 £580/$500 £2700/$2800 £1900/$2000 £1400/$1600 £930/$1200

APS-C FULL-FrAME
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Canon EoS 1300D (REbEl T6)

Canon’s entry-level, budget-friendly EOS DSLR 
gets up a minor upgrade over its predecessor 
with added Wi-Fi and NFC to make it easy to 
instantly share images online. A basic 18Mp 
sensor, ISO6400 and 3fps are all specs ideal  
for a beginner’s first ‘proper’ camera.  

Sensor 18Mp, APS-C (5184x3456 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.8x, 95%

ISO 100-6400 (12800 expanded)
AF 9-point (1 cross-type)

LCD 3in fixed TFT, 920k dots
Max burst (buffer) 3fps (6 Raw/1100 JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

Canon EoS 200D (REbEl Sl2) TesTed In IssUe 130  PrIce: £579/$549

small yet powerful, the new 200D punches 
above its weight, with impressive upgrades to 
become a great-spec entry-level DSLR. It comes 
with cutting-edge connectivity, a more versatile 
LCD and an improvement in resolution, sensitivity 
range and burst shooting speed.  

Sensor 24Mp, APS-C (6000x4000 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.87x, 95%

ISO 100-25600 (51200 expanded)
AF 9-point (1 cross-type)

LCD 3in vari-angle touch-screen, 1040k
Max burst (buffer) 5fps (6 Raw/Unlimited JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

Canon EoS 800D (REbEl T7i)   TesTed In IssUe 126  PrIce: £779/$749

Canon has shoehorned much of the tech of the 
enthusiast-level 80D into a beginner body. The 
800D inherits its bigger brother’s 24Mp Dual Pixel 
sensor for superior Live View autofocus, uses the 
same 45-point module for viewfinder autofocus, 
and betters its ISO performance.  

Sensor 24.2Mp, APS-C (6000x4000 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.82x, 95%

ISO 100-25600 (51,200 expanded)
AF 45-point (all cross-type)

LCD 3in vari-angle touch-screen, 1040k
Max burst (buffer) 6fps (27 Raw/Unlimited JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC
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With prices ranging from a couple of hundred quid to 

several thousand, Canon has a DSLR to suit everyone, 

from the complete beginner to most demanding pro…

What to look for
Canon EOS DSLRs

Canon splits its EOS lineup into 
entry-level, enthusiast and professional ranges; the 1300D and 200D 
are the most basic, the 750D, 760D and 800D for intermediates, the 
77D, 80D and 6D Mk II for more advanced enthusiasts, while the 7D, 
5D and 1D lines have pro-level features. Expect greater ease of use 
(with thumb-operated scrollwheels replacing cursor keys), more 
robust build quality (with weather-sealing and tough magnesium-
alloy shells), more advanced functionality, and full-frame (rather 
than APS-C) image sensors with more expensive models. 

DSLR/CSC prices quoted are body-only unless stated

BUYERS’
GUIDE

A 24.2Mp sensor, DIGIC 6 chip and 
1,040,000-dot touchscreen LCD are 
inside this diminutive compact system 
camera, but the electronic viewfinder 
is an optional add-on and Live View 
focusing is hit-and-miss. 

Headline attractions include a 
24.2Mp high-resolution image sensor 
and DIGIC 6 processor, plus a 19-point 
autofocus system, along with Wi-Fi 
and NFC connectivity for easy image 
sharing and printing.   

TesTed In IssUe 120  PrIce: £289/$449 (Us PrIce wITh kIT lens)

THe EOS M5 really opens up the 
DSLR vs CSC debate. It shares much 
of the tech as the 80D, but swaps the 
optical viewfinder for an electronic 
version, making this compact system 
camera a pocket rocket. 

Building on the features of the 
750D, the 760D adds a secondary info 
LCD on the top and Quick Control Dial 
on the rear. This improves handling 
and makes it feel more like an 
‘enthusiast’ model.  

EoS 750D (REbEl T6i)      TesTed: 120 PrIce: £549/$749 EoS 760D (REbEl T6s)    TesTed: 108 PrIce: £579/$849

Canon EoS M3         TesTed: 102 PrIce: £359/$429 Canon EoS M5         TesTed: 122 PrIce: £999/$929
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Canon EoS 7D Mk II TesTed In IssUe 108  PrIce: £1449/$1349

Here’s the king of action-packed APS-C format 
cameras. A long-overdue revamp of the original 
7D, it has 65-point AF with advanced tracking, 
10fps continuous drive, dual DIGIC 6 processors 
and GPS, all wrapped up in a tough, weather-
sealed magnesium alloy shell.  

Sensor 20.2Mp, APS-C (5472x3648 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 1.0x, 100%

ISO 100-16000 (51200 expanded)
AF 65-point (all cross-type)

LCD 3in, 1040k dots
Max burst (buffer) 10fps (31 Raw/Unlimited JPEG)

Memory card CompactFlash + SD/SDHC/SDXC

Canon EoS 6D Mk II TesTed In IssUe 130  PrIce: £1,999/$1,999

THe world’s smallest full-frame DSLR – with 
a vari-angle touchscreen LCD – gets a major 
upgrade over the original 6D with improved speed 
and performance rather than outright image 
quality. It’s a great all-rounder now thanks to an 
improved AF system and burst rate.  

Sensor 26.2Mp, full-frame (6240x4160 pixels)

Viewfinder Optical pentaprism, 98%

ISO 100-40000 (50-102400 expanded)
AF 45-point (all cross-type)

LCD 3in vari-angle touch-screen, 1040k
Max burst (buffer) 6.5fps (21 Raw/150 JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

Buyers’ Guide CaMERaS

Canon EoS 80D TesTed In IssUe 113  PrIce: £999/$1199

THe 80d builds upon its 70D predecessor with 
25% more pixels, 45 cross-type AF points, 
improved ISO performance and retains the ability 
to capture 7fps bursts. It can record movies at 
double-speed 50/60fps for slow-motion, and has 
NFC data transfer in addition to Wi-Fi.   

Sensor 24.2Mp, APS-C (6000x4000 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.95x, 100%

ISO 100-16000 (25600 expanded)
AF 45-point (all cross-type)

LCD 3in vari-angle touch-screen, 1040k
Max burst (buffer) 7fps (25 Raw/110 JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

Canon EoS 77D TesTed In IssUe 128  PrIce: £829/$849

THe key specs are identical to the 800D, but the 
extra top-plate LCD gives at-a-glance access to 
vital shooting info, while a rear control wheel 
makes dialing in exposure settings much quicker, 
promoting it to Canon’s ‘enthusiast’ range. Great 
image quality – even at high ISOs.   

Sensor 24.2Mp, APS-C (6000x4000 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentamirror, 0.82x, 95%

ISO 100-25600 (51200 expanded)
AF 45-point (all cross-type)

LCD 3in vari-angle touch-screen, 1040k
Max burst (buffer) 6fps (27 Raw/Unlimited JPEG)

Memory card SD/SDHC/SDXC

Canon EoS 5D Mk Iv TesTed In IssUe 124  PrIce: £3349/$3499

a superB all-rounder, the pro-level weather-
sealed full-frame 5D Mk IV combines a stunning 
hi-res 30Mp sensor with a swift 7fps frame rate. 
Its impressive specs list includes 4K video, a 
touchscreen LCD, Wi-Fi and NFC connectivity, and 
GPS to automatically geotag images.  

Sensor 30.4Mp, full-frame (6720x4480 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.71x, 100%

ISO 100-32000 (50-102400 expanded)
AF 61-point (41 cross-type, 5 dual-cross)

LCD 3.2in touch-screen, 1620k dots
Max burst (buffer) 7fps (21 Raw/Unlimited JPEG)

Memory card CompactFlash + SD/SDHC/SDXC

Canon EoS 5DS (5DS R)   PrIces: £3099/$3499 (£3299/$3699)

THe world’s first 50Mp full-frame DSLR delivers 
huge and amazingly detailed hi-res images. The 
higher-cost 5DS R adds a ‘low-pass cancellation 
filter’ for marginally sharper shots. As expected 
with such a high-res sensor, max ISO and drive 
rate are lower than with the 5D Mk IV.  

Sensor 50.6Mp, full-frame (8688x5792 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.71x, 100%

ISO 100-6400 (50-12800 expanded)
AF 61-point (41 cross-type, 5 dual-cross)

LCD 3.2in, 1040k dots
Max burst (buffer) 5fps (14 Raw/510 JPEG)

Memory card CompactFlash + SD/SDHC/SDXC

Canon EoS-1D X MaRk II TesTed In IssUe 124  PrIce: £4799/$5999

Canon’s Mark II flagship full-frame pro-level EOS 
boasts ultra-fast 14fps shooting (16fps in Live View) 
and super-high ISO, along with sublime handling.  
It sports 4K video, body build quality is rock-solid, 
yet its 20Mp image resolution is relatively modest 
when compared to the 50Mp 5DS/R.   

Sensor 20.2Mp, full-frame (5472x3648 pixels)

Viewfinder Pentaprism, 0.76x, 100%

ISO 100-51200 (50-409600 expanded)

AF 61-point (41 cross-type, 5 dual-cross)
LCD 3.2in, 1620k dots

Max burst (buffer) 14-16fps (170 Raw/Unlimited JPEG)
Memory card CompactFlash + CFast
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WIDE-anglE zooms
Canon EF 8-15mm f/4L Fisheye USM £1120/$1250 Yes 1.9x No f/4 540g 0.15m 0.34x None 7 90 HHHH

Canon EF-S 10-18mm f/4.5-5.6 IS STM £200/$280 No 1.8x Yes f/4.5-5.6 240g 0.22m 0.15x 67mm 7 131 HHHH ●
Canon EF-S 10-22mm f/3.5-4.5 USM £500/$650 No 2.2x No f/3.5-4.5 385g 0.24m 0.17x 77mm 6 131 HHH
Canon EF 11-24mm f/4L USM £2700/$2800 Yes 2.2x No f/4 1180g 0.28m 0.16x None 9 131 HHHH
Canon EF 16-35mm f/2.8L III USM £1900/$2000 Yes 2.2x No f/2.8 790g 0.28m 0.22x 82mm 9 131 HHHH

Canon EF 16-35mm f/4L IS USM £880/$1000 Yes 2.2x Yes f/4 615g 0.28m 0.23x 77mm 9 116 HHHHH ● ●
Canon EF 17-40mm f/4L USM £720/$750 Yes 2.4x No f/4 500g 0.28m 0.24x 77mm 7 113 HHHH
Sigma 8-16mm f/4.5-5.6 DC HSM £600/$700 No 2.0x No f/4.5-5.6 555g 0.24m 0.13x None 7 131 HHHH

Sigma 10-20mm f/3.5 EX DC HSM £330/$450 No 2.0x No f/3.5 520g 0.24m 0.15x 82mm 7 113 HHHH

Sigma 12-24mm f/4 DG HSM A £1400/$1600 Yes 2.0x No f/4 1150g 0.24m 0.2x None 9 131 HHHH
Sigma 12-24mm f/4.5-5.6 II DG HSM £650/$950 Yes 2.0x No f/4.5-5.6 670g 0.28m 0.16x 82mm 9 113 HHHHH
Sigma 24-35mm f/2 DG HSM A £760/$900 Yes 1.5x No f/2 940g 0.28m 0.23x 77mm 7 113 HHH

Tamron 10-24mm f/3.5-4.5 Di II VC HLD £580/$500 No 0.19x Yes f/3.5-4.5 440g 0.24m 0.19x 77mm 7 131 HHHH ●

Tamron SP 15-30mm f/2.8 Di VC USD £930/$1200 Yes 2.0x Yes f/2.8 1100g 0.28m 0.2x None 9 131 HHHH ●
Tokina 10-17mm f/3.5-4.5 AT-X DX Fisheye £430/$530 No 1.7x No f/3.5-4.5 350g 0.14m 0.39x 82mm 9

Tokina 11-16mm f/2.8 AT-X PRO DX II £480/$500 No 1.8x No f/2.8 560g 0.28m 0.12x 77mm 9 87 HHH
Tokina 12-28mm f/4 AT-X Pro DX £450/$400 No 2.3x No f/4 530g 0.25m 0.2x 82mm 9 116 HHHH
Tokina 14-20mm f/2 AT-X PRO DX £850/$800 No 1.43x No f/2 750g 0.28m 0.12x None 9

Tokina 16-28mm f/2.8 AT-X PRO FX £580/$690 Yes 1.8x No f/2.8 950g 0.28m 0.19x 82mm 9

Tokina 17-35mm f/4 AT-X PRO FX £570/$450 Yes 2.1x No f/4 600g 0.28m 0.21x 82mm 9
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With over 150 lenses available for Canon DSLRs,  

picking the best for the job can be a minefield. Here’s 

the lowdown on all currently available EOS-fit glass

Choosing lenses
Key factors to watch out for

The main factors to consider in a lens are its focal length, 
maximum aperture, and whether or not it’s full-frame compatible. 
We’ve categorized lenses by focal length range – from wide-angle  
to telephoto. The larger a lens’s maximum aperture, the ‘faster’  
it’s considered to be – allowing you to control depth of field more, 
and offering better options in low light. Zooms are more flexible  
than primes, but tend not to have such fast maximum apertures. 
Full-frame lenses will also work with ‘crop-sensor’ EOS DSLRs,  
but crop-sensor lenses aren’t compatible with full-frame cameras.
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TElEPHoTo zooms
Canon EF-S 55-250mm f/4-5.6 IS STM £270/$300 No 4.5x Yes f/4-5.6 375g 0.85m 0.29x 58mm 7 123 HHHH
Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS II USM £2000/$1950 Yes 2.9x Yes f/2.8 1490g 1.2m 0.21x 77mm 8 116 HHHHH
Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L USM £1330/$1250 Yes 2.9x No f/2.8 1310g 1.5m 0.16x 77mm 8 64 HHHH
Canon EF 70-200mm f/4L IS USM £1050/$1100 Yes 2.9x Yes f/4 760g 1.2m 0.21x 67mm 8 107 HHHH
Canon EF 70-200mm f/4L USM £670/$650 Yes 2.9x No f/4 705g 1.2m 0.21x 67mm 8 123 HHHH
Canon EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 IS USM £400/$650 Yes 4.3x Yes f/4-5.6 630g 1.5m 0.26x 58mm 8 123 HHH
Canon EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 IS II USM £500/$550 Yes 4.3x Yes f/4-5.6 710g 1.2m 0.25x 67mm 9 125 HHHH
Canon EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6L IS USM £1030/$1350 Yes 4.3x Yes f/4-5.6 1050g 1.2m 0.21x 67mm 8 117 HHHH
Canon EF 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6 DO IS USM £1380/$1400 Yes 4.3x Yes f/4.5-5.6 720g 1.4m 0.19x 58mm 6 90 HHH
Canon EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 III £210/$200 Yes 4.0x No f/4-5.6 480g 1.5m 0.25x 58mm 7 15 HHH
Canon EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 III USM £260/$190 Yes 4.0x No f/4-5.6 480g 1.5m 0.25x 58mm 7 70 HHH
Canon EF 100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS II USM £1850/$2050 Yes 4.0x Yes f/4.5-5.6 1640g 0.98m 0.31x 77mm 9 130 HHHH
Canon EF 200-400mm f/4L IS USM Extender 1.4x £11,00/$11,000 Yes 2.8x Yes f/4 3620g 2.0m 0.15x 52mm 9 130 HHHH
Sigma 50-500mm f/4.5-6.3 DG OS HSM £1160/$1660 Yes 10.0x Yes f/4.5-6.3 1970g 0.5-1.8m 0.32x 95mm 9 130 HHH
Sigma 70-200mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £900/$1150 Yes 2.9x Yes f/2.8 1430g 1.4m 0.13x 77mm 9 107 HHHH
Sigma 70-300mm f/4-5.6 DG Macro £130/$140 Yes 4.3x No f/4-5.6 545g 0.95m 0.5x 58mm 9 123 HHH
Sigma APO 70-300mm f/4-5.6 DG Macro £180/$180 Yes 4.3x No f/4-5.6 550g 0.95m 0.5x 58mm 9 123 HH
Sigma APO 100-400mm f/4.5-6.3 DG OS HSM C £780/$800 Yes 4x Yes f/4.5-6.3 1160g 1.6m 0.26x 67mm 9 130 HHHH
Sigma 120-300mm f/2.8 DG OS HSM S £2700/$3400 Yes 2.5x Yes f/2.8 3390g 1.5-2.5m 0.12x 105mm 9 98 HHHH

Sigma 150-600mm f/5-6.3 DG OS HSM C £790/$1090 Yes 4.0x Yes f/5-6.3 1930g 2.8m 0.2x 95mm 9 130 HHHH ●
Sigma 150-600mm f/5-6.3 DG OS HSM S £1330/$2000 Yes 4.0x Yes f/5-6.3 2860g 2.6m 0.2x 105mm 9 130 HHHHH ●
Sigma 200-500mm f/2.8 EX DG £15,000/$26,000 Yes 2.5x No f/2.8 15,700g 2.0-5.0m 0.13x 72mm 9

Sigma 300-800mm f/5.6 EX DG HSM £6500/$6800 Yes 2.7x No f/5.6 5880g 6.0m 0.14x 46mm 9

Tamron SP AF 70-200mm f/2.8 Di VC USD £1100/$1500 Yes 2.9x Yes f/2.8 1470g 1.3m 0.13x 77mm 9 107 HHHH
Tamron SP 70-200mm f/2.8 Di VC USD G2 £1350/$1300 Yes 2.9x Yes f/2.8 1500g 0.95m 0.16x 77mm 9 127 HHHHH
Tamron AF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 Di LD Macro £130/$160 Yes 4.3x No f/4-5.6 458g 0.95m 0.5x 62mm 9 123 HHH

Tamron SP AF 70-300mm f/4-5.6 Di VC USD £300/$450 Yes 4.3x Yes f/4-5.6 765g 1.5m 0.25x 62mm 9 123 HHHH ● ●
Tamron SP 150-600mm f/5-6.3 Di VC USD £830/$870 Yes 4.0x Yes f/5-6.3 1951g 2.7m 0.2x 95mm 9 130 HHH

Tamron SP 150-600mm f/5-6.3 Di VC USD G2 £1340/$1400 Yes 4.0x Yes f/5-6.3 2010g 2.2m 0.26x 95mm 9 130 HHHH
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WIDE-anglE PrImEs
Canon EF 14mm f/2.8L II USM £2000/$2100 Yes None No f/2.8 645g 0.2m 0.15x None 6
Canon TS-E 17mm f/4L (tilt & shift) £2000/$2150 Yes None No f/4 820g 0.25m 0.14x 77mm 8 90 HHHHH
Canon EF 20mm f/2.8 USM £450/$540 Yes None No f/2.8 405g 0.25m 0.14x 72mm 5 114 HHH
Canon EF 24mm f/1.4L II USM £1500/$1550 Yes None No f/1.4 650g 0.25m 0.17x 77mm 8
Canon EF 24mm f/2.8 IS USM £430/$550 Yes None Yes f/2.8 280g 0.2m 0.23x 58mm 7 114 HHHH
Canon EF-S 24mm f/2.8 STM £140/$150 No None No f/2.8 125g 0.16m 0.27x 52mm 7 110 HHHH
Canon TS-E 24mm f/3.5L II (tilt & shift) £1690/$1900 Yes None No f/3.5 780g 0.21m 0.34x 82mm 8
Canon EF 28mm f/1.8 USM £420/$510 Yes None No f/1.8 310g 0.25m 0.18x 58mm 7 67 HHH
Canon EF 28mm f/2.8 IS USM £390/$500 Yes None Yes f/2.8 260g 0.23m 0.2x 58mm 7 114 HHHH
Canon EF 35mm f/1.4L II USM £1800/$1700 Yes None No f/1.4 760g 0.28m 0.21x 72mm 9 116 HHHH
Canon EF 35mm f/2 IS USM £470/$600 Yes None Yes f/2 335g 0.24m 0.24x 67mm 8 114 HHHH ●
Peleng 8mm f/3.5 Fisheye £250/$215 Yes None No f/3.5 400g 0.22m 0.13x None
Peleng 17mm f/2.8 Fisheye £290/$290 Yes None No f/2.8 630g 0.3m None
Samyang 8mm f/3.5 IF MC CSII DH Circular £240/$260 No None No f/3.5 435g 0.3m N/S None 6
Samyang 10mm f/2.8 ED AS NCS CS £350/$400 No None No f/2.8 600g 0.25m N/S None 6
Samyang 12mm f/2.8 ED AS NCS Diagonal £360/$470 Yes None No f/2.8 530g 0.2m N/S None 7
Samyang 14mm f/2.8 IF ED UMC £300/$330 Yes None No f/2.8 560g 0.28m N/S None 6 74 HHH
Samyang 16mm f/2 ED AS UMC CS £330/$360 No None No f/2 590g 0.2m N/S 77mm 8
Samyang 24mm f/1.4 ED AS UMC £480/$470 Yes None No f/1.4 680g 0.25m N/S 77mm 8
Samyang T-S 24mm f/3.5 ED AS UMC (tilt & shift) £680/$760 Yes None No f/3.5 680g 0.2m N/S 82mm 8 90 HHHH
Samyang 35mm f/1.4 AS UMC AE £430/$480 Yes None No f/1.4 660g 0.3m N/S 77mm 8 100 HHHH
Schneider 28mm f/4.5 PC-TS (tilt & shift) £4980/$6000 Yes None No f/4.5 1560g 0.15m 0.16x 122mm
Sigma 4.5mm f/2.8 EX DC HSM Circular Fisheye £700/$900 No None No f/2.8 470g 0.14m 0.17x None 6 87 HHHH
Sigma 8mm f/3.5 EX DG Circular Fisheye £700/$900 Yes None No f/3.5 400g 0.14m 0.22x None 6 87 HHHH ●
Sigma 10mm f/2.8 EX DC HSM Diagonal Fisheye £600/$600 No None No f/2.8 475g 0.14m 0.11x None 7 87 HHHH
Sigma 15mm f/2.8 EX DG Diagonal Fisheye £600/$610 Yes None No f/2.8 370g 0.15m 0.26x None 7 44 HHHH
Sigma 20mm f/1.4 DG HSM A £700/$900 Yes None No f/1.4 950g 0.28m 0.14x 77mm 9 114 HHHHH
Sigma 24mm f/1.4 DG HSM A £650/$850 Yes None No f/1.4 665g 0.25m 0.19x 77mm 9 114 HHHHH ●
Sigma 35mm f/1.4 DG HSM A £650/$900 Yes None No f/1.4 665g 0.3m 0.19x 67mm 9 100 HHHHH ●
Tamron SP 35mm f/1.8 Di VC USD £600/$600 Yes None Yes f/1.8 480g 0.2m 0.4x 67mm 9 114 HHHH
Voigtlander 20mm f/3.5 Color-Skopar SL II £505/$500 Yes None No f/3.5 240g 0.2m N/S 52mm 9
Voigtlander 28mm f/2.8 Color-Skopar £440/$480 Yes None No f/2.8 230g 0.22m N/S 52mm 9
Zeiss Milvus 15mm f/2.8 ZE £2330/$2700 Yes None No f/2.8 947g 0.25m 0.11x 95mm 9
Zeiss Distagon T* 18mm f/3.5 ZE £1090/$1395 Yes None No f/3.5 510g 0.3m 0.08x 82mm 9 44 HHHHH ●
Zeiss Milvus 18mm f/2.8 ZE £1850/$2300 Yes None No f/2.8 721g 0.25m 0.1x 77mm 9
Zeiss Milvus 21mm f/2.8 ZE £1400/$1850 Yes None No f/2.8 851g 0.22m 0.2x 82mm 9

Zeiss Distagon T* 25mm f/2 ZE £1270/$1700 Yes None No f/2 600g 0.25m 0.17x 67mm 9

Zeiss Distagon T* 28mm f/2 ZE £980/$1285 Yes None No f/2 580g 0.24m 0.21x 58mm 9

Zeiss Otus 28mm f/1.4 ZE £3500/$5000 Yes None No f/1.4 1350g 0.3m 0.2x 95mm 9

Zeiss Distagon T* 35mm f/1.4 ZE £1300/$1845 Yes None No f/1.4 850g 0.3m 0.2x 72mm 9

Zeiss Milvus f2/35 ZE £830/$1120 Yes None No f/2 702g 0.3m 0.19x 58mm 9 114 HHHH
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Canon EF-S 15-85mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM £600/$800 No 5.7x Yes f/3.5-5.6 575g 0.35m 0.21x 72mm 7 84 HHHH

Canon EF-S 17-55mm f/2.8 IS USM £750/$800 No 3.2x Yes f/2.8 645g 0.35m 0.17x 77mm 7 127 HHHH ●
Canon EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS II £170/$200 No 3.1x Yes f/3.5-5.6 200g 0.25m 0.34x 58mm 6 110 HHH
Canon EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM £200/$250 No 3.1x Yes f/3.5-5.6 205g 0.25m 0.36x 58mm 7 110 HHHH
Canon EF 24-70mm f/2.8L II USM £1900/$1700 Yes 2.9x No f/2.8 805g 0.38m 0.21x 82mm 9 127 HHHH ●
Canon EF 24-70mm f/4L IS USM £800/$900 Yes 2.9x Yes f/4 600g 0.38m 0.7x 77mm 9 93 HHHHH
Canon EF 24-105mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM £380/$600 Yes 4.4x Yes f/3.5-5.6 525g 0.4m 0.3x 77mm 7
Canon EF 24-105mm f/4L IS II USM £1065/$1000 Yes 4.4x Yes f/4 795g 0.45m 0.24x 77mm 10 127 HHHH
Sigma 17-50mm f/2.8 EX DC OS HSM £330/$370 No 2.9x Yes f/2.8 565g 0.28m 0.2x 77mm 7 127 HHH
Sigma 17-70mm f/2.8-4 DC Macro OS HSM C £350/$500 No 4.1x Yes f/2.8-4 465g 0.22m 0.36x 72mm 7 127 HHHH ●
Sigma 18-35mm f/1.8 DC HSM A £650/$800 No 1.9x No f/1.8 810g 0.28m 0.23x 72mm 9 90 HHHHH
Sigma 24-70mm f/2.8 IF EX DG HSM £590/$750 Yes 2.9x No f/2.8 790g 0.38m 0.19x 82mm 9 93 HHHH
Sigma 24-105mm f/4 DG OS HSM A £600/$900 Yes 4.4x Yes f/4 885g 0.45m 0.22x 82mm 9 127 HHHH
Tamron SP AF 17-50mm f/2.8 XR Di II VC £380/$650 No 2.9x Yes f/2.8 570g 0.29m 0.21x 72mm 7 127 HHH
Tamron SP AF 24-70mm f/2.8 Di VC USD £800/$1300 Yes 2.9x Yes f/2.8 825g 0.38m 0.2x 82mm 9 127 HHHH ●
Tamron SP AF 28-75mm f/2.8 XR Di £450/$500 Yes 2.7x No f/2.8 510g 0.33m 0.26x 67mm 7 57 HHH
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Canon EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS STM £380/$400 No 7.5x Yes f/3.5-5.6 480g 0.39m 0.28x 67mm 7 128 HHHH
Canon EF-S 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS USM £430/$600 No 7.5x Yes f/3.5-5.6 515g 0.39m 0.28x 67mm 7 128 HHHH
Canon EF-S 18-200mm f/3.5-5.6 IS £470/$700 No 11.1x Yes f/3.5-5.6 595g 0.45m 0.24x 72mm 6 128 HHH
Canon EF 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6L IS USM £2250/$2450 Yes 10.7x Yes f/3.5-5.6 1760g 0.7m 0.30x 77mm 8 6 HHHH
Sigma 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM C £290/$400 No 11.1x Yes f/3.5-6.3 430g 0.39m 0.33x 62mm 7 128 HHHH
Sigma 18-250mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM £350/$350 No 13.9x Yes f/3.5-6.3 470g 0.35m 0.34x 62mm 7 92 HHHHH ●
Sigma 18-300mm f/3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM C £370/$500 No 16.7x Yes f/3.5-6.3 585g 0.39m 0.33x 72mm 7 128 HHHH ●
Tamron 16-300mm f/3.5-6.3 Di II VC PZD Macro £430/$550 No 18.8x Yes f/3.5-6.3 540g 0.39m 0.34x 67mm 7 128 HHHH
Tamron 18-200mm f/3.5-6.3 Di II VC £190/$200 No 11.1x Yes f/3.5-6.3 400g 0.49m 0.25x 62mm 7 128 HHHH ●
Tamron AF 18-270mm f/3.5-6.3 Di II VC PZD £300/$450 No 15x Yes f/3.5-6.3 450g 0.49m 0.26x 62mm 7 128 HHH
Tamron 28-300mm f/3.5-6.3 Di VC PZD £600/$850 Yes 10.7x Yes f/3.5-6.3 540g 0.49m 0.29x 67mm 7
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TElEPHoTo PrImEs
Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L II USM £1770/$1900 Yes None No f/1.2 1025g 0.95m 0.11x 72mm 8 116 HHHH
Canon EF 85mm f/1.8 USM £340/$350 Yes None No f/1.8 425g 0.85m 0.13x 58mm 8 126 HHHH  
Canon TS-E 90mm f/2.8 (tilt & shift) £1240/$1400 Yes None No f/2.8 565g 0.5m 0.29x 58mm 8
Canon EF 100mm f/2 USM £410/$500 Yes None No f/2 460g 0.9m 0.14x 58mm 8 46 HHHHH
Canon EF 135mm f/2L USM £940/$1000 Yes None No f/2 750g 0.9m 0.19x 72mm 8
Canon EF 200mm f/2L IS USM £5400/$5700 Yes None Yes f/2 2520g 1.9m 0.12x 52mm 8 98 HHHHH
Canon EF 200mm f/2.8L II USM £700/$750 Yes None No f/2.8 765g 1.5m 0.16x 72mm 8 98 HHHH
Canon EF 300mm f/2.8L IS II USM £5800/$6100 Yes None Yes f/2.8 2400g 2.0m 0.18x 52mm 9 54 HHHHH
Canon EF 300mm f/4L IS USM £1140/$1350 Yes None Yes f/4 1190g 1.5m 0.24x 77mm 8 117 HHHH
Canon EF 400mm f/2.8L IS II USM £9900/$10,000 Yes None Yes f/2.8 3850g 2.7m 0.17x 52mm 9 54 HHHHH
Canon EF 400mm f/4 DO IS II USM £7000/$6900 Yes None Yes f/4 2100g 3.3m 0.13x 52mm 9
Canon EF 400mm f/5.6L USM £1180/$1180 Yes None No f/5.6 1250g 3.5m 0.12x 77mm 8 117 HHH
Canon EF 500mm f/4L IS II USM £8400/$9000 Yes None Yes f/4 3190g 3.7m 0.15x 52mm 9
Canon EF 600mm f/4L IS II USM £11,350/$11,500 Yes None Yes f/4 3920g 4.5m 0.15x 52mm 9
Canon EF 800mm f/5.6L IS USM £11,900/$13,000 Yes None Yes f/5.6 4500g 6.0m 0.14x 52mm 8
Samyang 85mm f/1.4 IF MC £300/$270 Yes None No f/1.4 513g 1.0m N/S 72mm 8
Samyang 135mm f/2 ED UMC £370/$530 Yes None No f/2 830g 0.8m N/S 77mm 9
Samyang 500mm MC IF f/6.3 Mirror £125/$150 Yes None No f/6.3 705g 2.0m N/S 95mm 0
Samyang 800mm MC IF f/8 Mirror £170/$190 Yes None No f/8 870g 3.5m N/S 30mm 0
Sigma 85mm f/1.4 DG HSM A £1000/$1200 Yes None No f/1.4 TBA 0.85m 0.12x 86mm 9 126 HHHH
Sigma APO 300mm f/2.8 EX DG HSM £2600/$3400 Yes None No f/2.8 2400g 2.5m 0.13x 46mm 9 98 HHHH
Sigma APO 500mm f/4.5 EX DG HSM £3600/$4400 Yes None No f/4.5 3150g 4.0m 0.13x 46mm 9
Sigma 500mm f/4 DG OS HSM S £5000/$6000 Yes None Yes f/4 TBA 3.5m 0.15x 46mm 9 9
Sigma APO 800mm f/5.6 EX DG HSM £5000/$6600 Yes None No f/5.6 4.9kg 7.0m 0.11x 46mm 9 21 HHHH
Tamron SP 85mm f/1.8 Di VC USD £750/$750 Yes None Yes f/1.8 700g 0.8m 0.14x 67mm 9 126 HHHHH ●
Zeiss Milvus 85mm f/1.4 ZE £1380/$1800 Yes None No f/1.4 1280g 0.8m 0.14x 77mm 9
Zeiss Milvus 135mm f/2 ZE £1900/$2200 Yes None No f/2 1123g 0.8m 0.28x 77mm 9
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Canon EF-S 60mm f/2.8 Macro USM £400/$400 No None No f/2.8 335g 0.20m 1.0x 52mm 7 118 HHH
Canon MP-E65mm f/2.8 1-5x Macro £980/$1050 Yes None No f/2.8 710g 0.24m 5.0x 58mm 6 50 HHHH
Canon EF 100mm f/2.8 Macro USM £460/$600 Yes None No f/2.8 600g 0.31m 1.0x 58mm 8 118 HHHH
Canon EF 100mm f/2.8L Macro IS USM £860/$800 Yes None Yes f/2.8 625g 0.3m 1.0x 67mm 9 118 HHHH
Canon EF 180mm f/3.5L Macro USM £1330/$1400 Yes None No f/3.5 1090g 0.48m 1.0x 72mm 8 69 HHHH
Sigma Macro 105mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £320/$620 Yes None Yes f/2.8 725g 0.31m 1.0x 62mm 9 118 HHHH ●
Sigma APO Macro 150mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £780/$1100 Yes None Yes f/2.8 1150g 0.38m 1.0x 72mm 9 118 HHHH
Sigma APO Macro 180mm f/2.8 EX DG OS HSM £1250/$1700 Yes None Yes f/2.8 1640g 0.47m 1.0x 86mm 9 102 HHHH
Tamron SP AF 60mm f/2 Di II LD (IF) Macro £350/$525 No None No f/2 350g 0.23m 1.0x 55mm 7 118 HHH
Tamron SP AF 90mm f/2.8 Di Macro £350/$500 Yes None No f/2.8 400g 0.29m 1.0x 55mm 9 102 HHH
Tamron SP AF 90mm f/2.8 Di VC USD Macro £600/$650 Yes None Yes f/2.8 610g 0.3m 1.0x 62mm 9 118 HHHHH ●
Tamron SP AF 180mm f/3.5 Di Macro £800/$740 Yes None No f/3.5 985g 0.47m 1.0x 72mm 7 69 HHH
Tokina 100mm f/2.8 AT-X PRO Macro £350/$410 Yes None No f/2.8 540g 0.3m 1.0x 55mm 9 118 HHHH
Zeiss Makro Planar T* 50mm f/2 ZE £950/$1285 Yes None No f/2 570g 0.24m 0.5x 67mm 9
Zeiss Milvus Makro Planar 100mm f/2 ZE £1300/$1840 Yes None No f/2 843g 0.44m 0.5x 67mm 9 50 HHHH
Zeiss Makro Planar 100mm f/2 T* ZE £1400/$1545 Yes None No f/2 680g 0.44m 0.5x 67mm 9
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Canon EF 40mm f/2.8 STM £200/$180 Yes None No f/2.8 130g 0.3m 0.18x 52mm 7 126 HHH
Canon TS-E 45mm f/2.8 (tilt & shift) £1200/$1400 Yes None No f/2.8 645g 0.4m 0.16x 72mm 8
Canon EF 50mm f/1.2L USM £1370/$1350 Yes None No f/1.2 580g 0.45m 0.15x 72mm 8 103 HHHH
Canon EF 50mm f/1.4 USM £350/$330 Yes None No f/1.4 290g 0.45m 0.15x 58mm 8 126 HHHH  
Canon EF 50mm f/1.8 STM £105/$125 Yes None No f/1.8 160g 0.35m 0.21x 49mm 7 126 HHHH ●
Samyang 50mm f/1.4 AS UMC £310/$350 Yes None No f/1.4 575g 0.45m N/S 77mm 8
Sigma 30mm f/1.4 DC HSM A £360/$500 No None No f/1.4 435g 0.3m 0.15x 62mm 9 100 HHHH ●
Sigma 50mm f/1.4 DG HSM A £600/$950 Yes None No f/1.4 815g 0.4m 0.18x 77mm 9 126 HHHH  
Tamron SP 45mm f/1.8 Di VC USD £600/$600 Yes None Yes f/1.8 540g 0.29m 0.29x 67mm 9 126 HHHH
Zeiss Milvus 50mm f/1.4 ZF.2 £950/$1200 Yes None No f/1.4 922g 0.45m 0.15x 67mm 9
Zeiss Planar T* 50mm f/1.4 ZE £560/$725 Yes None No f/1.4 380g 0.45m 0.15x 58mm 9
Zeiss Otus 55mm f/1.4 £2700/$3990 Yes None No f/1.4 1030g 0.5m 0.15x 77mm 9
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Contacts
Canon www.canon.co.uk
Peleng www.digitaltoyshop.co.uk
Samyang www.samyang-lens.co.uk
Schneider www.linhofstudio.com

 
Sigma www.sigma-imaging-uk.com
Tamron www.tamron.co.uk
Tokina www.tokinalens.com
Voigtlander www.robertwhite.co.uk
Zeiss www.zeiss.co.uk 
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readersurvey
Only  

takes 5  
mins!

EvEry issue, we do our best 
to create a magazine that you 
love to read, and we’re always 
looking for ways to make it even 
better. So, we’d like your help 
in improving PhotoPlus: The 
Canon Magazine and all you 
need to do is answer some quick 
questions about yourself, your 
camera kit and the magazine – 
we’re really looking forward to 
hearing from you.

Peter Travers
Editor

Complete our new reader survey online at 
www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/photoplus129

Have your say today!

Complete 
 survey

Step 1
Tell us your 
thoughts

Step 2
Reader 
discount

Step 3

fill it out
Spend five minutes 

filling out our survey – 
do it on your computer, 
tablet or smartphone 

Your opinion
Tell us a bit about 

yourself, your camera 
kit, and your opinions 

on the magazine

Great savinGs
After you’ve filled in 
our simple survey 
you’ll be given a  

10% discount code

Take part in our summer survey and enjoy an 
exclusive 10% reader discount on magazines  

(not subscriptions), books, dvds and binders at  
www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk



Don’t miss next issue

Your ultimate guide to everything you need  
to know about Canon DSLR photography

A to Z 
of Canon 

Photography

In the next Canon Skills chapter…
FREE VIDEOS!
■ Modify your flash for colourful shots 
■ Creative montages using a mirror in a 

scene and Photoshop (see right) 
■ Photoshop CC, Elements  

& Lightroom tutorials

■ The Apprentice: learn how to  
use flash to take fantastic macro  
shots in the great outdoors 
■ Profile: amazing whale 
photographer Jem Cresswell 
■  Canon School: portrait tips
■  Win a great Gitzo tripod 

  PLuS aLL thIS... 

ISSuE 132 ON SALE 17 OctObEr
* Content subject to change











We’d love to hear your thoughts on the mag and all things 
photographic! Email us at photoplus@futurenet.com

130 www.digitalcameraworld.com

YourView

FocusPoint ThE Social 
NETWork

The most popular stories 
found on the web this month

Facebook
www.facebook.com/PhotoPlusMag

TwiTTer
www.twitter.com/PhotoPlusMagFollow us on... DigiTal camera worlD

www.digitalcameraworld.com

To search for past tests and articles, download 
our PhotoPlus index which dates all the way 
back to issue no.1. Get it at downloads.
photoplusmag.com/photoplusindex.xls

1/8000
Shoot at super-fast shutter 
speeds with the Elinchrom 

ElB1200 light (p104)

131
Number of issues over ten 

years of PhotoPlus

of our favourite canon  
DSlr techniques (p28)

how much your free lastolite 
flash kit is worth when you 

subscribe today (p38)

There’s a new canon TS-E 
135mm f/4l Macro  
tilt-shift lens (p100)

240g10
Weight of canon’s 10-18mm 
wide-angle zoom lens (p106)

135mm

what is most important for a great photo?
 The month in numbers

2%
camera

14%
Timing

16%
abiliTY

6%
lens

46%
Vision

16%
lighTing

Vote in our next poll at  
www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/poll132

camera techniques for all
 
I’m getting increasingly frustrated 
with your magazine. As a new 
reader, I notice that you hardly ever 
mention low-end beginner cameras. 
I’m the proud owner of an EOS 
1300D, which I consider to be a 
great starter camera. It would be 
nice if you recognised that there are 
many beginners. As a pensioner, I’m 
limited to the cost of equipment.
Richard Bance, Maidstone 

We’d say 95% of the Canon camera 
techniques we feature will still be 
relevant to you, regardless of whether 
you have a Canon 1300D or a top-pro 
1D Mk II. You can still set exposure, 
white balance and focus modes, 
shoot in Manual and use exposure 
compensation; and you can use any 
lens your budget can manage. Your 
1300D still has 18Mp, and it doesn’t 
matter that it has fewer AF points or 
a slower fps rate compared to other 
DSLRs. The specs don’t matter if you 

follow our techniques and use the right 
setting on your camera for the right 
type of shot. So don’t be disheartened 
if we don’t mention your camera. You 
can replicate many of the tips, and we 
hope we can continue to inspire you.

shallow depth-of-field effects 
Full-frame makes things easy, but 
shallow depth-of-field effects are still 
possible with even basic cameras – 
www.bit.ly/dcw_dof

Photography goddess 
Did you know that Canon was 
named after Kwannon, the Buddhist 
goddess of mercy? Canon UK via 
PhotoPlus Facebook page

Floating rocks in landscapes?
What do you think of these surreal 
landscape shots with floating rocks? 
[Insert your joke here about how the 
photographer must’ve been stoned, 
his camera was only a stone’s throw 
away, etc] From bbc.co.uk – www.
bit.ly/stone_scenes via PhotoPlus 
Facebook page

  

Each issue, every letter printed 
wins an Experience Seminars  
EOS training DVD. More info at 
www.eostrainingacademy.co.uk

stAR LEttER PRiZE!

Although we 
feature higher- 
end cameras, 
lots of skills in 
the mag are 
relevant to all
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